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“Ideas or the lack of them can cause disease.”
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A FOREWORD





1
INTRODUCT ION

shedding light on the molecular world

Nearly one hundred years ago Henry Eyring, and (independently) Meredith
Gwynne Evans and Michael Polany established the roots of transition state
theory (TST) [1, 2]. Within its scope, all chemical reactions are described as
a continuous change in the relative positions and potential energies of the re-
active atomic or molecular species. A chemical reaction takes place when the
reactants gain enough energy to overcome a potential energy barrier (∆Ea )
and are thereby able form the so-called activated complex—essentially a sad-
dle point of a potential energy surface (PES). Since these activated complexes
can convert into products, the kinetic theory implies that the rates of this
conversion are:

k =
kBT

h
K‡, (1.1)

where K‡ ∼ exp (−∆Ea/kBT ) is the concentration equilibrium constant [2].
In essence, TST discloses that fastest chemical reactions, such as the reactant
molecules getting close enough to form an activated complex, at room tem-
perature develop in the timescale of h/kBT ≈ 160 fs. This figure, while being
slightly exaggerated, is very close to the currently-comprehended characteris-
tic molecular vibration lifetimes of ca. 10–100 fs. This estimate essentially pre-
dicts the highest temporal resolution necessary to directly observe the fastest
nuclear motions, taking place in a sub-ångström spatial scale [3, 4].

Back when the TST was first postulated no one had even dreamed of mea-
suring processes of such rapidness—the activated complex was more of a use-
ful (yet very rigorous) concept, rather than an actual observable chemical
state. All things considered, scientists of the day were limited to a sub-second
temporal resolution and thereby could only examine extremely slow chemi-
cal processes [3, 4]. The humble roots of modern time-resolved spectroscopy
can be traced back to the pioneering works of stopped-flow enzyme studies
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by Britton Chance in the early 1940’s, that pushed temporal resolution to the
millisecond time scale [5, 6], and flash photolysis (FP) measurements of free
radicals in solutions by Ronald G.W. Norrish and George Porter in the early
1950’s, that broke the microsecond limit [7, 8]. The advent of laser technology
[9], the advancements in ultrashort high-intensity laser pulse generation (first
by Q-switching [10] and later by mode-locking [11]), and the introduction of
tunable optical parametric devices [12], that expanded the spectral limits of
laser radiation well beyond the VIS/NIR, have all put the theoretical bound-
aries, established by Eyring et al., to test. Moreover, all these innovations have
lead to the development of a new area in chemical physics—femtochemistry [3,
4]. During the half-century since the invention of the most valuable spectro-
scopic tool—the laser—scientists were finally able to directly “peer” into such
overwhelmingly fast processes, such as electron and proton transfer dynamics
in the molecular excited states [13], formation and breakage of chemical bonds
[14], photosynthesis [15, 16], vibronic relaxation [17], solvation dynamics [18],
human vision [19, 20], etc. With the dawn of attosecond laser technology we
have breached well beyond the electronic limit and are tentatively able to wit-
ness processes that have previously been thought to be instantaneous even
from a quantum mechanical perspective [21].

Presently we have the tools and technology whose speed can challenge
that of the molecular world, albeit the complex nature of many natural and
artificial molecular systems still leaves a great deal of unanswered questions.
Most of the time we are less limited by the resolution of time-resolved mea-
surements, but are oftentimes faced with the dilemma of how to properly
interpret the elaborate experimental data. All these unanswered questions call
for new types of measurement methods that would allow us to look at the
same problem from a different perspective. In the thesis at hand we will try
to take a glimpse into the inner workings of two seemingly distinct molecular
systems—naturally occurring photosynthetic carotenoids and artificial photo-
chromic indolo[2,1-b] [1,3]benzoxazines (IBs). While the latter systems are
relatively new, photosynthetic pigments and complexes have been puzzling
photochemists for over a century [22]. The main tasks and goals of this thesis,
as a matter of fact, did not stem from a practical necessity, but arose from a
scientific aspiration to comprehend the complex molecular mechanisms that
govern their photophysics. To disentangle the intricate spectral dynamics of
these two molecular systems we have adapted a number of experimental tech-
niques—some more and some less commonplace—to gain a knowledge of
the electronic and structural dynamics occurring in the ultrashort timescale.
Throughout the course of this thesis we will see that a single perspective on
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the photodynamics is often not enough to fully appreciate the intricate phe-
nomena of the nano-scale world.

structure of the thesis

The thesis is composed of six parts, including an introduction, an afterword,
and an appendix. Parts II to IV are formally separated into four distinct chap-
ters. The parts are organized thematically according to the subject of research
(or the methodology), whereas the chapters are more focused on a particular
set of experiments and/or experimental techniques. A short synopsis is pre-
sented at the beginning of each part, summarizing the inceptive ideas, core
concepts, and the potential reconsideration of some the preceding notions.

the main tasks of the thesis

• Assembly and characterization of a tunable femtosecond stimulated Ra-
man scattering (FSRS) apparatus, automation of the experimental setup,
and development of software tools for signal retrieval and processing.

• Investigation of the excited state dynamics of the marine carotenoid fu-
coxanthin (FX), exploration of the interstate couplings and the evolu-
tionary pathways between its excited state “cohabitants”, conception of
a model of the FX photoevolution.

• Investigation of the electronic kinetics, structural dynamics, and pho-
tochromic capabilities of phenyl-substituted IB compounds, analysis of
their standard and temporally-perturbed photoevolution, elucidation of
the steady- and excited-state vibronic characteristics of the oxazine ring-
opening.

practical and scientific novelty

• A tunable FSRS apparatus based on spectrally-limiting 2nd harmonic
generation was assembled, tested, and practically implemented to un-
cover the time-resolved structural dynamics of several carotenoids (β-
carotene, FX) and IB-type molecular compounds.

• A direct coupling between the FX S1 and ICT excited states was ob-
served for the first time and the interstate population transfer rates (i.e.,
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the coupling “strength”) were determined via multi-pulse spectroscopic
methods.

• A comprehensive evolutionary model, incorporating the vibronic fea-
tures of the FX excited states, was proposed to interpret the FX photo-
evolution.

• Primary photodynamic events in structurally-modified IB systems were
uncovered for the first time and a branched evolutionary model was in-
troduced to explain their non-trivial femto-to-nanosecond scale spectral
dynamics.

• The capability of multi-pulse light-controllable transient absorptionmod-
ulation (i.e., optical “switching”) was experimentally tested—and demon-
strated to be possible—on an IB compound.

• A number of different IB molecular conformations were for the first
time investigated by steady-state and time-resolved Raman spectroscopy,
thus shedding additional structure-sensitive insight to the [1,3]oxazine
ring-opening dynamics.

statements to defend

1. Excited state equilibrium exists between the FX S1 and ICT states. This
interstate equilibrium is established with the average reciprocal rates of
τS1→ICT

= 2.4ps and τ
ICT→S1

= 4.1ps, and is thus restored on a sub-6-
picosecond timescale after its deliberate disturbance.

2. The FX S1 state is distinguished by 1250 cm−1 (C–C) and 1735 cm−1

(C––C), whereas the FX ICT is distinguished by 1215 cm−1 (C–C) and
1555 cm−1 (C––C) excited state vibrations, the latter of which acts as a
possible coupling channel for the S1↔ ICT equilibrium.

3. The sub-nanosecond photoevolution in phenyl-substituted IB systems,
evoked by the absorption of an ultrashort UV pulse, proceeds from
the Frank–Condon state via two parallel evolutionary routes, that cor-
respond to a fast (τ < 1ps) “unsuccessful” and a slow (τ ∼ 15ps) “effec-
tive” reaction coordinates of the photoproduct formation.

4. Transient absorption of the UV-excited phenyl-substituted IB systems
may be modulated via a properly-timed introduction of an ultrashort
VIS/NIR pulse, resonant to the absorption of the IB excited state/photo-
product species. A perturbation of the ordinary IB photoevolution with
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ca. 80GW/cm2 intensity pulsed NIR radiation allows us to achieve up
to 20 % short-term (ca. 20 ps) and/or up to 6 % long-term (> 6ns, i.e.,
“permanent”) modulation of the transient IB signal.

5. The chemically ring-opened and the UV excitation-generated forms of
phenyl-substituted IBs are, from a spectroscopic perspective, dissimilar
both electronically and vibrationally. This vibronic disparity between
the two—previously deemed equivalent—molecular species implies that
the [1,3]oxazine ring-opening competes with a more effective auxiliary
UV excitation-induced photochemical pathway. Products of this photo-
reaction predominate in the phenyl-substituted IB transient absorption
spectra and exhibit an enhanced vibronic activity in the phenyl-indolic
(and not the nitrophenolic) IB moiety.
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Part II

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

The following chapter gives a brief outlook on key concepts of
time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy. The reader is in-
troduced to both basic two-pulse and the more advanced multi-
pulse spectroscopic methods, the physical principles of their op-
eration, the constitution and temporal behavior of the observable
transient signals, spectroscopic data acquisition and handling tech-
niques, etc. A great portion of the chapter is dedicated to “dis-
section” of the femtosecond stimulated Raman scattering spectro-
scopic setup, as its conception and development were some of the
main objectives of this thesis.





2
SPECTROSCOP IC AND DATA ANALYS I S METHODS

2.1 transient absorption spectroscopy in a nutshell

Transient absorption (TA) or pump-probe (PP) spectroscopy is one of the
most widespread spectroscopic techniques to investigate the dynamic behav-
ior of various biological and artificial photo-active systems [15]. In a typical
PP measurement a sample is subjected to a pair of ultrashort laser pulses. An
intense femtosecond pulse—the “pump”—initiates the light-driven reaction by
inducing an electronic transition to an excited molecular (typically singlet)
state. If the duration of the excitation pulse is short enough, the molecular
systems experiences an instantaneous “departure” from its ground state ther-
modynamic equilibrium and is left to freely evolve in time. If the interaction
with the pump pulse is not destructive, the perturbed molecular system even-
tually dissipates the excess excitation-gained energy via radiative and non-ra-
diative decay or uses it to initiate an inter- or intra-molecular reaction. All of
the intermediary steps that the photoexcited system undergoes throughout its
photoevolution and all the electronic/vibrational transitions that accompany
them leave a specific spectral “footprint” in the molecular absorption spec-
trum. Therefore, an auxiliary temporally variable pulse—the “probe”—can be
used to monitor the spectral changes that occur within the evolving system.
The probe pulse is nearly always chosen to be significantly less intense than the
pump pulse, as its purpose is to inspect the on-going photoreaction without
any undesirable interference. Considering the fixed time-bandwidth product
of an ultrashort pulse, a femtosecond probe pulse provides both a good tem-
poral resolution—as most electronic processes take place in the femto-to-nano-
second timescale—and a broad bandwidth, that is typically desired in order
to collect as much spectral information about the evolving system as possible.
When it comes to electronic PP spectroscopy, white light supercontinuum
(WLSc) generated in bulk media is the most common choice for the probing
radiation. Broadband femtosecond non-collinear optical parametric amplifiers
(NOPAs) are typically employed only when a very high temporal resolution

25
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is necessary [15, 20]. Since PP is a two-pulse experiment, there is no physical
difference which of the two pulses is “stationary” and which is progressed in
time. Proper relative timing of the pulses becomes only significant in multi-
pulse experiments (see Section 2.2). From an experimental point of view it is
practical to consider the pump beam to be fixed at t = 0 and the probe beam
to be traversing from t = −∞ (prior to the interaction with the sample) to
t =+∞ (after the interaction), as depicted in Figure 2.1(c).
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of PP dynamics of a model molecular system. The pump
pulse promotes the system to the S1 singlet excited state from which the
molecule may decay to the ground state S0 or undergo formation of a
photoproduct (herein labeled PhP). Panel (a) depicts a simplified PES di-
agram of the photoreaction. Panel (b) illustrates the isolated constituents
of the TA spectrum and their gross product (dashed). Panel (c) portrays
the pulse sequence of a typical PP experiment and an idealized temporal
behavior of GSB, SE, and IA (both the S1 ESA and the PA) signals.

As the name implies, TA experiment must estimate the time-dependent
light-induced absorption changes that occur in the investigated system. Ac-
cording to the Bouguer–Beer–Lambert law, the time-integrated (as we are
employing “slow” detection techniques) spectral intensity of the probe pulse,
passing through an absorptive sample, can be expressed as:

I0(λ) = I (λ)10−ε(λ)c l = I (λ)10−A0(λ), (2.1)
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where I (λ) is the initial spectral intensity of the probe pulse, ε(λ) is the molar
attenuation coefficient, c is the molar concentration of the absorbing species,
l is the optical path length of medium, and A0(λ) is the total (steady-state)
spectral absorbance of the sample. The latter term changes in the photoexcited
system (and is likewise dependent on time), hence the intensity of the probe
pulse at the temporal instance t = ti after the excitation can be expressed as:

I1(ti ,λ) = I (λ)10−A1(ti ,λ). (2.2)

If we iteratively measure and collect these two signals over a span of temporal
delays t = t1, t2, . . ., tn between the two pulses,1 we obtain the full time-re-
solved TA spectrum that can be calculated (in dimensionless optical density
(OD) units) as:

∆A(t ,λ) = A1(t ,λ)−A0(t ,λ) = log10
I0(t ,λ)
I1(t ,λ)

. (2.3)

Three types of spectral contributions are typically observed in a TA signal:

• Ground state bleaching (GSB). The pump pulse promotes a fraction
of the sample molecules to a higher excited state, thus partially deplet-
ing the thermally equilibrated ground state population. The decrease of
the primary absorbing species causes a partial decrease of the sample
absorption within the light-matter interaction volume. This temporally-
induced transparency—i.e., “bleaching”—surfaces as a negative transient
signal (i.e., IGSB

1 > I0) that spans the frequency range of the original
ground state absorption spectrum (see Figure 2.1(b)). The bleaching sig-
nal eventually diminishes as the system returns to the ground state equi-
librium. As exhibited in Figure 2.1(c), the GSB contribution (ideally)
lingers until the system is fully restored back to S0.

• Stimulated emission (SE). If the spectral bandwidth of the femtosecond
probe is broad enough to cover the band gap between the ground and
the higher energy excited singlet states, then the electromagnetic field
of the probe pulse may trigger a radiative decay—i.e., stimulated emis-
sion—to the S0 vibrational continuum. The red-shifted photons gener-
ated in this process coherently add up to the probe field, thus increasing
its net intensity (i.e., I SE1 > I0). Therefore, SE is registered as “nega-
tive absorption” in the TA spectrum and its spectral outline principally

1 While I0 is technically independent on inter-pulse delay time, the said term is nonetheless
evaluated at each temporal instance ti in a standard PP realization to compensate for the slow
intensity drifts of the probe.
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mimics that of the sample fluorescence (in actuality, it is modified by
the spectrally-dependent Bm→n∝ω3 Einstein coefficient for SE [23]).

• Induced absorption (IA) is a positive contribution to the overall TA sig-
nal that signifies a temporary increase of electronic absorption at a par-
ticular spectral region (i.e., I IA1 < I0). If the development of the molec-
ular wavepacket is limited to a singlet or triplet PES, then the observed
IA signal corresponds to the dipole-allowed transitions to the higher
electronic states, i.e., Sn → Sm>n or Tn → Tm>n. This type of signal
is sometimes distinguished as excited state absorption (ESA). If the sys-
tem evolves beyond the excited state PES—e.g., the molecule undergoes
isomerization or ionization, or an energy and/or charge transfer occurs
in the excited state, etc.—then the ESA signal, as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 2.1(c), gradually transforms into the absorptive contribution of the
transient product—i.e., photoproduct absorption (PA).

TA spectrum is much more elaborate than, e.g., a fluorescence decay spec-
trum, since it provides information not only about the excited states of the
system, but also about all the intermediate evolutionary transients and non-
emissive states both on the ground and the excited state PES’s. Nevertheless, a
proper “dissection” of a PP signal is not trivial as it may seem. The exemplary
kinetic signals in Figure 2.1(c) are somewhat exaggerated. In many actual mo-
lecular systems theGSB, SE, and IA signals can partially or fully overlap both
temporally and spectrally (the latter case is emphasized in Figure 2.1(b)), thus,
to some extent, complicating the interpretation of TA dynamics.

2.2 multi-pulse spectroscopic methods

2.2.1 Incoherent Ultrafast Three-Pulse Spectroscopy

When talking about multi-pulse spectroscopic methods, nonlinear spectro-
scopic techniques, such as three-pulse photon echo or coherent two-dimen-
sional spectroscopy [24–26]. The multi-pulse techniques discussed in this sec-
tion can be considered as “incoherent” from the density matrix formalism
point of view [25], since they predominantly deal with the populations (and
not the coherences) of the excited system. While technically these techniques
are based on the χ (5) optical nonlinearity [26], they generally do not require
an elaborate theoretical description [24, 25] and can be viewed as an “exten-
sion” of a typical PP experiment. In an incoherent three-pulse experiment, in
contrast to a standard PP realization, an additional pulse is used to disrupt
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the on-going evolution of the photoexcited system. The auxiliary pulse, de-
pending on its functionality, spectral characteristics, and relative timing, can
be designated as a:

• Dump pulse: when the pulse is resonant to a SE transition, and is thereby
able to deliberately depopulate the excited state species and revert the
system back to the ground state PES;

• Repump pulse: when the carrier frequency corresponds to an IA reso-
nance, and the pulse is thus able to elevate the system to a higher excited
state (that may or may not be detectable in the standard photoevolution)
or return it to an earlier evolutionary transient;

• Prepump pulse: when the pulse is resonant to an electronic ground-to-ex-
cited state transition, i.e., S0→ Sn, thus making it possible to “replenish”
the excited state population.

If the optical path of pump beam is temporally fixed, two possible ex-
periments can be carried out in a three-pulse configuration (see Figure 2.2).
In a pump-dump-probe kinetic trace (PDP) or a pump-repump-probe kinetic
trace (PrPP) experiment2 the pump and the auxiliary pulses are temporally
held at a fixed delay between them, so that from the perspective of a t →+∞
traversing probe pulse t

Pu
= 0 and t

Du/rP > 0 (see Figure 2.2(a)). This type
of experiment provides the information on how a perturbation disturbs the
standard photodynamic behavior of the investigated system. In a pump-dump-
probe action trace (PDAT) or a pump-repump-probe action trace (PrPAT)
experiment, on the other hand, temporal delay between the pump and probe
pulses is held fixed ( t

Pu
= 0 and t

Pr
> 0), and the auxiliary pulse is propagated

from t < 0 towards t = t
Pr
> 0 (see Figure 2.2(b)). In other words, this exper-

iment allows us to monitor how the exact timing of perturbation influences
the TA spectrum at a fixed evolutionary phase.

If the pulse sequence is properly timed, synchronized, and shuttered, four
types of raw spectral data are collected in course of a three-pulse experiment.
This data can be categorized as:

• Probe-only data I00(t ,λ): when both pump and the auxiliary beams are
blocked;

• Pumped data I10(t ,λ): when the pump beam is unblocked and the dump/
repump beam is blocked;

2 Prepump-pump-probe (pPPP) experiments were not performed in the course of this work,
therefore they will not be discussed in greater detail, albeit the same naming/pulse-timing
formalism would also apply [27].
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• Dumped/repumped data I01(t ,λ): when the pump beam is blocked and
the dump/repump beam is unblocked;

• Pumped-dumped/pumped-repumped data I11(t ,λ): when both pump
and repump beams are unblocked.

The first two terms coincide with, correspondingly, I0 and I1 from Equa-
tions (2.1) to (2.3) and provide the conventional PP data. The PDP/PrPP
term I11 provides information about the deviation from the typical PP dy-
namics (∆APnP = log10 (I00/I11)). The I01 term provides the complimentary
dump-probe (DP)/repump-probe (rPP) data ∆AnP = log10 (I00/I10), i.e., a PP-
like data where the dump/repump pulse takes the “role” of the pump. If the
dump/repump pulse does not create neither single-, nor multi-photon elec-
tronic excitation, then the DP/rPP data contains no significant spectro-tem-
poral information, apart from cross-phase modulation produced coherent ar-
tifacts at t = t

Du/rP [28–30], hence these spectra can be subtracted from the
final PDP/PrPP signals (A′PnP = APnP−AnP). Additional information about
three-pulse TA experiments can be found in refs. [31–33].
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Figure 2.2: Pulse timing sequences of three-pulse TA measurements: (a) a kinetic
trace-type experiment (simply referred as PDP/PrPP throughout the
text) and (b) an action trace-type (PDAT/PrPAT) experiment; all pre-
sented in a reference system tied to the pump pulse ( t

Pu
= 0). Panel (c)

depicts a scenario, where the auxiliary pulse disrupts the standard photo-
evolution (dashed lines) at t = t

Du/rP > 0 by relocating the excited state
population to either a higher excited state (PrPP), or by returning it to a
thermally unequilibrated site on the S0 PES (PDP).
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2.2.2 Femtosecond Stimulated Raman Scattering

Time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy is a powerful experimental tool for
identifying and characterizing the molecular motions taking place as a result
of electronic excitation. High-resolution spectral information on the vibra-
tional coordinates of the photoreaction can give additional insight on the pho-
todynamics, which is normally “lost” on conventional (electronic) UV–NIR

TA experiments. Contemporary commercial or home-built femtosecond laser
systems, equipped with broadband tunable UV-to-LWIR parametric devices,
facilitate the technical design aspects of high spectro-temporal resolutionUV/
VIS pump–MidIR/LWIR probe spectroscopic experiments. While these tech-
niques have been the staple of one-dimensional vibrational PP spectroscopy
for a long time [34, 35], they often suffer from such drawbacks as limited
bandwidth of the probing radiation, low parametric conversion efficiency
and stability of the long-wavelength (≥ 10µm) radiation, and high cost and
low resolution of the typically employed mercury cadmium telluride (MCT)
sensors and IR-designated optics. To circumvent the latter problem, MidIR-
to-NIR frequency upconversion techniques have been recently suggested as
an alternative [36, 37]. However, other experimental inconveniences, such as
the requirement of gas-purged chambers for the IR probe, the necessity of
high sample concentrations (due to low extinction coefficients of vibrational
transitions), and the difficulty of measuring samples in solutions (especially
aqueous), hinder the time-resolved IR measurements.

Femtosecond stimulated Raman scattering (FSRS) spectroscopy [38–42]
is a relatively recent, yet moderately widespread time-resolved spectroscopic
method. Since its inception in the early 2000’s [39, 40, 43], FSRS techniques
have been utilized to investigate various photobiological pigments [44–48],
compounds that undergo photo-isomerization [49–51], metalorganic molecules
[52, 53], donor-acceptor systems [54–57], etc. During its development numer-
ous spin-off FSRS techniques, such as impulsive FSRS [58], femtosecond Ra-
man-induced Kerr effect spectroscopy (FRIKES) [59], surface-enhanced FSRS

[60], two-dimensional FSRS in the impulsive limit [61, 62], chirped-pulse
FSRS [63], and even such outlandish approaches as FSRSwith quantum-entan-
gled light [64] or FSRS in the X-ray regime [65], have been both theoretically
suggested and experimentally implemented. At its core, FSRS, as depicted in
Figure 2.3, is a multi-pulse technique that can be summarized as follows. An ul-
trashort actinic pulse acts on a molecular system in its ground state |g , 0〉 〈g , 0|
(the first symbol denotes electronic, and the second—vibrational quantum
number) and initiates the photoreaction by preparing a wavepacket in the
excited state |e , n〉 〈e , n|. A pair of temporally delayed pulses probes the suc-
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Figure 2.3: A simplified scheme of the FSRS process within a hypothetical three-level
vibronic system. A femtosecond actinic pulse excites a molecular system,
while a pair of synchronized narrowband Raman pump (resonant to the
S1→ S2 transition) and broadband Raman probe pulses produce a vibra-
tional coherence in the evolving excited state, resulting in the emission of
Stokes (and anti-Stokes) photons on top of the probe field [38]. Note that
the experiment is performed in a “reversed” time frame, i.e., the Raman
pump and Raman probe pulses are stationary at t = 0, while the actinic
pump pulse is propagated from t =−∞ to t ¦ 0.

cessive photoevolution. An intense narrowband (picosecond) pulse triggers
Raman scattering within the evolving system. The scattering process is pre-
dominantly incoherent prior to the arrival of a broadband (ultrashort) probe
pulse. A temporal overlap of these two pulses brings about a coherence in the
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excited (or the eventual photoproduct) state |e , n〉 〈e , m 6= n|, resulting in the
amplification of the Stokes and anti-Stokes frequencies within the probe field
(i.e., stimulated Raman emission). Since a high degree of coherence is achieved
only during the short temporal overlap of the Raman pump and probe pulses,
FSRS spectroscopy offers both good spectral (∆ν ≤ 5cm−1, limited by the
bandwidth of the Raman pump pulse and capabilities of the imaging optics)
and temporal (∆τ ≤ 50 fs, limited by the duration of the actinic and probe
pulses) resolution, without violating the Heisenberg uncertainty principle3
[38, 66, 67]. Furthermore, many of the drawbacks of conventional MidIR/
LWIR TA spectroscopy mentioned above are circumvented in FSRS, because
the vibrational experiment is reallocated to the VIS–NIR domain, where both
the lasers and the detectors perform significantly better.

2.3 a universal pp/pdp/fsrs setup

As it was established in the sections above, PDP, PrPP, and FSRS are all three-
pulse experiments that can technically be performed on a single spectroscopic
setup. A versatile PDP/PrPP/FSRS configuration requires the capability to
fine-tune the wavelength and temporal arrangement of the interacting pulses.
In the FSRS case, it also becomes crucial to properly regulate the spectral
narrowness of the Raman pump pulses (i.e., the spectral resolution of the
measurement). For this task we have resorted to a number of nonlinear and
Fourier optics techniques that are, along with various alternative approaches,
discussed in greater detail in Section 2.3.3.

The principal measurement system on which the core three-pulse setup is
based on was presented earlier in ref. [68]. In this chapter we will focus mainly
on the FSRS side of the optical setup since the above-described experimental
realizations are essentially interchangeable, yet the FSRS component requires
a somewhat more intricate experimental “tweaking”, and the FSRS results re-
quire much more post-processing, in contrast to the typical PP/PDP/PrPP
data. Essentially, the FSRS setup can be “reduced down” to a PDP/PrPP con-
figuration by discarding some of its optical branches and by readjusting the
timing of the pulse sequence. In this section we showcase the technical design
aspects and working principles of the FSRS branch of the three-pulse spec-
troscopic system. Additionally, in Section 3.2 we will demonstrate a practical
application of the presented setup by measuring the time resolved FSRS spec-

3 Another way of looking at it is that the two pulses are mutually independent do not constitute
a Fourier transform pair [66].
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tra of β-carotene by exploiting either the S2 → Sn or the S1 → Sn electronic
resonances, and discuss the possible future prospects of the system.

2.3.1 Actinic Pump Generation

A simplified diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 2.4.
The FSRS system is based on a commercial titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sa) Kerr
lens mode-locked oscillator/chirped pulse regenerative amplifier system Li-

bra (Coherent) that provides a 1 kHz train of 3.5 mJ, 50 fs, λ0 = 800nm,
∆λ

FWHM
= 25nm pulses.4 Roughly 1/5 of the laser output (ca. 750 µJ) is

used to pump a travelling-wave optical parametric amplifier (OPA) Topas-800
(Light Conversion), achieving a ca. 30 % conversion efficiency at 1300 nm
(signal) and 2080 nm (idler) with ≤ 1% σ/µ (i.e., standard deviation divided
by the mean) pulse-to-pulse energy stability (due to gain narrowing and the in-
ner dispersion of theOPA, the actinic pulse is prolonged up to ca. 70 fs, albeit
the residual chirp is left uncompensated in the FSRS experiments). Frequency
doubled, quadrupled or upconverted output of thisOPA (typically in theUV

or violet-to-green portion of the VIS spectrum) is used as the actinic pump ra-
diation in the FSRS experiments.5 An optical chopper (Stanford Research

Systems SR540) controlled by a home-built phase-locking circuit periodically
blocks the actinic pump beam and a synchronized photodiode monitors its
blocked/opened state and the shot-to-shot energy stability (pulses with the
pump energies more than 3σ away from the mean value, are omitted from
the measurement). Temporal delay of the actinic pulse is realized by a 30 cm
travel single-pass optical delay line (Aerotech ALS10030), achieving ca. 2 ns
of probe time window.

2.3.2 Raman Probe Generation

WLSc, generated by tightly focusing a small fraction (ca. 1 %) of the funda-
mental Libra output into a 3 mm thick sapphire (∆λ

WLSc
= 450–1100 nm)

or calcium fluoride (∆λ
WLSc

= 300–1100 nm) crystal, is used as the broad-
band Raman probe. TheWLSc is spectrally filtered from the excessive 800 nm
radiation using either a custom made dielectric notch filter (λ0 = 815nm,
∆λband = 200nm, T>85% = 300–730 nm) or a long-pass colored glass filter

4 The particular Libra system contains a dual stretcher/compressor configuration that allows
generation of either 50 or 100 fs (nearly) bandwidth-limited pulses. The subsidiary 100 fs con-
figuration was employed in some of the experiments outlined in this thesis.

5 An identical 3rd OPA (not depicted in Figure 2.4) is used to generate the dump/repump
radiation in PDP/PrPP experiments.
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(Shott Glass RG830, T>85% = 830–2700 nm). Since the Raman pump opti-
cal branch is fixed (see Figure 2.4), proper temporal arrangement of Raman
pump and Raman probe pulses (see Figure 2.3) is achieved by precisely delay-
ing the probe pulse using a double-pass 60 cm delay line Aerotech ALS10060
to realize the highest Raman gain signal (illustrated in greater detail in Sec-
tion 2.3.3). The positive chirp of WLSc (ca. 600 fs between 450 and 1000 nm,
albeit significantly lower in the actual ∆λ ≈ 50nm probe window) is left un-
compressed in order to avoid any energy losses of the weak (ca. 20 nJ) probe
pulses and the chirp correction is implemented purely numerically (refer to
Section 2.4). These two shortcomings can be generally overcome, if a broad-
band tunable NOPA is used as the Raman probe instead of WLSc [69, 70].

After passing the sample (1 mm Hellma quartz cuvette) the probe beam
is re-collimated and focused into the 100 µm-wide entrance slit of an imag-
ing spectrograph (Oriel MS127i, focal length 127 mm) and read-out with
a 256 pixel photodiode array (PDA) (Hamamatsu S8380-256Q, pixel size
50 µm). Depending on the necessity to achieve either enhanced spectral res-
olution (up to 3.5 cm−1) or a broader Stokes shift region (up to 2000 cm−1) a
1200 mm−1 or a 600 mm−1 diffraction grating (Thorlabs GR50-1205, GR25-
1210, or GR25-610) is, appropriately, used to disperse the Raman probe spec-
trum. The pixel-to-wavenumber calibration is typically performed by measur-
ing the ground state (i.e., “unpumped”) stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
spectrum of a vibrationally “rich” solvent (e.g., toluene or n-hexane) and by
least square fitting the spectrally-resolved signals to best match the indepen-
dently acquired, properly calibrated Raman data.

The achievable pulse-to-pulse probe energy stability is typically acceptable
for any standard FSRS experiments in the VIS-to-NIR region (ca. ≤ 0.7% σ/µ
throughout the entire spectral window). The low-energy extent of WLSc in
the NIR (i.e., 820–850 nm, which amounts to the lower-wavenumber region
of 300–750 cm−1 with a 800 nm Raman pump) is, however, notably less sta-
ble (ca. ≥ 3% σ/µ) due to the more prominent self-phase modulation and the
steep continuum-to-seed-pulse transition near the WLSc pump central wave-
length. Therefore, in the NIR detection measurements the probe, as depicted
in Figure 2.4, is divided into sample and reference beams and a synchronized
dual PDA detection system is typically employed, allowing to achieve probe
stability as high as ca. 0.1% σ/µ. In practice, Stokes shift frequencies, rang-
ing from ca. 100 cm−1 up to ca. 3200 cm−1, can be measured using this FSRS
setup, although the uncompensated temporal chirp of the WLSc can hinder
the amplitude or spectral resolution at the highest and the lowest frequencies
due to coherence loss between the Raman pump and probe pulses. The lower
wavenumber bound is typically irresolvable due to Rayleigh wing scattering
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of the Raman pump pulse, whereas the upper limit is restricted by either the
probe light instabilities in the close proximity of the WLSc pump central
wavelength (800± 20nm) in the VIS/NIR boundary or the limited spectral
sensitivity of silicon-based PDAs in the further NIR (up to ca. 1 µm).

All three interacting beams are polarized parallel to one another to real-
ize the best Raman gain and signal-to-noise ratio of the FSRS signals (as sug-
gested in ref. [71]). p-polarization is typically preferred for detection purposes,
albeit “magic angle” (54.7°) configuration is also possible. The actinic and Ra-
man pump beams are focused with plano-convex UV-grade fused silica lenses
( f = 200–300 mm), whereas parabolic collimating/focusing optics are used in
the Raman probe branch to avoid any unnecessary pulse stretching/chirping.
The Raman pump and probe beams are focused to have the smallest possible
beam waist at the sample plane (∅RP ' 80µm, ∅

Pr
' 70µm at full width at

half maximum (FWHM)), whereas the actinic pump beam is normally kept
larger (∅AP ' 120µm at FWHM). Data acquisition is performed with Na-

tional Instruments PCI-6120 data acquisition board and the measurement is
fully automated in National Instruments LabVIEW. A conventional FSRS
experiment, consisting of approximately 150 temporal delay points, is typi-
cally performed in under 3 hours. In order to avoid sample over-exposure dur-
ing the duration of the experiment, the sample cell is translated transversely
to the beam propagation direction in a Lissajous pattern, using a set of two
perpendicularly assembled translation stages (Standa 8MT173).

2.3.3 Raman Pump Generation

Several different approaches can be undertaken in order to obtain the nar-
rowband Raman pump pulses from a femtosecond laser source. The simplest
(not to mention the cheapest) way of generating picosecond pulses is spec-
tral filtering of the fundamental Ti:Sa radiation by a Fourier 4 f filter [40,
72] or a Fabry–Pérot etalon [73, 74]. Alternatively, a portion of the locally-
narrowband temporally-chirped output of the regenerative amplifier can be
employed, though not without raising some calibration inconveniences [75,
76]. Considering the ca. 400 cm−1 bandwidth of the Libra system, spectral
filtering can be effectively implemented in the NIR region of ca. 775–825 nm
(or, alternatively, at the UV/VIS boundary of ca. 395–405 nm by exploiting
2nd harmonic generation). The obvious drawbacks of this approach are the
immense energy losses (e.g., in order to obtain a Raman pump pulse with
a bandwidth of 5 cm−1, more than ca. 98 % of the initial pulse energy is lost
both due to filtration and the diffraction/reflection losses) and the limited tun-
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ability of the picosecond radiation. The highest energy efficiency is, beyond
doubt, achieved by utilizing a commercial [56, 77] or a home-built [69, 70, 78]
picosecond OPA pumped by the 2nd harmonic bandwidth compressed Ti:Sa

radiation. This approach not only minimizes the energy losses, arising from
the femto-to-picosecond conversion, but also offers a broad tunability of the
Raman pump pulses in the entire VIS and NIR regions, which is usually de-
sired for attaining resonant or pre-resonant conditions with the investigated
molecular system. The penalty, however, is greatly increased complexity and
the overall cost of the Raman pump system.

Tunability of the Raman pump is typically desired in FSRS experiments,
considering that FSRS is a χ (5) process and a resonant enhancement of the
vibrational modes greatly increases the resolvable signal amplitude and raises
it well above the electronic background [51, 69, 70]. When designing our pi-
cosecond Raman pump source, we have opted for a compromise between the
two above discussed approaches, enabled by high pulse energy of the current
off-the-shelf Ti:Sa systems. The largest portion (ca. 1.2 mJ) of the fundamen-
tal laser radiation is used to pump an additional high-power (HP) travelling-
waveOPA Topas-800, achieving ca. 50 % energy conversion efficiency at 1300/
2080 nm (signal/idler waves can be typically tuned in the 1150–2500 nm re-
gion [79]). The HP-OPA output beams are then passed through a lengthy
potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) nonlinear crystal (type I: θ = 41°,
φ = 45°, 20× 20× 65mm, or type II: θ = 58°, φ = 0°, 20× 20× 45mm),
where they are either frequency-doubled, quadrupled, or sum-frequencymixed
with the OPA-pump radiation, thus effectively (up to ca. 45 % at 650 nm) fre-
quency-shifting them into the blue VIS-to-NIR (ca. 400–800 nm) part of the
spectrum. Standalone 800 nm Ti:Sa pump or its 2nd harmonic can obviously
also be utilized in this configuration, as indicated in Figure 2.4.

The extensive length of the birefringent crystal ensures high nonlinear
conversion efficiency and, because of the group velocity mismatch (GVM) be-
tween the interacting beams and strict phase-matching conditions for only a
certain set of wavevectors (∆k z � 0), the upconverted pulses become tem-
porally stretched and spectrally-narrowed [80]. Due to temporal walk-off be-
tween pulses and the constant depletion of the fundamental beam energy
along the span of the lengthy nonlinear medium, the frequency-doubled pulses
obtain a nearly exponential temporal profile [80, 81]. The said effect can be
easily exemplified by simulating the pulse propagation in a nonlinear medium.
For all intents and purposes, we can limit ourselves to the 1st order approxima-
tion of dispersion theory, i.e., use the slowly varying pulse envelope approx-
imation and a two-term Taylor series expansion of the propagation constant:
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k(ω) ≈ k(ω0)+
ω−ω0

u , where u = dω
d k

�

�

�

ω0
is the group velocity of the pulse

[82, 83]. Assuming there is no phase-mismatch (i.e., ∆k = 0), the nonlinear
coupled wave equations for pulsed 2nd harmonic generation can be expressed
as:

∂ A1

∂ z
=−ν

∂ A1

∂ t
−σA∗1A3, (2.4)

∂ A3

∂ z
= σA2

1. (2.5)

These equations are presented in a retarded time frame of reference, trav-
eling with the 2nd harmonic wave ( t = t ′− z/u3). A1 and A3 are the com-
plex envelopes of, accordingly, 1st and 2nd harmonic pulses, ν is the GVM

between them (ν = u−1
1 − u−1

3 ), and σ is the nonlinear coupling coefficient
(σ ∝ χ (2) ∝ deff(ω, 2ω)). The coupled wave equations 2.4 and 2.5 of the
nonlinear interaction can be rewritten in a dimensionless form by defining
the complex field amplitudes as:

Ai (t , z) = a0Bi (t , z), (2.6)

where [a0] = V ·m−1, and Bi (t , z) are the dimensionless complex functions
that describe the shapes of the pulse envelopes. Note that, since a0 is identical
for both pulses, A3, according to Equation 2.6, is defined “proportionate” to
A1. We can then introduce new units:

T =
t
τ0

, (2.7)

Lν =
τ0

ν
, (2.8)

LN =
1

a0σ
, (2.9)

Z =
z

Ln
, (2.10)

where T is the dimensionless time, τ0 is the duration of the 1st harmonic
pulse, Lν is the GVM length, Ln is the nonlinearity length, and Z is the di-
mensionless nonlinear pulse propagation length. Using all the above-defined
notations, Equations (2.4) and (2.5) can be reduced to:

∂ B1

∂ Z
=−

LN

Lν

∂ B1

∂ T
−B∗1 B3, (2.11)

∂ B3

∂ Z
= B2

1 . (2.12)
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We can solve this set of differential equations using the initial conditions
B1(T ,Z = 0) = f (T ) and B3(T ,Z = 0) = 0. Numerical solution of these
equations, obtained under several different LN/Lν values, are presented in Fig-
ure 2.5. We can see that if the coupling between the pulses is strong (or the
nonlinearity is weak), the 2nd harmonic generation is very effective, albeit the
resulting spectrum of the upconverted radiation remains rather broad (Fig-
ure 2.5(a)). As the LN/Lν ratio grows (Figures 2.5(b) and 2.5(c)), the temporal
separation between the two pulses increases and the temporally stretched 2nd

harmonic pulse attains a narrow spectral profile.
An experimentally-resolved temporal profile of a 2nd harmonic spectrally-

narrowed pulse, generated from a λ0 = 1250nm, τ0 ≈ 50 fs signal wave input,
is presented in Figure 2.6(a). We can see that the pulse becomes ca. 5× pro-
longed in time and, as the theoretical calculations imply, it obtains a tempo-
rally asymmetrical (roughly exponential) envelope. In Figure 2.6(d) we can
see that spectrum of the said pulse is not symmetric around ω0, contrasting
the numerical results of Figure 2.5. This kind of deviation from theory can
be expected, since the above-discussed model only accounts for GVM and fun-
damental wave depletion. In reality, we are dealing with sub-100-femtosecond
pulses, thereby higher order approximations of the dispersion theory should
be incorporated to Equations (2.4) and (2.5) to acknowledge both group ve-
locity dispersion (GVD) (∼ ∂ 2Ai/∂ t 2) and nonlinear amplitude distortion
(∼ ∂ 3Ai/∂ t 3) effects [82, 83]. Also KDP absorption becomes significant in the
NIR [85] which can lead to considerable deformations of the spectral pulse
envelope. Nonetheless, even a simple 1st order expansion gives a sufficient
estimate of the underlying nonlinear processes. For referential purposes, a nu-
merical simulation of the coupled wave equations, that incorporates higher
order dispersive terms, is presented in Figure A.1.

A more “usual” temporal shape (i.e., Gaussian, sech2, or sinc2) and a nar-
rower spectrum—since the 30 cm−1 resolution, suggested by Figure 2.6(c), is
typically insufficient for most vibrational measurements—can be achieved ei-
ther via negatively pre-chirping the initial pulse prior its passing through the
nonlinear medium [81] or by successive spectral filtering of the 2nd harmonic
output [80]. Since the energy losses of both of these methods can be expected
to be roughly the same, we have opted for the latter approach because it auto-
matically ensures a virtually bandwidth-limited temporal shape of the Raman
pump pulse. Spectral filtering of the 2nd harmonic of the HP-OPA output is
performed by a Fourier 4 f filter, consisting of a 1200 mm−1 grating (blazed
at either 500 or 800 nm), a concave f = 500mm silver mirror, and a plane
back-reflecting silver mirror located in the Fourier plane (dashed rectangular
box in Figure 2.4). An adjustable optical slit (Standa 10AOS10-1), positioned
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Figure 2.5: Numeric simulation of 2nd harmonic generation in lengthy nonlinear
medium under GVM (Equations (2.11) and (2.12)). The left-hand side
panels illustrate temporal, while the according right-hand side panels illus-
trate spectral intensities of the 1st (red) and 2nd (blue) harmonic pulses.
The simulation was performed under three different LN/Lν values. The
initial condition for the simulation were B1(T ,Z = 0) = exp(−T 2) and
B3(T ,Z = 0) = 0. In all the examples pulses were propagated over a span
of Z = 5 in δZ = 0.005 steps, using the split-step Fourier method [84].
Scaled replicas of the 1st harmonic pulse and its spectrum at Z = 0 are
presented in all panels as a reference (dashed-dotted curves). The spectra
are normalized in the right-hand side panels for better viewing.
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Figure 2.6: Temporal Raman gain profiles of the 802 cm−1 C–C A1g stretching
vibration of cyclohexane, obtained by using 2nd harmonic temporally
stretched (χ (2) in Figure 2.4) λRP = 625nm Raman pump pulses (a) with-
out and (b) with the implementation of spectral filtering (dashed rectan-
gular box in Figure 2.4). Panel (c) depicts spectral profiles of the said
pulses. Panel (d) depicts the entire spectro-temporal cross-correlation sig-
nal in cyclohexane between the spectrally filtered Raman pump (b) and
the ultrashort Raman probe pulses. A time-based integral of the cross-
correlation map—depicted alongside a corresponding spectrummeasured
with a dedicated Raman spectrometer (black dashed curve)—is presented
on the right-hand side of panel (d). Since τ

Pr
� τRP, these intensity cross-

correlation relations roughly estimate the envelope of the Raman pump
pulses (note the exponential “tail” of the Raman pulses in panel (a) and
the sinc2-like sidebands in panel (b)).
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adjacent to the Fourier plane mirror, simultaneously controls the central wave-
length, bandwidth, and the energy of the picosecond pulses. Pulses as narrow
as 1.5 cm−1 (ca. 10 ps) can be easily achieved in this configuration. While ul-
timately FSRS gain depends on the investigated sample, from our experience,
Raman pump energies ranging from 300 nJ up to 5 µJ were typically required
to achieve a good signal-to-background ratio in standard FSRS experiments
(an exemplary Raman pump pulse is presented in Figure 2.6(b)). An entire
spectro-temporal cross-correlation map, as the one presented in Figure 2.6(d),
is typically measured before or after the experiment in order to gain both the
spectral calibration data and the Raman pump pulse duration.

A better spectral resolution can always be achieved by an increased spectral
narrowing of the Raman pump pulses, albeit this leads to the linear reduction
of the FSRS signal [40], thus disclosing that a compromise between signal
strength and spectral resolution should be sought under the given experimen-
tal conditions. Spectrally-limiting 2nd harmonic generation and Fourier filter-
ing processes do not greatly impair the stability of theHP-OPA output, there-
fore the ultimate pulse-to-pulse stability of the Raman pump radiation can be
achieved as high as 2% σ/µ. It should be also mentioned that, despite the low
cost and wide commercial availability of large crystals, KDP is impaired by its
limited transparency (0.2–1.6 µm) and low nonlinearity (deff∝ 0.39pmV−1)
[85], thus suggesting other feasible candidates for Raman pump generation,
such as β-barium borate (BBO) [86]. Optical chopping and pulse stability
monitoring of the Raman pump are analogous to the actinic pump branch
(see Section 2.3.1), differing only that the optical chopping of the picosecond
pulses is performed at a twice lower rate.

2.4 fsrs data manipulation and handling

With a set of two phase-locked optical choppers, operating at 1/2 and 1/4 of
the repetition rate of the laser system (or, alternatively, 1/4 and 1/8, if a larger
amount of probe light is necessary to be accumulated on the detector), four
discrete sets of background-corrected sample ( I (t , ν) = IRaw(t , ν)− IBckg(t , ν))
and reference (R(t , ν) = RRaw(t , ν)−RBckg(t , ν)) data are collected per trig-
ger event. Under these conditions, the entire time- and wavenumber-resolved
FSRS gain spectrum (in dimensionless mOD units) can be expressed as:

Φ(0)(t , ν) = 1000 · log10

��

I11(t , ν)
R11(t , ν)

·
I00(t , ν)
R00(t , ν)

��

�

I01(t , ν)
R01(t , ν)

·
I10(t , ν)
R10(t , ν)

��

,
(2.13)
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and the ground state FSRS gain as:

Γ (0)(t , ν) = 1000 · log10

��

I01(t , ν)
R01(t , ν)

���

I00(t , ν)
R00(t , ν)

��

, (2.14)

where the subscript indices indicate the open/blocked state of the actinic
pump (1st index) and the Raman pump (2nd index) beams. As a whole, the
ground state FSRS spectrum does not depend on the actinic pump delay t .
This implies that FSRS measurements can be performed without modulating
the Raman pump beam [40, 44, 87] (i.e., only registering the temporal changes
of the Raman gain spectrum with and without the actinic pump). However,
modulating both beams has its merits: it simultaneously provides the conven-
tional PP data:

Π(t , ν) = 1000 · log10

��

I10(t , ν)
R10(t , ν)

���

I00(t , ν)
R00(t , ν)

��

, (2.15)

and allows monitoring fluctuations and the slow drift of the ground state Ra-
man gain during the measurement.

Both of the aforementioned signals Φ(0) and Γ (0) contain a smooth con-
tinuous baseline, that appears either from SE, various higher- or lower-order
nonlinear (χ (3), χ (5), etc.) non-FSRS interactions between the pulses [66],
pump-dump depletion (sometimes referred as Raman induced by nonlinear
emission (RINE) [48]), or pump-repump-induced absorption effects on the
transient species. It is possible to diminish the baseline contribution by us-
ing Raman pump wavelength modulation [57, 78, 88, 89], however, most of
these methods, nonetheless, require heavy FSRS signal post-processing in or-
der to “flatten-out” the final transient spectrum. Similarly to several previously
described approaches [44, 46, 55, 90], we have opted to reconstruct the time-
resolved baseline- and solvent Raman line-free FSRS signal by using a data
handling algorithm, which is depicted in Figure 2.7 and can be summarized as
follows:

1. Temporal chirp of the probe pulse is estimated by the rise of the PP

signal Π(t , ν) in the interval −1ps≤ ti ≤ 1ps, the dispersion is approx-
imated by a polynomial curve (NPoly ≥ 4) and the kinetic signals are
appropriately shifted and interpolated along a fixed temporal axis (see
Figure 2.7(a)). The half-rise point of the difference absorption (∆OD)
signal is typically designated as the “actual” zero moment, albeit in some
cases, e.g., when the appearance of TA is not entirely IRF-limited, a
more precise evaluation is required.
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Figure 2.7: FSRS signal recovery procedure for β-carotene in THF (λAP = 490nm,
EAP = 150nJ, τAP = 70 fs; λRP = 790nm, ERP = 3µJ, τRP = 6ps;
t
Pr

= 2.5ps): (a) Raman probe dispersion correction according to the PP
signal (Equation 2.15); (b) separation of signal and background compo-
nents for the “pure” FSRS signal (Equation 2.17); (c) separation of signal
and background components for the solvent/ground state FSRS signal
(Equation 2.18); (d) removal of the solvent/ground state FSRS contribu-
tion (Equation 2.19); (e) noise suppression via Savitzky–Golay filtering.
Refer to main text for more details.
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2. The pre-actinic pump (i.e., t ≤ −1ps) FSRS spectrum is averaged over
temporal delay points and subtracted from the FSRS dataset:

Φ(1)(t , ν) = Φ(0)(t , ν)−
∑

ti≤−1

Φ(0)(ti , ν)
Nti≤−1

. (2.16)

This removes (or at least lessens) the solvent Raman line artifacts re-
maining in the FSRS signal.

3. A set of baseline-defining points (i.e., a constant number N ≥ 10 of
spectral points that exhibit insignificant Raman gain and only outline
the baseline signal) is chosen manually for both FSRS and ground state
FSRS signals (red dots in Figure 2.7(b)) and the baseline is approximated
by a cubic spline curve, passing through these zero-intersection points.
Alternatively, a peak-isolation method can be employed, in which a set
of N points (where N is a multiple of 2) is used to define the peak or
peak cluster locations (with the i th point signifying the “beginning” and
the (i + 1)th point signifying the “end” of a particular peak region). All
of the remaining (i.e., “non-peak”) points are then assumed to represent
only the baseline and are approximated by a high order (≥ 5) polyno-
mial curve (e.g., in Figure 2.7(c) this method is applied to isolate the Γ (0)

vibrational signatures in-between 750–1550 cm−1). The baselines BΦ(ν)
and BΓ (ν) (dashed-dotted gray curves in Figures 2.7(b) and 2.7(c)) are
then calculated according the chosen method for each temporal point,
resulting in two baseline matrices BΦ(t , ν) and BΓ (t , ν). These are then
subtracted from the FSRS and ground state FSRS spectra:

Φ(2)(t , ν) = Φ(1)(t , ν)−BΦ(t , ν), (2.17)

Γ (1)(t , ν) = Γ (0)(t , ν)−BΓ (t , ν). (2.18)

It should be noted that if any significant spectral shifts occur throughout
the spectral evolution (e.g., as in the theoretical illustration of ref. [91]),
a careful reassessment of the zero-intersection points at different tem-
poral windows is necessary in order not to distort the resulting FSRS

dynamics.

4. At each delay point a scaled ground state FSRS signal is subtracted from
the excited state FSRS signal in order to diminish any residual solvent
vibrational lines in the final FSRS spectrum:

Φ(3)(ti , ν) = Φ
(2)(ti , ν)−γi · Γ

(1)(ti , ν), (2.19)
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where γi is the scaling factor, based on the amplitude of the largest
residual solvent Raman peak in each individual Φ(2)(ti , ν) (e.g., in Fig-
ure 2.7(d) γi is determined by the amplitude of the 913.1 cm−1 Raman
line of tetrahydrofuran (THF) [92]). It should be emphasized that Γ (1)

ought be meticulously checked for ground state FSRS signals of the
investigated sample prior the subtraction, e.g., ground state FSRS con-
tribution of β-carotene under off-resonant (i.e., νRP � νS0→Sn>1

) con-
ditions is minimal (i.e., the pure THF FSRS signal is more than 15×
more intense than that of β-carotene in Figure 2.7(c)), thus scaled sub-
traction of Γ (1)(t , ν) in Equation 2.19 can be performed without greatly
distorting the original data. Otherwise, if the contributions of sample
and solvent FSRS signals are comparable, an independently measured
pure solvent FSRS reference (Γ (R)(ν) in Figure 2.7(c)) should, prefer-
ably, be used as a replacement for Γ (1)(ti , ν) in Equation 2.19. The re-
maining negative Raman lines of the sample (i.e., ground state Raman
line bleaching) can be removed in a similar fashion, with the aim of
amassing only the Raman gain (and not the Raman loss) spectrum [46,
47, 93], though we have chosen to leave the Raman bleaching contribu-
tion intact in our FSRS spectra.

5. A Savitzky–Golay filter, typically composed of a 4th order polynomial
within a 6 point window, is applied to each Φ(3)(ti , ν) in the dataset to
reduce the pixel-to-pixel noise, if necessary (Figure 2.7(e)).

The FSRS data management is performed using homemade software, writ-
ten in C++ withQt 5.4 framework [94] and theQCustomPlot [95] library
for graph visualization. Source code and pre-compiled Windows binaries of
the data management program can be found in ref. [96].

2.5 global analysis of time-resolved data

A typical PP of FSRS experiment generates a two-dimensional set of temporally-
and spectrally-resolved data. For illustrative purposes this data can be visu-
alized as a tree-dimensional surface, with the TA or Raman gain amplitude
representing its “height”, or a topographic map, projecting the said surface
on a two-dimensional plane. While this kind of portrayal always provides a
nice visual outlook for the data (not to mention that it always looks good in
print), it is usually preferred to analyze the spectroscopic data by “dissecting”
it into discrete spectrally-resolved kinetic traces or temporally-resolved TA (or
Raman gain) spectra. In the former case, each individual kinetic trace can be
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fit to a sum of exponential decay curves convoluted with the temporal instru-
ment response function (IRF) of the measurement system. Alternatively, the
time-resolved spectra can be fit to a linear combination of spectrally displaced
Gaussian of Lorentzian peaks. The biggest drawback of this approach is the
lack of generalized information on the time-resolved data, because the entire
spectro-temporal dataset is not interpreted as an integral unit. By analyzing
only the discrete cuts of the whole time-resolved spectrum we either ignore a
significant amount of underlying information or end up with a large number
of seemingly uncorrelated variables.

One of the best ways to characterize and parametrize the time-resolved
spectroscopic data is global analysis [97–99]. Global analysis, as the name im-
plies, is a numerical fitting procedure in which the entire temporally- and
spectrally-resolved dataset is approximated as a whole. The time-resolved spec-
trum, from the global analysis standpoint, is assumed to be the result of a
number of discrete interacting spectral components, everyone of which is, ide-
ally, prototypical of a real physical state. Each of these components is fully
described by a time-varying concentration ci (t ) (i.e., the relative population
of a certain component at a given temporal moment) and a component-spe-
cific species-associated difference spectrum (SADS) σi (λ). One or more of
these components is presumed to be populated during the interaction of the
system with the excitation pulse. As the system evolves in time, the excita-
tion-generated population is reallocated among these components in a certain
fashion—sequentially, parallelly, cyclically, etc. In other words, the population
of each component changes over time according to predetermined connectiv-
ity scheme, i.e., the global analysis fitting model. Therefore, the free variables
of a global fitting procedure are the inter-species population transfer rates and
the SADS of the components.

To gain a better understanding on global analysis, we shall examine several
simple evolutionary schemes. One of the most common is the sequential evo-
lution model. In this connectivity scheme the initial component is populated
by the excitation pulse and the excited state population is progressively trans-
ferred from one component to its closest “neighbor”, i.e., c1(t ) → c2(t ) →
. . .→ cn(t )→ . . .. This evolutionary model can be described by the following
set of differential equations:

d c1

d t
= I (t )−

c1(t )
τ1

, when i = 1, (2.20)

d ci

d t
=

ci−1(t )

τi−1
−

ci (t )
τi

, when i > 1. (2.21)
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Figure 2.8: An example of several global analysis models, illustrating sequential
(left), parallel (middle), and coupled-parallel (right) evolution. The upper
panels (a)–(c) depict the development of time-dependent concentrations
ci (t ) (Equations (2.20) to (2.23)), while the insets in the said graphs pro-
vide a visual representation of the component connectivity. The bottom
panels (d)–(f) portray simulated TA spectra (Equation 2.25), acquired
using the appropriate time-dependent concentrations ci (t ) and a pair
of Gaussian-shaped SADS σi (λ), presented in the bottom outer graph.
The intrinsic lifetimes of the components were designated to τ1 = 5 and
τ2 = 10 in all the examples, while the population interchange rates in
panels (c) and (f) were set to τ1→2 = 8 and τ2→1 = 4. The population
generation function I (t ) is described by a Gaussian with a FWHM of 1.

Here I (t ) is the (typically) Gaussian-shaped IRF, that describes the excitation
pulse, and τi are the characteristic lifetimes (i.e., the reciprocal transfer rates)
of the successively linked components. Sequential evolutionary model is illus-
trated in Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(d). As causality would imply, the emergence
of the 2nd spectral component (red) in the presented example is “delayed” in
respect to the 1st one (blue).

Analogously, we can construct a parallel spectral evolution model. In this
case the excitation pulse populates not one but several spectral species, every
one of which decays to the ground state and does not interact with any of the
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other components. Parallel spectral evolution of i = 1,2, . . ., n non-interacting
species can be generally described as:

d ci

d t
= αi I (t )−

ci (t )
τi

. (2.22)

Here αi is the fraction of the excited state population “imposed” on each of
the components by the excitation pulse.6 Parallel spectral evolution of two
discrete components is depicted in Figures 2.8(b) and 2.8(e). In the presented
example both species simultaneously surface at t = 0 and in the course of the
spectral evolution disperse with their characteristic lifetimes τi . Since τ2 > τ1,
the 2nd component continues to linger in the long haul.

In many actual photoactive systems the interstate interaction may not
necessarily be irreversible, as exemplified by Equations (2.20) and (2.21). If
a thermodynamic equilibrium exists between some of the components, then
the excited state population is constantly shifted forward and backwards be-
tween the coupled species until the system ultimately relaxes to the molecular
ground state. If we take the parallel spectral evolution model, described by
Equation (2.22), as a starting point and incorporate the conjugate interstate
population transfer rates τ j→i and τi→ j to the evolutionary scheme, then the
mutually coupled component model can be written as:

d ci

d t
= αi I (t )−

ci (t )
τi

+
n
∑

j 6=i

�

c j (t )

τ j→i
−

ci (t )
τi→ j

�

. (2.23)

This model is illustrated in Figures 2.8(c) and 2.8(f). In the presented example
τ2→1 < τ1→2 and, thereby, the 1st component acts as a “drain” for the popu-
lation flow. We can see that despite the fact, that the intrinsic lifetimes of the
states are identical to those of Figures 2.8(b) and 2.8(e), the existence of an
interstate coupling effectively “short-circuits” the longer lived 2nd component
and slightly prolongs the lifetime of the 1st one.

All things considered, any conceivable evolutionarymodel can be described
as a certain combination of Equations (2.20) to (2.23). Essentially, any n com-
ponent global analysis connectivity scheme can be expressed as the following
set of differential equations:

d cPPi

d t
= δi ,Pα

PP

i IP (t )±
n
∑

j=1

c j (t )

τi→ j
, (2.24)

6 Generally,
n
∑

i=1
αi = 1, albeit renormalization only changes amplitudes of the σi (λ)’s.
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where δi ,P ’s indicate the components that are explicitly populated by the
pump pulse (hence “P” in the subscript), τi→ j represents the reciprocal pop-
ulation transfer rates ( i → j denotes the temporal evolution from the i th to
the j th component, i → i denotes the decay of the i th component to the
ground state, sign of τ (herein presented before the summation sign) denotes
the “direction” of the population flow, i.e., sgn(τi→ j ) = − sgn(τ j→i ) and
sgn(τi→i ) < 0).7 Under a given connectivity scheme, the population trans-
fer rates can be refined, and the wavelength-dependent SADS of each of the
n model states can be estimated by least-square fitting the experimentally-re-
solved PP (or FSRS) dataset to the spectro-temporal product:

S
PP
(t ,λ) =

n
∑

i=1
cPPi (t )σi (λ). (2.25)

PDP experimental data (or PrPP data for that matter) can also be simi-
larly fit using global analysis techniques [99–101]. In a PDP experiment, in
addition to the conventional PP data, we acquire a spectro-temporal dataset
that contains the information about the post-perturbation development. The
two datasets should ideally coincide prior to the arrival of the dump pulse and
diverge afterwards. The PDP data can, therefore, be described by an additional
set of differential equations:

d cPDP

i

d t
=

d cPPi

d t
±δi ,D ID(t − tD)×

n
∑

j=1
φ j→i c j (t ). (2.26)

Here
d cPPi

d t is the same as in Equation 2.24, δi ,D indicates the specific perturba-
tion-affected states that are either depopulated (−) or repopulated (+) during
the interaction with the dump pulse (hence “D” in the subscript), ID(t − tD)
is the IRF for the dump pulse incoming at t = tD , and φ j→i represents the
relative amount of population transferred (or received) from component j to
component i in the perturbative process. The PP and PDP spectra can then
be them simultaneously fit to, accordingly, Equation 2.25 and:

S
PDP

(t ,λ) =
n
∑

i=1
cPDP

i (t )σi (λ), (2.27)

to get a unified set of τi→ j ’s and σi (λ)’s that best describe both the unper-
turbed and perturbed time-resolved spectroscopic data.

7 The label in the superscript is given to separate the PP- and PDP-specific equations.





Part III

THE L IFE AND T IMES OF CAROTENOIDS

The following chapter can be separated into two major parts. At
first, in Section 3.2 we demonstrate a practical application FSRS

setup presented in the preceding part by measuring the time-re-
solved FSRS spectra of β-carotene. The choice for the preliminary
specimen does not come off as an unpredictable one, since β-car-
otene (and various other carotenoids for that matter) have been
some of the most successful targets for FSRS analysis in the past.
This brief, yet informative, study allows us to showcase the fea-
tures, capabilities, and limitations of the said FSRS system, and
to predict its possible future applications. Furthermore, in Sec-
tion 3.3 we utilize both PDP and FSRS multi-pulse techniques
to unravel the somewhat more intricate excited state vibronic dy-
namics of the aquatic carotenoid fucoxanthin.





3
ULTRAFAST V IBRONIC DYNAMICS OF
CAROTENOIDS

3.1 a brief introduction to carotenoids

Carotenoids are some of the most widespread and important pigments in na-
ture that are responsible for both light-harvesting and photo-protective func-
tions of the photosynthetic apparatus [102–105]. The molecular backbone of
carotenoids is composed of an extensive conjugated π-electron system (see
Figure 3.1(a)) that effectively defines their spectroscopic properties. The high
degree of symmetry of the π-electron chain ascribes carotenoids to the C2h
symmetry point group, thus directly prohibiting one-photon electronic tran-
sitions between ground state and the lowest lying singlet electronic state of
the polyene molecule (i.e., S0(1

1A−g ) 9 S1(2
1A−g )). As a result, the caroten-

oid steady-state absorption surfaces in the blue-green part of the VIS spectrum
(see Figure 3.1(b)), stemming from the optically-allowed electronic π → π∗

transitions to a short-lived higher excited singlet state S2 (i.e., S0(1
1A−g ) →

S2(1
1B+

u )). These symmetry-allowed transitions are associated with a large
change of dipole moment and the molar extinction coefficients in the VIS

may exceed 150000 M−1 cm−1 at the S0→ S2 resonance peak (ca. 460–500 nm)
[105]. Moreover, the broad carotenoid steady-state absorption spectrum typ-
ically exhibits clearly resolved vibronic substructures (the so-called vibronic
“fingers”) spaced at ca. 1400 cm−1. In less than a hundred femtoseconds the ex-
citation-created S2 decays via internal conversion to the longer lived S1, with a
small portion of the S2 population typically experiencing radiative decay back
to S0 [104]. The carotenoid S1→ Sn>1 ESA typically surfaces red-shifted from
the ground state absorption maximum by ca. 4000 cm−1 (see Figure 3.1(b))
and has a strong molar absorption coefficient that is comparable to that of
the S0→ S2 transitions. Due to the aforementioned symmetry restrictions, S1
is not fluorescent and is depopulated purely via non-radiative internal conver-
sion to S0. Thereby, the S1 lifetime depends on the energy gap between S1 and
S0 and is, consequently, inversely proportional to the π-electron conjugation

55
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Figure 3.1: Panel (a): chemical formulae of several frequently naturally occurring
carotenoids. The three upper carotenoids (β-carotene, lutein, and viola-
xanthin) are found in higher plants, whereas the three lower carotenoids
(neurosporene, spheroidene, and spirilloxanthin) appear in various pho-
tosynthetic bacteria [105]. Panel (b): a simplified PES diagram of typical
carotenoid photodynamics. The red solid upwards arrows indicate the op-
tically-allowed singlet electronic transitions, the blue dashed downwards
arrows indicate non-radiative internal conversion, the cyan dashed-dotted
downwards arrow indicates the relatively weak S2→ S0 SE. The vibronic
absorption spectra of the S0 and the S1 states are presented on, respec-
tively, the left-hand and right-hand sides of the PES diagram.

length of the polyene backbone, i.e., τS1→S0
∼ exp(∆ES1−S0

) ∼ 1/Nπ [106].
The typical carotenoid S1 lifetimes may range from ca. 1.4 ps for spirilloxan-
thin (see Figure 3.1(a)) to ca. 407 ps for the synthetic seven double C––C bond
tetrahydrospheroidene [106].

3.2 the fsrs spectra of β -carotene

Carotenoids, in general, exhibit very intense Raman scattering signals both
in the ground state and the excited state, thus making them perfect targets
for FSRS analysis. β-carotene needs little introduction, owing to its excessive
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Figure 3.2: FSRS dynamics of β-carotene in n-hexane, obtained by using (a) 790 nm,
and (b) 550 nm Raman pumps. The central panels depict the full time-
and wavenumber-resolved FSRS spectrum, whereas the right-hand side
and bottom graphs accentuate several selected spectral and temporal cuts
of the FSRS datamap. Certain regions of interest are highlighted and an-
notated in the main FSRS graphs.
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natural abundance in plants and fruit and its importance to the nutrition of
humans and other animals [107]. β-carotene (see Figure 3.1(a)) has already
been subjected to multiple FSRS studies [43, 47, 88, 108]. The well docu-
mented nature of β-carotene FSRS (and IR [109, 110]) dynamics make it a
great archetypal candidate for evaluating the performance of the FSRS setup
presented in Section 2.3. The S2 → Sn ESA of β-carotene peaks in the NIR

in-between 900 and 1100 nm [111], whereas the S1→ Sn ESA reaches its max-
imum at ca. 450 nm [32] (see Figure 3.1(b)). With this knowledge in mind,
FSRS techniques utilizing different Raman pump wavelengths can be applied
to spectrally resolve the vibrational constitution of the β-carotene 11B+

u and
21A−g states and to temporally monitor the transition between them.

For the FSRS experiments β-carotene (Sigma-Aldrich 22040) was dis-
solved in n-hexane (Rotisolv, HPLC grade) and diluted toOD of 1 at 490 nm
in a 1 mm optical pathway. S0→ S2 actinic excitation was performed by using
λAP = 490nm, EAP = 150nJ, τAP = 70 fs ultrashort pulses, while the Raman
pump pulses were set to either λRP = 550nm, ERP = 500nJ, τRP = 3ps; or
λRP = 615nm, ERP = 2µJ, τRP = 6.5ps.

The S2 → Sn absorption peaks at around ca. 950 nm in n-hexane [111],
albeit application of such a Raman pump (or even a proximate one) is near
impossible due to spectral sensitivity limitations of the silicon-based CCD ar-
rays: the Stokes-shifted wavelengths will be at or beyond the edge of the upper
sensitivity limit (ca. 1100 nm). In order to have the FSRS signals within the
detectable wavelength range, we have utilized a 790 nm Raman pump. These
Raman pump pulses are primarily resonant with the S2→ Sn transitions [111],
albeit the low-intensity long-wave tail of the S1 → Sn absorption extends be-
yond the VIS spectrum [32], hence making the 790 nm Raman pump partly
resonant with both the S2 → Sn and S1 → Sn electronic transitions. The
formation of the S2 state can be best observed in Figure 3.2(a), where the
sub-500-femtosecond photoevolution reveals an emergence of a distinct three-
band structure, peaking at ca. 1070, 1350, and 1640 cm−1. These peak clusters
(that have been decomposed into seven discrete Gaussian peaks in a study by
Kukura et al. [47]) have been previously identified as the S2 vibrational spec-
trum. The S2 vibrational features vanish from the FSRS spectrum within the
first few hundred femtoseconds (once again, mirroring the results in ref. [47]),
just as S1 is gradually formed via internal conversion. Since S1 is only weakly
resonant with the 790 nm Raman pump, only the most intense S1 vibrational
band—the high-frequency C––C stretching at ca. 1800 cm−1—appears in the
sub-100-picosecond FSRS spectrum of NIR-pumped β-carotene [47, 109, 110].
As evident in Figure 3.2(a), the particular mode demonstrates a peak-shift (to
higher frequencies) and spectral narrowing during the first few picoseconds
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that can be ascribed to initial formation of a hot S1 intermediate and its even-
tual vibrational cooling [43]. Other indications of a molecular system, not yet
fully restored to a thermal equilibrium, show up as the negative bleaching of
the two ground state resonances, i.e., the negative peaks at 1159 cm−1 (deple-
tion of the S0 C–C stretching mode [112]) and 1526 cm−1 (depletion of the
S0 C––C stretching mode [112]).

The 550 nm Raman pump, in contrast, falls directly under the S1 → Sn
absorption maximum, hence all of the positive (i.e., FSRS gain) features in
Figure 3.2(b) can be ascribed exclusively to the S1 manifold. It is obvious that
the broadband multi-peak structure is not present in Figure 3.2(b) during the
initial steps of the post-excitation vibrational evolution, and is instead replaced
by the gradual formation of the S1-indicative vibrational peaks. The intense
C––C vibrations at ca. 1800 cm−1 similarly dominate within the S1 vibrational
photodynamics, and likewise demonstrate the peak-shift and band-narrowing
spectral dynamics, associated with vibrational cooling on the S1 PES. In con-
trast to the 790 nm experiments, the FSRS spectra in Figure 3.2(b) feature two
additional spectral bands that prevail throughout the entire S1 lifetime: the ca.
1240 cm−1 S1 C–C stretching mode and the lower-frequency S1 C––C vibra-
tions at ca. 1550 cm−1 [46]. The latter band lies close to the hot S0 peak at
1510 cm−1 [46] that slowly develops in a sub-20-picosecond temporal interval
(see Figure 3.2(b)). Both S1 spectral peaks arise near their corresponding (yet
bleached) ground state positions, thus giving the FSRS time-gated spectra a dis-
tinctive cleft-like profile (which can be patched-up by the addition of a scaled
ground state Raman spectrum [47]). The vibrational peaks in Figure 3.2(b)
are notably broader (up to 75 % at FWHM) than their equivalents in Fig-
ure 3.2(a) (the previously reported values of the S1 C––C bandwidth were
ca. 50 cm−1) [43]. Recognizing that the spectral detection resolution is essen-
tially identical in both the experiments ( ν̄

VIS
= 6.5cm−1 with a 1200 mm−1

grating in the VIS, and ν̄
NIR

= 7cm−1 with a 600 mm−1 grating in the NIR),
the spectral broadening in the 540 nm Raman pump measurements is most
likely instigated by either (a) Raman line bandwidth dependence on the res-
onant enhancement conditions; (b) a relatively larger bandwidth of the VIS

Raman pump (τVISRP /τNIR

RP ≈ 2.2); or (c) the possible influence of “parasitic”
band-widening χ (5) signals, such as hot luminescence [66, 113, 114].

Disregarding the intrinsic differences between the two FSRS spectra in
Figure 3.2, it is obvious that they both paint an equally informative photo-
evolutionary picture: most significant development steps, i.e., population and
depopulation of the S2 state, its sub-picosecond decay into the hot S1 man-
ifold, the latter state’s vibrational cooling, and eventual decay to the main
ground state, can be inferred from either one of the FSRS datasets. In conclu-
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Figure 3.3: Proposed scheme of a 2D FSRS experiment: the Raman pump is scanned
through the IA profile, measuring a series of FSRS spectra, thus providing
time- and detection/excitation wavenumber-resolved FSRS data.

sion, we can see that, contrary to typical PP experiments, FSRS offers a lot
constructive information on the vibrational structure of the excited state spec-
trum. The easy tunability of the presented FSRS setup allows us to suggest its
application in future 2D FSRS measurements. As depicted in Figure 3.3, con-
tinuously scanning the Raman pump over a wide spectral range (essentially,
covering the bulk of the electronic IA spectrum) would provide us with two-
dimensional FSRS data S(ν

Pu
, ν
Pr

, t
Pr
). This kind of FSRS mapping would,

expectedly, shed additional insight on the constitution of the electronic states,
their mutual interaction, and the possible coupling between them. Raman
spectra emerging at different Raman pump wavelengths could be used as a ba-
sis in disentangling and attributing overlapping bands observed in PP spectra.
In this way, the excellent time resolution and accurate dynamic information
of electronic PP spectroscopy (note that PP data come as a “byproduct” of
this implementation of FSRS setup) would be complemented by the struc-
tural sensitivity and selectivity of Raman signals. We predict that these type of
experiments could be easily carried out on such photosynthetic systems as pe-
ridinin-chlorophyll-protein (PCP) [115] and fucoxanthin-chlorophyll-protein
(FCP) [116] light-harvesting complexes (to uncover the interplay between the
internal charge transfer bearing carbonyl-carotenoids and the chlorophylls),
or to gain more understanding on the dark states of carotenoids [117–119].
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3.3 investigation of the s1/ict equilibrium in fucoxanthin by

ultrafast pump-dump-probe and femtosecond stimulated

raman scattering spectroscopy

3.3.1 An Introduction to Fucoxanthin

Fucoxanthin (FX) is one of the most abundant xanthophyll carotenoids in
the world due to its natural occurrence in such biomass “giants” as brown al-
gae, seaweed and marine diatoms [120, 121]. The FX backbone, as pictured in
Figure 3.4, consists of eight conjugated double bonds,1 terminated by two non-
symmetrical ring groups at different ends of the molecule. As is the case with
the majority of carotenoids, the polyene skeleton of the molecule imposes
C2h symmetry, that, as a rule, prohibits one-photon transitions between the
ground state S0(1A−g ) and the low-lying singlet state S1(2A−g ) [104]. This con-
strains the carotenoid’s electronic absorption properties exclusively to the op-
tically allowed transitions S0(1A−g )→ S2(1B+

u ) that surface in the blue/green
part of the VIS spectrum (λmax = 449nm in methanol (MeOH), as depicted
in Figure 3.4; the underlying vibronic “fingers” become more pronounced in
a non-polar environment [122]). A carbonyl group (−C(−−O)−CH3), conju-
gated to one of the terminal rings, significantly alters the FX excited state
dynamics. The presence of carbonyl group incites charge transfer within the
FX excited state manifold [122], which in a polar environment give rise to
a clearly distinguishable intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) state [123–125],
coexisting alongside the S1 [122, 126]. The ICT typically emerges redshifted
from the S1 (by ca. 3000 cm−1, as seen in Figure 3.4 and refs. [122, 126–128])
and, contrarily to S1, displays moderate SE in theNIR [127]. From the optical
absorption standpoint, ICT is an optically “dark” state, since direct one-pho-
ton transitions S0 → ICT are not observed in the FX steady-state spectrum.
This implies that charge transfer and molecular stabilization processes, which
bring about the ICT, occur mainly via relaxation from the S2 state [122].

The S1 and the ICT are two distinct species that are generally believed to
coexist in an excited state equilibrium [127, 130]. The existence of such equi-
librium is, in fact, one of the main reasons why the excited state lifetime of FX
is relatively short (ca. 15–20 ps) for a carotenoid of such short length. While
many femtosecond time-resolved TA studies have been carried out on FX [122,
126–128], none of them explicitly show the S1/ICT coupling or predict the ki-
netic coupling rates. Multi-pulse TA methods have been successfully applied
in the past to uncover the S1/ICT coupling in peridinin—another ICT pos-

1 Seven C––C bonds with conjugation extension to the carbonyl group.
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sessing carotenoid [131, 132]. Herein we present an experimental multi-pulse
study of the FX photodynamics. PDPmethods are utilized to perturb the FX
excited state evolution by inducing a deliberate SE of the ICT state and to
explore the dynamics of the temporary destabilized molecular system. In ad-
dition, FSRS techniques are applied to elucidate the vibrational constitution
and time-resolved vibrational behavior of both of the excited state species. The
clear distinction between the two “cohabitants” of the excited state manifold,
as depicted in Figure 3.4, allows selective FSRSmeasurements of either one of
the co-occurring electronic states. Global analysis methods from Section 2.5
are employed to parametrize the experimental data and to numerically resolve
spectra, lifetimes, and coupling rates of the interconnected transient species.
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3.3.2 Materials and Methods

3.3.2.1 Overview of the Three-Pulse Experiments

The theoretical basis and the experimental configuration of PDP/PDAT ex-
periments are presented in, respectively, Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3. In the PDP

experiments the FX sample was excited with λAP = 485nm, EAP = 150nJ
(τAP = 70 fs) ultrashort laser pulses. The dump pulses were adjusted to spec-
trally and temporally correspond to the ICT SE (see Figure 3.4) and were
set to λ

Du
= 990nm, E

Du
= 400nJ (τ

Du
= 70 fs) at the temporal delay of

t
Du

= 1.8ps. In the PDAT experiments the probe pulse was positioned at
t
Pr

= 15ps, the actinic excitation conditions were the same as in the PDP

measurements, while a slightly higher excitation energy (E
Du

= 600nJ) was
used for the ICT dumping. The three-pulse experiments were performed back-
to-back in two separate spectral windows (VIS 440–750 nm, and NIR 830–
970 nm) and the data of each experimental instance (either PDP or PDAT)
were merged into a single spectro-temporal dataset. GVD of the probe pulse
for the PDP data was estimated from the rising segments of the kinetic curves
at each wavelength (similar to the approach described in Section 2.4). The
wavelength dependence of the mid-rise point within these segments was ap-
proximated by a polynomial function of the 5th degree and the polynomial
parameters were further refined in the global fitting procedure.

The FSRS theory and methodology are discussed in greater detail in Sec-
tions 2.2.2 and 2.3. In general, we have adapted the concepts described in
refs. [54, 133] to perform FSRS measurements on the above-described three-
pulse PDP/FSRS setup [68, 134, 135]. The FSRS data handling techniques
were adapted from refs. [44, 136] (see Figure A.2 and Section 2.4 for addi-
tional details). Actinic excitation in the FSRS experiments was performed
using λAP = 485nm, EAP = 250nJ, τAP = 70 fs ultrashort pulses, whereas
the Raman pump pulses were adjusted to either λRP = 550nm, ERP = 500nJ,
τRP = 3ps (to achieve the S1 → Sn resonance), or λRP = 615nm, ERP =
1500nJ, τRP = 6.5ps (to achieve the ICT → Sn resonance). Spectral resolu-
tion of the FSRS experiments was ca. 5 cm−1.

3.3.2.2 Sample Preparation

FX was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (F6932, > 95% purity) and the crys-
tal powder samples were dissolved in MeOH (Chromasolv, HPLC Grade)
producing solutions of OD = 1 at 485 nm in a 1 mm optical pathway quartz
cuvette (Hellma). The cuvette was translated transversely to the beam direc-
tion in a Lissajous pattern via two perpendicularly assembled translational
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stages (Standa 8MT173) in order to avoid sample over-exposure during the
experiments.

3.3.3 Experimental Results

3.3.3.1 Fucoxanthin Pump-Probe Dynamics

Selected temporal cuts of the FX PP spectrum are presented in Figure 3.5(a).
The FX TA dynamics have been discussed in greater detail previously in refs.
[122, 126–128], therefore we will simply summarize the most important as-
pects of the dynamic processes taking place after the S0→ S2 excitation. The
485 nm one-photon excitation prepares the FX molecular system in the op-
tically-allowed singlet state S2, whose appearance is mostly expressed by the
intense short-lived IA in theNIR during the very early stages of the photoevo-
lution (0 fs spectrum in Figure 3.5(a)). In several hundred femtoseconds follow-
ing its formation, S2 decays via internal conversion to the S1/ICT manifold
(see how IA at 0 fs in Figure 3.5(a) transforms into SE at 350 fs in Figures 3.5(a)
and 3.5(b); for a more direct comparison refer to Figure A.3). The FX excited
state dynamics, and especially the relative yield of S1 and ICT IA in the TA
spectra, greatly depends on the excitation wavelength (presumably, due to the
involvement of several FX isomers in the solution [127]). A 485 nm excitation
creates an ample amount of both the S1 and the ICT population (or, according
to the current interpretation in ref. [127], it effectively excites the supposed
“red” FX isomeric species that exhibit strong S1/ICT coupling). IA in the
500–580 nm region (along with the intense ESA peak at 535 nm) is typically
associated with the S1 state, whereas the red wing IA shoulder at 600–750 nm
and the SE in the NIR (> 780nm) are normally attributed to the ICT state.
The mutually coupled S1/ICT species relax to the ground state with an aver-
age reciprocal rate of ca. 20 ps [127], albeit the well-averaged low-noise data
from our PP measurements indicates that a certain residual IA lingers at the
later stages of the photoevolution (see Figure 3.5(c)).

3.3.3.2 Fucoxanthin Pump-Dump-Probe Dynamics

The dump-induced effects to the regular FX photodynamics can be best appre-
hended by examining the kinetic behavior in specific parts of its TA spectrum.
As the differences between the pre-dump and post-dump spectra in Figure 3.6
indicate, the 990 nm dump pulse incoming at 1.8 ps instigates SE of the radia-
tive ICT state and causes a net decrease of the TA signal over the larger part
of the entire spectral window. The dump-induced depopulation of ICT is best
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Figure 3.5: Dispersion-corrected time-resolved PP spectra of FX at different probe de-
lay instances. The overall FX spectro-temporal development is depicted
in panel (a); photoevolution of the NIR-based ICT SE signal is high-
lighted in panel (b) (note the omission of the 0 fs spectrum); the pre-pump
(−1 ps) and the late (170 ps) time-gated spectra are accentuated in panel
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represent the spectral regions omitted due to scattering of, respectively,
the pump (485 nm) and the WLSc seed (800 nm) pulses (the time-gated
spectra in-between the spectral windows are connected by straight lines
for better viewing).

highlighted by the instantaneous decline of the spectral amplitude in the short
waveGSB segment (ca. 11 %, 470 nm traces in Figure 3.7(a)), the long-wave IA
region (ca. 25 %, 625 nm traces in Figure 3.7(e)), and SE fragment in the NIR

(ca. 40 %, see the 945 nm traces in Figure 3.7(f)).2 Since only the ICT is pre-
dominantly active in the NIR region [127], we can assume that latter fraction
of its population is diminished under the given experimental conditions.

Disregarding the general decrease in amplitude,TA in the blue-most bound-
ary (< 480nm in Figure 3.6 and 470 nm traces in Figure 3.7(a)) does not ex-

2 Percentages here and further in the chapter denote the maximal difference between the PP

and PDP signals, achieved within the ca. 140 fs cross-correlation period between the dump
and probe pulses.
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hibit any atypical behavior following the induced stimulation of the ICT state.
The post-dump GSB signals demonstrate a steady bleach recovery of the now
depopulated molecular species, thus implying that the intermediate states that
come into play after the perturbation of the ICT are not prominently active
in the high-frequency boundary of the experimental window.

TA in the long-wave spectral region (> 600nm in Figure 3.6), on the other
hand, exhibits a significant signal recovery in the course of ca. 5 ps succeeding
the arrival of the dump pulse. The transient signal regrowth is exhibited both
by the IA in the long-wave VIS (625 nm traces in Figure 3.7(e)) and the SE in
theNIR (945 nm traces in Figure 3.7(f)), thereby disclosing that the character-
istic low-frequency “residing” intermediates are effectively repopulated within
the sub-5-picosecond temporal window.

The post-dump behavior is partly different in the spectral proximity of
the main IA peak (Figure 3.7(c)). Herein we do not observe a clear-cut IRF-
limited loss of the signal amplitude after the arrival of the dump pulse. The
PDP transient signals in the spectral vicinity of ca. 520–540 nm steadily de-
crease (see how the double difference absorption (∆∆OD) signal grows from
Figure 3.6(a) to Figure 3.6(b), also refer to Figure A.4) after the temporal sepa-
ration of the dump and the probe pulses, until attaining a stable, PP-like decay
in the course of several picoseconds. It is evident from both the post-dump ki-
netic traces in Figure 3.7 and the time-gated PP and PDP transient spectra in
Figure 3.6 that the loss of IA at ca. 520–540 nm counterbalances the gain of
both the IA and SE in the long-wave limit of the TA spectrum and persists
until the excited state equilibrium is restored (Figures 3.6(c) and A.4).

The ultrafast induced emission of ICT also provokes a peculiar spectral be-
havior in the blue/green part of the spectrum. As the 505 nm kinetic traces in
Figure 3.7(b) indicate, the dump-triggered depopulation of ICT causes an in-
stantaneous increase of the IA signal. Moreover, amplitudes of the post-dump
transient signals even surpass the eventual IA maxima that are ultimately
reached at ca. 10 ps in the ordinary PP photoevolution (solid curves and full
symbols in Figure 3.7(b)). Additionally, relaxation towards the main molecu-
lar ground state in this particular spectral window becomes more rapid after
the induced depopulation of ICT (see how the PP and PDP kinetic curves in-
tersect at ca. 4 ps in Figure 3.7(b)).3 These observations suggest that the dump
pulse evokes a state, whose spectral signatures in the PP data are obscured by
the intense 535 nm ESA peak. This notion, as hinted in the PP overview, be-
comes particularly clear upon closer examination of the high signal-to-noise
∆OD data in Figure 3.5. The late IA signals at 500–520 nm are not entirely

3 It should also be noted that the time needed for PDP decay to eventually “catch up” with PP

decay is 2–3 times longer than the one observed in the abovementioned regions.
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zero (see Figure 3.5(c); a pre-pump spectrum is provided to indicate that the
particular TA signals do not stem from scattering artifacts). These PP and
PDP data confirm the presence of state that arises on the ground state PES

in the later stages of the FX photoevolution (which can be anticipated, seeing
as the NIR SE signal—and a greater portion of the VIS-based ESA, for that
matter—is absent in Figure 3.5(c)).

3.3.3.3 Fucoxanthin Pump-Dump Action Trace Dynamics

Results of the FX PDAT measurements are presented in Figure 3.8 (note that
herein we only demonstrate the ∆∆OD data, as the PP signals in the partic-
ular measurement remain constant throughout the entire dump delay time).
Three major development steps can be deduced from the graphs in Figure 3.8.
Firstly, we can see that the transient ∆∆OD signals do not appear imme-
diately after the S2 excitation at t = 0ps. Essentially, all the PDATs in Fig-
ure 3.8(b) experience a slow ascent of the ∆∆OD signal that is temporally
comparable to the IRF of the measurement (ca. 130 fs). After the sub-pico-
second rise the kinetic signals “saturate” throughout the entire measurement
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window, i.e., very little spectral development occurs for the remaining 4–5 ps.
This indicated that from the “remote” reference time frame of t

Pr
= 15ps an

equilibrium has already been established. Following the monotonous signal
behavior at t

Du
= 1–5 ps, we eventually begin to see an overall intensifica-

tion of spectral dynamics. Spectral development at t
Du

= 5–10 ps essentially
mirrors that of Figure 3.7. In the PDAT case, however, the ∆∆OD traces
are flipped in time, as the temporal difference between the dump and the
probe pulses decreases with increasing dump delay time (see Figure 2.2). In
Figure 3.8(b) we can see with more clarity that the dump pulse has a kinet-
ically equivalent, yet differently directed, effect on the 520 nm and 625 nm
PDATs. The 470 nm and 555 nm PDATs show very little dependence on the
dump delay. In contrast, the PDAT at 505 nm shows a clear change of the
∆∆OD signal sign from negative to positive at t

Du
≈ 12.8ps (i.e., ca. 2.2 ps

before the probe).

3.3.3.4 Fucoxanthin FSRS Dynamics

The full time- and wavenumber-resolved maps of the FX FSRS photodynam-
ics, along with selected spectral and temporal cuts, are presented in Figure 3.9.
At first glance, the FSRS dynamics of FX share a lot of similarities to those
of β-carotene (refs. [43, 46, 47] and Section 3.2) as well as some other carot-
enoids [136, 137]. Since the 550 nm Raman pump lies close to the FX ground
state Raman resonance S0→ S2 (see Figure 3.4), the time-resolved FSRS spec-
tra in Figure 3.9(a) exhibit a substantial amount of GSB, as evident by the
negative signals at 1170 cm−1 (depletion of the C–C stretching mode [138,
139]) and 1530 cm−1 (depletion of the C––C stretching mode [138, 139]) that
appear directly after the actinic excitation and persist throughout the entire
photoevolution. Minute traces of the ca. 1005 cm−1 carbon-methyl stretch-
ing mode [138, 139] bleach are also discernible in the contour datamap, albeit
they are mostly obscured by the low frequency shoulder of the near lying
intense 1030 cm−1

MeOH C–O stretching band yielding this observation un-
reliable [92]. The most prominent positive FSRS signals emerge at ca. 1250
and 1735 cm−1. Throughout the entire photodynamics the 1250 cm−1 peak ex-
hibits a dispersive shape due to its close proximity to the 1170 cm−1 S0 C–C
bleaching band. Similarly to β-carotene [43, 46, 47], this energy upshifted
(ca. 75 cm−1) peak can be attributed to the S1 C–C vibrations. The intense
1735 cm−1 Raman band can be, in a similar fashion, designated as the S1 C––C
stretching vibrations [43, 46, 47].

The 615 nm Raman pump experiments, on the other hand, show different
results. Firstly, the FSRS gain is weaker, notwithstanding an effectively similar
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excited state yield (see Figure 3.4) and a more intense (ca. 3×) Raman pump.
Moreover, the vibrational GSB signals are less prominent in the FSRS spectra
and surface only as spectrally-burned dips in the vicinity of the main spectral
maxima (indicated by asterisks in Figure 3.9(b)). In the ICT→ Sn resonance
experiments the main FSRS gain bands peak at ca. 1215 and 1555 cm−1. Ac-
knowledging the S1→ Sn Raman resonance experiments, the 1215 cm−1 band
can be attributed to the C–C vibrations within the ICT state (the lesser influ-
ence of the bleaching signal at 1170 cm−1 allows as to trace the position of this
peak more precisely). It should be emphasized that the absence of any distin-
guishable FSRS gain signal at ca. 1735 cm−1 in Figure 3.9(b) (which generally
is the most intense FSRS mode of the carotenoid S1 state [43, 47, 88, 136, 137,
140]) suggests that the C–C vibrations herein belong exclusively to the ICT
(and not the S1) state. The 1555 cm−1 band lies near the ground state C––C
vibrational mode and, most likely, represents the C––C vibrations of the ICT
state. The equienergetic vibrations on the S1 surface are either significantly
weaker or are entirely absent (a small positive signal at energies slightly above
the C––C bleach can, perhaps, be acknowledged in the early time-gated FSRS

spectra in Figure 3.9(a), but it is too low to make any meaningful conclu-
sions). This ascription is also corroborated by a recent time-resolved IR study
on peridinin [140], where a similar C––C vibration was observed in an ICT-
favoring environment (although our experiments did not detect any higher
frequency—ca. 1600 cm−1 [140]—ICT-indicative modes in FX).

3.3.4 Discussion

The PDP/PDAT experiments clearly indicate that:

1. The excitation-created S2 decays with a sub-200-femtosecond reciprocal
rate to create the primary FX excited state species ICT and S1. The pop-
ulation of S2 is split parallelly between S1 and ICT, i.e., the two states
are not conceived in a step-wise manner, as suggested by the temporally
even signal rise throughout the entire PDAT spectrum in Figure 3.8);

2. The low-frequency-residing ICT and the high-frequency-residing S1 spe-
cies interact in the FX excited state manifold and are strongly coupled
to one another;

3. Equilibrium between the two interacting states is reestablished very
rapidly (i.e., in the course of several picoseconds) via “funneling” of
the excited state population from the high-lying S1 to the low-lying ICT
state [125, 127, 129].
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4. Relaxation to the global ground state S0 is indirect and involves an ap-
pearance of a transient on the molecular ground state potential surface.

Based on the presented PP and the PDP/PDAT data, the current knowledge
of the FX ultrafast dynamics [122, 126–128], and the photophysics of a related
carotenoid peridinin, also containing a carbonyl group [131, 132], we can as-
semble a comprehensive picture of the FX photodynamics.

The branched evolutionary scheme, summarizing our interpretation of
the FX photodynamics, is presented in Figure 3.10(b). The SADS of the inter-
mediate states, along with their appropriate time-dependent concentrations
and the reciprocal state-to-state population transfer rates, are given in, respec-
tively, Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(c) and Table 3.1. The results of the global anal-
ysis approximation are shown as solid curves in Figure 3.7. The evolutionary
model can be summarized as follows. The 485 nm femtosecond pulse pro-
motes FX to the short lived (ca. 80 fs) state S2. The SADS of S2 features a
broad IA plateau in the NIR (peaking at ca. 865 nm) and some predictable S2
SE at 560 nm (that can be traced by the minute negative ∆OD signals such as
the small dip at t ≈ 0ps in Figure 3.6(c)). Since S2 is a short-lived state and the
S2→ S0 fluorescent decay yield is generally small [141, 142], the ground relax-
ation pathway S2 → S0 can be omitted from the photoevolutionary scheme
for simplicity’s sake. S2 is swiftly depopulated via a branched relaxation chan-
nel to a pair of vibrationally hot states S∗1 and ICT∗ with the reciprocal rates of
τS2→S∗1

= 120 fs and τS2→ICT
∗ = 410 fs (or, specifically, the population is split

∼ 75/25 between S∗1/ICT∗).
Vibrationally unrelaxed intermediate species are often observed in carot-

enoid femtosecond photodynamics [143, 144]. Inclusion of vibrationally hot
precursors of both the ICT and S1 states was found to be obligatory to ap-
propriately approximate the sub-picosecond FX PP/PDP data. This inclusion
is reasonably justified by the marginal spectral differences between the ini-
tial vibrationally hot and the consecutive vibrationally relaxed states and the
fast dynamic components observed in the FSRS spectra. The S∗1/S1 and ICT∗/
ICT SADS in Figure 3.10(a) clearly illustrate tendencies associable with vibra-
tional cooling in the excited state manifold, such as blue-shifting of IA and
red-shifting of the SE spectral maxima, band narrowing, formation of sharper
vibrational features within the IA bands, and an overall attainment of a more
well-defined spectral shape. Vibrational relaxation of the hot intermediates S∗1
and ICT∗ succeeds with the reciprocal rates of, accordingly, 0.51 ps and 1.25 ps
(latter of which agrees well with the previous predictions in ref. [126]) and
leads to the formation of the final excited state products ICT and S1.
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Figure 3.10: SADS of the FX PP/PDP photoevolution (panel (a)) obtained from
global analysis fitting according to the connectivity scheme in panel (b).
Panel (c) depicts the temporal dependence of the transient state popu-
lation, i.e., cPPi (t ) and cPDP

i (t ) from Equations (2.24) to (2.27) (solid
curves: PP data, dashed-dotted curves: PDP data). The population trans-
fer rates are given in Table 3.1. Dashed areas in panel (a) represent the
omitted spectral regions (SADS in-between the spectral windows are
connected by straight lines for better viewing).
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Evolutionary Stage Transition Reciprocal rate (ps)

Depopulation of the

photoexcited S2

S2→ S∗1 0.12
S2→ ICT

∗ 0.40

Vibrational relaxation

within the S1/ICT manifold

S∗1→ S1 0.51
ICT

∗→ ICT 1.25

Interstate coupling

S1→ ICT 2.4
ICT→ S1 4.1

Relaxation to the

molecular ground state

S1→ S0 75
ICT→GSI 6.8
GSI→ S0 20

Table 3.1: Population transfer rates between the intermediary states (i.e., state life-
times) obtained from the global analysis fitting of the PP/PDP data accord-
ing to the connectivity scheme in Figure 3.10(b). A 40 % ICT dumping
efficiency was assumed in the fitting procedure (see Figure 3.10(c)).

The SADS of S1 primarily peaks at 535 nm. In addition, it possesses a
less intense, red-wards extending spectral shoulder that bears a pair of spec-
tral bands at ca. 600 nm and 650 nm. While subjection of these two low-fre-
quency bands to the S1 state was hinted by the previous FX time-resolved
measurements [126], global analysis of the mutual PP/PDP data confirms
that S1 is partly responsible for the IA in the red part of the TA spectrum.
The ICT state predominantly peaks at 625 nm. The main spectral band of the
ICT SADS has a seemingly inhomogeneous outline that is likely comprised
of several near-lying peaks. Moreover, the SADS of the ICT spreads to the
higher-frequency region and reveals a lower amplitude spectral band surfac-
ing at ca. 540 nm. It should be emphasized that spectral shapes of the S1 and
ICT SADS in Figure 3.10(a) are notably different from the ones obtained pre-
viously, where S1/ICT interaction was not taken into account [126]. The S1/
ICT reciprocation in Figure 3.10(a)—namely, the appearance of S1 features
in the red wing (> 580nm) and ICT features in the blue wing (< 580nm)
of the TA spectrum—can only be qualitatively resolved from the PDP (and
not solely PP [126, 128]) measurements. As it has been addressed previously,
spectral traits that primarily define the ICT surface in the long-wave limit
of the TA spectrum (considering that in this spectral margin we observe a
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direct dump-induced loss and a sub-5-picosecond recovery of the TA signal),
whereas the S1-defining features are concentrated at ca. 520–540 nm (seeing
that in the particular spectral window we observe a population influx from S1
to ICT that persists until an equilibrium between the states is reestablished).
The range where the two states interconnect—i.e., ca. 540–580 nm, as distin-
guished by the SADS in Figure 3.10(a)—contains a reasonable contribution
from both excited state species, thus elucidating why the 555 nm PDP traces
in Figure 3.7(d) do not show an obvious gain or loss tendency (as opposed
to ones exemplified in the neighboring regions). Due to this spectral co-occur-
rence the 555 nm traces are more reminiscent of those of the GSB signals seen
in Figure 3.7(a).

It should also be addressed that the experimental PDP data indicate that
the dump pulse interacts purely with the ICT state. It has been previously
demonstrated that FX S1 → S2 ESA lies in the NIR and spans over the spec-
tral breadth of the utilized λ0 = 990nm dump pulse [130]. Nonetheless, re-
population of S2 is negligible—SE to the ground state by and large appears to
be the “preferred” evolutionary pathway of the perturbed molecular system.
This notion is best corroborated by the fact that dumping does not promote
the reappearance the S2 spectro-temporal features in the PDP photoevolution.
Most specifically, we observe neither a resurgence of the intense IA in the
red/NIR part of the spectral window (Figure 3.6), nor an appearance of a
spectral transient with the characteristic S2 lifetime of ca. 90 fs (Figure 3.7).
Moreover, a dump pulse-induced repopulation of S2 would implicitly cause a
repopulation of S1, since S2 → S∗1 → S1 is one of the two chief S2 relaxation
pathways. Such sub-picosecond photodynamics are not observed in the PDP

data. On the contrary, the S1 ESA constantly decreases after the dumping (Fig-
ure 3.7(c)), thus indicating that S1 is not “replenished”, and yet is rather forced
to repopulate the depleted ICT.

The S1/ICT population equilibration rates can also be obtained only from
the complete set of PP/PDP data. Global analysis calculations estimate the
reciprocal transfer rates to be τS1→ICT

= 2.4ps and τ
ICT→S1

= 4.1ps, thus in-
ferring that the excited state population transfer is directed towards the ICT.
This, in turn, indicates that presence of the interstate equilibrium “short-cir-
cuits” the regular S1 relaxation channel S1 → S0, forcing the S1 to be mainly
depopulated via dissipation to the strongly-coupled ICT. Since “leakage” of
S1 is relatively fast (∆τ = (τ−1

ICT→S1
− τ−1

S1→ICT

)−1 ≈ 5.8ps), the lifetime of
S1 must be sufficiently long for it to be discernible throughout the greater
part of the photoevolution, as perceived in Figure 3.5(a) (i.e., much longer
than previously assessed < 20ps [122, 126–128]). The natural lifetime of S1
was estimated to be 75 ps. This is a relatively close proximate (albeit not an
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exact match) to the 62 ps lifetime of the FX S1 in nonpolar environments,
evaluated both experimentally [122, 130] and estimated numerically via the
energy gap law [129]. We believe that the discrepancy between the relaxation
rates in the polar/nonpolar environments might stem from the slight intrin-
sic S1 lifetime dependence on the solvent (and, in turn, the polarity of the
environment), and also other factors, such as the environment-dependent S1/
S0 displacement, coupling between the initial and final electronic states, and
other possible deviations from the energy gap law, as indicated in ref. [122]. In
general the branched photoevolution model is largely insensitive to variations
of the S1 lifetime parameter, and provides an equally good approximation of
the experimental PP/PDP data, as long as it is kept sufficiently long (typically
≥ 70ps). This is mostly instigated by the fact that S1 acts as a “reservoir”, and
the excited state population is “funneled” via the ICT due to the interstate
coupling. It should also be noted that an interstate equilibrium might also be
present between the vibrational hot S∗1 and ICT∗ (which is indirectly implied
by the constance of the PDATs in Figure 3.8). However, in our experiments
dumping was performed at 1.8 ps, when the majority of the excited state pop-
ulation has already achieved vibrational equilibrium (see the concentrations
in Figure 3.10(c)), and the interaction between the two short lived precursors
cannot be judged adequately.

The ICT state is of highly polar nature and, as a result, can be stabilized by
the polar environment of the solvent [123]. Due to this aspect, the ICT state
in FX does not relax directly to S0 (or its close vicinity), but does so via an
intermediate state on the ground state potential surface—the so-called ground
state intermediate (GSI), as illustrated in Figure 3.10(a); analogous effect was
also observed in peridinin [131, 132]. The SADS of the FX GSI surfaces at
500–525 nm and bears negligible absorption in the remaining part of the TA
spectrum. Appearance of this low spectral intensity state during the termi-
nal stages of the photoevolution explains the somewhat slower development
(see Figure A.4) and the residual positive signals (see Figures 3.5(c) and 3.8(b))
in the green/blue part of the TA spectrum. Interestingly, the FX GSI is sig-
nificantly more stable than its counterpart in peridinin [131, 132]. Thermal
re-equilibration rate of the FX GSI was estimated to be ca. 20 ps, which is
almost an order of magnitude slower than the one distinguished in peridinin.
These results imply that ICT is effectively stabilized both in the excited and
ground state manifolds of FX.

To conclude the global analysis results of the PP/PDP/PDAT data, valid-
ity of the global model is also corroborated by the unvarying amplitude of
the SADS in the GSB region. This aspect signifies a consistency between the
SADS and their temporal concentrations. In other terms, the constant spec-
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tral amplitude in the GSB region verifies the previous observations that no
significant spectral development (apart from excited state population deple-
tion) takes place in the bluest part of the spectral window.

Whilst PDP experiment provides direct insight into the kinetic behavior
of photoexcited FX, FSRS results allow us to glean some information on the
physical nature of these kinetic processes. Firstly, FSRS spectra obtained using
different Raman pump wavelengths indicate that S1 and ICT are two distinct
vibronic species in the FX excited state manifold (which is an interesting out-
come and a good illustrative example of the FSRS vibrational selectivity, con-
sidering that S1 and ICT were previously identified having similar transient
IR absorption features in the PCP complex [145]). The FSRS spectrum of S1,
with its characteristic high frequency 1735 cm−1 C––C peak and sharp vibra-
tionalGSB lines is reminiscent of the typical carotenoid S1 vibrational spectra
[43, 46, 47, 110]. The ICT FSRS spectrum, on the other hand, holds more
resemblance to the FX S0 Raman spectrum (refs. [138, 139]; also traceable by
the GSB lines in Figure 3.9). The major difference between the S0 and ICT vi-
brational spectra are the ca. 45 cm−1 and ca. 25 cm−1 energy upshifts (that can
be interpreted as slight bond length protractions) exhibited by, respectively,
the C–C and the C––C Raman bands.

As depicted in Figure 3.9, both the S1 and the ICT share a common low-fre-
quency C–C vibrational mode at ca. 1250 cm−1. Despite its co-occurrence in
both vibronic states, this vibrational mode is an unlikely coupling channel for
the interstate equilibrium because of the potential energy offset between the
S1 and the ICT [122, 127]. Two-photon excitation experiments estimate the
S0→ S1 and S0→ ICT gaps in FX to be 2.06 eV and 1.86 eV, respectively [122].
This, in turn, implies that the energetic difference between the two interacting
states is ca. 1613 cm−1. This rough estimate (since the transitional band shapes
are not precisely known) is comparatively close to the 1555 cm−1 vibrational
frequency, observed in the ICT FSRS spectrum in Figure 3.9(b) (especially
considering that the particular vibrational band is wide and encompasses the
said frequency). Therefore we suggest that the 1555 cm−1 C–C vibrational
mode acts as a coupling channel for the S1/ICT equilibrium. Generally speak-
ing, we predict that the interstate coupling commences via internal conversion
from the S1 potential minimum to the C––C vibrational mode on ICT PES,
ultimately ending in vibrational relaxation within the ICT vibronic manifold
(S1(ν0)→ ICT(C––C)→ ICT(ν0), see Figure 3.11). The backwards coupling
S1← ICT is also possible in this scheme. As the rates in Table 3.1 indicate, it
is expectedly less efficient because it has to commence via the low-populated
(and possibly worse coupled) vibrational modes on the ICT PES.
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Figure 3.11: A simplified PES diagram, summarizing the FX PDP/PDAT and FSRS

experiments. Solid arrow represents the strong (forward) S1 → ICT

coupling, whereas the dashed arrow represents the weaker (backwards)
S1← ICT coupling (see Table 3.1 for details).

The time-resolved FX FSRS spectra (Figure 3.9) cannot be qualitatively
fit to the interstate equilibrium model presented in Figure 3.10, because FSRS
data is essentially one dimensional and, same as the standalone PP data, does
not contain any explicit (kinetic) coupling information.4 Moreover, the FSRS
spectra, as demonstrated in Figure 3.9, are very species-specific, i.e., particular
vibrational modes become active only upon proper resonant enhancement.
Most significantly, the S2 Raman lines are not observed in either of the FSRS
spectra in Figure 3.9, since the S2→ Sn resonance of FX lies in the NIR (see
Figure 3.5). Analysis of the S2 vibrational features in FX would require aNIR

Raman pump (as was implemented on β-carotene in ref. [47] and Section 3.2),

4 Or rather, the fit would turn out good enough, just the SADS would be meaningless because
of overparametrization.
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which would, presumably, cause SE of the ICT state (essentially, producing a
picosecond PDP) rather than FSRS gain from the S2. In the best case scenario,
we can expect to observe indirect FSRS signals, e.g., RINE in the same way as
in bacteriorhodopsin [48].

Bearing the above-mentioned limitations in mind, we can fit the FSRS data
to a simple sequential photoevolutionary model, solely to gain some quantita-
tive information on the FX vibrational photodynamics. The entire S1 FSRS

dataset from Figure 3.9(a) was globally fit to a sequential two state model5
with the lifetimes of 500 fs and 23 ps. The ICT → Sn resonance FSRS spec-
tra from Figure 3.9(b) were fit to an analogous model with the lifetimes of
1 ps and 16 ps (results of both global fits are presented by continuous curves
in Figure 3.9). The most remarkable outcome of the FSRS global fitting is
the fact that the early (short) FSRS lifetimes coincide almost ideally with the
dissipation rates of the hot intermediate states S∗1 and ICT∗ from Table 3.1.
In view of the PP/PDP results, these early lifetimes of the FSRS dynamics
can be designated to the collective process of S2 decay (since S2 features are
absent in Figure 3.9) and the subsequent formation/relaxation of the vibra-
tionally hot states (the vibrational cooling processes generally appear as the
peak displacement/narrowing during the first few picoseconds in the FSRS

datamaps—more apparent in Figure 3.9(a)). The longer (later) lifetimes from
the FSRS global fits correspond to the depopulation of the equilibrated S1/
ICT manifold and the return to the ground state PES (the GSI is unlikely to
appear in either of the FSRS spectra due to its low spectral intensity (see Fig-
ure 3.10(a)) and off-resonant Raman pumping (see Figure 3.4)). Setting aside
the fact that existence of interstate coupling prevents an objective evaluation
of S1 and ICT lifetimes solely from the FSRS data, the resolved 23 ps and 16 ps
coincide well with the already published results in refs. [122, 126, 128], that re-
port the lifetime of the FX S1 to be ca. 33 % longer than that of the ICT in
a polar environment (i.e., when the S1 ↔ ICT coupling is not taken into
account).

3.3.5 Concluding Remarks

We have applied multi-pulse time-resolved spectroscopic methods to investi-
gate the excited state dynamics of marine carotenoid FX. PDP measurements
indicate that an equilibrium exists between the two FX excited state species S1
and ICT. This equilibrium is established with the average reciprocal rates of
τS1→ICT

= 2.4ps and τ
ICT→S1

= 4.1ps, and is thus restored on a sub-6-picosec-

5 Equations (2.20), (2.21) and (2.25).
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ond timescale after an ultrafast SE is imposed upon the ICT. Furthermore, the
PDP experiments indicate that ICT decays to a stabilized intermediate form
on the molecular ground state PES (the so-called GSI), that is thermally re-
equilibrated to S0 with a reciprocal rate of ca. 20 ps. FSRS experiments show
that S1 and ICT are two vibrationally different species. The FX S1 possesses a
vibrational structure comparable to S1 of many other carotenoids [43, 46, 47,
136], whereas the ICT bears a vibrational semblance to the FX S0 [138, 139].
The ICT FSRS spectrum exhibits characteristic C––C vibrations at 1555 cm−1

that, based on the current understanding of the FX excited state structure
[122], may act as a coupling channel for the S1↔ ICT equilibrium.





Part IV

IN SEARCH OF THE
INDOLOBENZOXAZ INE PHOTOCHROMISM

The following part, most likely, deserves the biggest disclaimer.
As it is not uncommon in most natural sciences, experimental re-
sults and theories are not treated as axioms and interpretations of
physical processes change as new discoveries are made. For the au-
thor’s discontent, a perceptive change on the indolobenzoxazine
dynamics has transpired during the short preparation time of this
thesis. Without trying to obscure all of our early assumptions, we
have decided present both points of view. Chapter 4 is devoted to
initial optical spectroscopic measurements of indolobenzoxazines,
were the particular molecules where (unequivocally) assumed to
be photochromic. All the interpretations of experimental data
provided in this chapter are, therefore, based on this supposition.
Chapter 5 presents a different take on the indolobenzoxazine pho-
todynamics that was inspired by later experimental studies. This
chapter outlines the electronic and vibrational experiments that
intuitively back up this new knowledge and provide a fresh new
take on their photodynamics.





4
ULTRAFAST ELECTRONIC K INET ICS AND THE IR
CONTROL IN INDOLOBENZOXAZ INE SYSTEMS :
THE R ING -OPENING PRESUMPT ION

4.1 the principles and concepts of photochromism

Chromism is a chemical process in which a physical perturbation evokes a
color transformation of a molecular compound. Depending on the nature of
the perturbation causing the color change we can discern electrochromic, ther-
mochromic, piezochromic, solvatochromic, and many other —chromic pro-
cesses [146]. Photochromism, as the name implies, is a reversible light-induced
photochemical process, whereby a molecular compound can toggle between
two (typically isomeric) chemical forms, defined by their distinctive absorp-
tion spectra [147–149]. Photochromism was first discovered and annotated in
the mid-19th century [150], albeit a resurgence of interest in photochromic ma-
terials sparked only in the 1960’s, prompted by numerous technical advances
in organic synthesis and physical analysis methods. The introduction of pho-
tochemically stable spiropyrans and chromenes in the 1980’s can be regarded
as major breakthrough and a catalyst for further development in photochro-
mic research [146]. The metastable nature of various photochromic materials,
their fast response times, and numerous unique photosensitive abilities have
gained a lot of interest in the fields of contemporary optoelectronics and pho-
tonics during the past couple of decades. Various types of photochrome-based
molecular devices, ranging from molecular memory and logic elements [151–
157] to optically controllable molecular switches, sensors, and limiters [153,
158–162], have been both envisioned theoretically and developed practically.

Most photochromic materials exhibit positive photochromism, i.e., they
are transparent to VIS radiation and absorb mainly in the UV. The induced
color change in a positively photochromic material prompts a transient ap-
pearance of absorption in the VIS–NIR. Negative photochromism—a light-
induced absorption intensification in a shorter-wave domain—is also possible,
albeit less common [146]. The change of color likewise causes changes of other

85
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physical characteristics of the molecule, such as refractive index, dielectric per-
mittivity, oxidation and reduction potentials, etc. [153].

Photochromism, on a structural level, may stem from a multitude of in-
ter- and intra-molecular processes. Some of the more common photochromic
mechanisms are depicted in Figure 4.1. These reaction can be classified as
electrocyclic ring-opening or ring-closing reactions in spiropyrans, spirooxa-
zines, and chromenes (Figures 4.1(a) to 4.1(c)), conformational trans → cis
or cis→ trans isomerization in stilbene- or azobenzene-type compounds (Fig-
ure 4.1(d)), inter-molecular proton or electron transfer in viologens or anils
(Figure 4.1(e)), molecular dissociation processes in hydrazines or triarylmeth-
anes (Figure 4.1(f)), etc. More information about the photophysics of photo-
chromic processes can be found in refs. [146–149].
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Figure 4.1: Photochromic reactions of (a) spiropyran, (b) spirooxazine, (c) chro-
mene, (d) azobenzene, (e) anil, and (f) triarylmethane molecular com-
pounds [146, 149]. Panel (g) depicts the alleged photochromic transforma-
tion of an (unsubstituted) indolo[2,1-b] [1,3]benzoxazine [163–165]. hν1
denotes the forward and hν2 denotes the backward photochromic trans-
formation (hν1 > hν2);∆T denotes the intrinsic thermal “de-coloration”.
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4.2 the primary electronic kinetics of structurally-modified

indolobenzoxazines: from absorption of a photon till for-

mation of the photoproduct

4.2.1 An Introduction to the Indolobenzoxazine Family: The Base Compound
and Its Phenylic Derivatives

A novel addition to the diverse family of photochromic compounds are the
synthetic indolo[2,1-b] [1,3]benzoxazines (IBs) (see Figure 4.1(g)) [164–169].
Being structurally similar to the well-explored and documented spiropyrans
and spirooxazines (Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b)) [147–149, 170–175], IBs offer rel-
atively good photochemical stability, as well as comparatively high molecular
switching speeds. As illustrated in Figure 4.1(g), absorption of a UV photon
in an IBmolecular system initiates a C–O bond cleavage and a subsequent for-
mation of two distinct chromophoric groups [164, 168]. A 3H-indolium (Ind)
cation, containing a conjugated electron system due to the formation of a
π-bond between the indole nitrogen and the chiral carbon atom, and a 4-nitro-
phenolate (pNphe) anion, typically exhibiting a pronounced absorption band
in the short-wave VIS region (ca. 430 nm [168]), are formed within this pho-
toreaction (Figure 4.1(g)). Eventually, the zwitterionic colored form reverts
back to the closed [1,3]oxazine ring conformation via thermal relaxation in a
span of a few tens of nanoseconds [164, 168, 176].

Time-resolved spectroscopic methods within the sub-microsecond tempo-
ral range have already been used in the past to analyze the photochromic
behavior of the unsubstituted (“base”) IB compound (Figure 4.1(g)) [164, 168,
176] and its various derivatives [165, 166]. For instance, a recent time-resolved
FP study—concerning the late (i.e., nano-to-microsecond) dynamics of sev-
eral structurally-altered IBs—has shed some new and intriguing insight on
how phenylic substituents modify the photochromic behavior of the parent IB
molecule [177]. While the widely-implemented sub-microsecond FP methods
reveal some of the most practically important aspects of the IB photodynam-
ics (namely, quantum yield, spectral constitution, and thermal back-switching
rates of the terminal light-induced forms), they are not particularly informa-
tive with regard to the mechanisms behind the underlying molecular trans-
formations. The primary photodynamic steps of the nanoseconds-spanning
IB photoevolution, such as development of the photoinduced IB excited state,
[1,3]oxazine ring-opening, and stabilization of the ring-opened chromopho-
ric form in the solvent environment, occur on the femto-to-picosecond time
scale, thus necessitating ultrafast spectroscopic techniques to adequately com-
prehend them. Very few studies concerning the femto-to-nanosecond spectral
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Figure 4.2: Structural formulae of the investigated photochromic compounds and
their steady-state absorption spectra in MeCN. Each compound is com-
posed of a parent IB molecule [164–169] with an additional 4-methoxy-
phenyl (IB1a, IB2b), 3-chlorophenyl (IB1b), or phenyl (IB2a) substituent
attached to either indole or nitrophenol moiety. Spectrum of the excita-
tion pulse of the main PP experiments (λ

Pu
= 340nm, see Section 4.2.2.2

for details) is also shown in the graphs.

dynamics of IBs have been published so far and the detailed knowledge about
the ultrafast pathways resulting in the IB photochromic transformations is
still lacking. To address these issues, four compounds from the above-men-
tioned FP study in ref. [177] were selected for a more comprehensive femto-
second time-resolved examination. Based on an established classification [177]
the compounds presented in this chapter are arranged into two groups accord-
ing to the attachment site of the phenylic substituents. Group I compounds
are modified at the para position relative to the nitrogen of the indole ring,
while the representatives of Group II—in the ortho position relative to the
oxygen atom of the 4-nitrophenol (pNph) moiety. Structural formulae of the
analyzed compounds are given in Figure 4.2 together with their steady-state
absorption spectra. On the basis of global analysis of time-resolved PP data,
in this chapter we propose a branched model of the IB excited state dynamics.
To the best our knowledge, this is the first attempt to explain the complicated
femtosecond dynamics of photochromic [1,3]oxazines, with a detailed math-
ematical analysis of the experimental data employed to define a nontrivial
relaxation scheme.
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4.2.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.2.1 Sample Preparation

Synthesis of the investigated compounds is reported in ref. [177]. For spectro-
scopic measurements polycrystalline IB samples were dissolved in acetonitrile
(MeCN) (Sigma Aldrich LiChrosolv, gradient grade) and diluted to anOD

of 1 at the necessary excitation wavelength in a 1 mm quartz cell (Starna
Scientific).

4.2.2.2 Femtosecond Resolution Pump-Probe Measurements

For the particular set of TA experiments the Libra Ti:Sa system was oper-
ated in the 100 fs regime, generating 3.45 W of optical power at 1 kHz. The
Topas-800 OPA was tuned to generate ca. 15 µJ energy ultrashort pulses cen-
tered at 340 nm (4th harmonic of the signal wave). Excitation pulse energy
for the experiments was set to, respectively, 600 nJ for Group I compounds
and 800 nJ for Group II compounds (focal spot size of the pump beam at the
sample plane was ca. 300 µm). This particular configuration was used for the
main PP experiments, whereas the wavelength was adjusted from 305 nm to
345 nm for the excitation wavelength dependency measurements. WLSc gen-
erated in a mechanically translating 3 mm thick CaF2 plate was used as the
probe (focal spot size at the sample plane—ca. 80 µm). Polarizations of pump
and probe beams were set at the “magic” angle (54.7°) in order to avoid rota-
tional diffusion influence on TA signals. The PP experiments were performed
back-to-back in two overlapping spectral windows (330–640 nm/430–740 nm)
and the results of consecutive experiments were, after proper scaling, merged
into a single continuous dataset. GVD of the probe pulse was estimated from
the rising segments of the kinetic curves at each wavelength. The wavelength
dependence of the mid-rise point within these segments was approximated by
a polynomial function of the 4th or 5th degree and the polynomial parameters
were further refined in the global fitting procedure. All the presented TA data
are corrected for probe pulse GVD. The estimated IRF of the experiments
was about 180 fs.

4.2.3 Experimental Results

4.2.3.1 Time-Resolved Spectroscopic Study of Group I

Steady-state UV-to-VIS absorption spectra of Group I compounds are gener-
ally similar and feature two distinct bands: a broad long-wave absorption band,
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positioned at either 290 nm (IB1a) or 300 nm (IB1b), and an intense MidUV

absorption band peaking at ca. 205 nm (see Figure 4.2(a)). The 340 nm exci-
tation is resonant with the far red-wing of the red-most absorption band and,
thereby, is likely to promote the molecule to its lowest excited state.

The femtosecondTA dynamics observed in the photochromic compounds
of Group I is presented in Figure 4.3. Both compounds exhibit similar dy-
namic features in their corresponding time-gated spectra. Immediately after
the UV excitation, a wide IA plateau is formed, covering almost the entire
NUV-to-NIR spectral range and enclosing three distinguishable spectral max-
ima: a narrow and intense short-wave band, a smoother mid-wave crest and
a wide, relatively intense spectral band in the long-wave spectral domain (see
the 400 fs and 300 fs∆OD spectra in Figures 4.3(c) and 4.3(f)). For compound
IB1a the first two bands are positioned at 380 nm and 510 nm, whereas the red-
most band peaks at around 615 nm. The high frequency peak of IB1b is slightly
red-shifted in comparison to IB1a and lies at around 415 nm, while its central
spectral crest retains its position at ca. 510 nm, and the broad long-wave maxi-
mum peaks beyond 730 nm. This particular compound also exhibits a minute
trace of GSB in the blue-most edge of the spectral window (the rapid swing
of the ∆OD signal during the first few hundred femtoseconds—the dark blue
dips in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(d)—is caused by either the coherent interaction
between the pump and probe pulses [28–30] or pump-induced SRS by the
solvent [92]). Within the first few picoseconds after the excitation, the initial
signal decays swiftly and a global minimum of IA signal is reached at ca. 3 ps
(see the 2–3 ps ∆OD spectra in Figures 4.3(c) and 4.3(f)). During this phase,
the major spectral peaks retain their relative initial positions. Subsequently,
as the delay between pump and probe pulses exceeds 3 ps, prominent changes
occur in the TA spectra. During the following 10 ps, a significant growth of
the spectral amplitude, accompanied by a slight blue-shift of all bands, is ob-
served throughout almost the entire spectral range. This spectral relocation
is more pronounced for compound IB1a, where the initial blue-most spectral
peak shifts towards 375 nm, the red-most peak moves towards 610–620 nm,
and their IA spectra become significantly more structured. A corresponding
early blue-shift for IB1b is seen more clearly for the 415 nm spectral peak,
which starts increasing within the first 10 ps, followed by a minor blue shift
towards 410 nm. A strong increase of IA is observed in both the short- and
the long-wave sides of the spectrum (the GSB signal of IB1b is gradually trans-
formed into UV-based IA, growing concomitantly with the blue-most band),
whereas the decay of the signal continues (or, at least, the rise is much less
pronounced) in the central part (ca. 450–550 nm) of the spectral window. The
central spectral crest from the primary TA spectrum continues to decay and
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Figure 4.3: PP dynamics of Group I photochromic compounds IB1a ((a) to (c)) and
IB1b ((d) to (f)). Panels (a) and (d): overview of the entire TA dataset;
panels (b) and (e): kinetic traces at selected wavelengths—experimental
points are depicted by solid symbols (every 2nd point is omitted for clar-
ity) and continuous curves represent the results of global analysis fitting;
panels (c) and (f): ∆OD spectra at selected delay times.
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Figure 4.4: PP dynamics ofGroup II photochromic compounds IB2a ((a) to (c)) and
IB2b ((d) to (f)). Panels (a) and (d): overview of the entire TA dataset;
panels (b) and (e): kinetic traces at selected wavelengths—experimental
points are depicted by solid symbols (every 2nd point is omitted for clar-
ity) and continuous curves represent the results of global analysis fitting;
panels (c) and (f): ∆OD spectra at selected delay times.
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becomes almost indistinguishable within the following 10 ps (500 nm trace
in Figure 4.3(b)). Spectral development is less discernible in the long-wave
spectral edge of IB1b (mostly due to the more prominent self-phase modu-
lation and the lack of dynamic range near the prevalent WLSc pump central
wavelength), however, sub-microsecond TAmeasurements show that theNIR

band eventually peaks at ca. 750 nm [177]. The emergent IA spectra of both
compounds feature two distinct spectral bands that continue to grow in am-
plitude for the remaining 100 ps, until reaching their ultimate maxima. The
formation of this spectral form marks the transition to a longer-lived species,
whose spectral evolution extends to the nanosecond temporal domain [177].

4.2.3.2 Time-Resolved Spectroscopic Study of Group II

Ground state absorption spectra of Group II compounds (see Figure 4.2(b))
are composed of several closely overlapping bands, covering almost the entire
the MidUV-to-NUV spectral range.1 The red-most absorption bands of these
compounds are slightly red-shifted in comparison to theGroup I constituents
(330 nm for IB2a and 330 nm for IB2b), therefore the 340 nm excitation falls
closer to the characteristic short-wave maxima.

As seen in Figure 4.4, a broad IA structure predominantly concentrated
in the blue part of the VIS spectrum is formed immediately after the excita-
tion of compounds IB2a and IB2b (see the 300 fs∆OD spectra in Figures 4.4(c)
and 4.4(f)). This transient signal spans the 350–600 nm spectral range and, de-
spite the lack of the fine structure observed in Group I molecules, it can be
generally viewed as a combination of two broad overlapping bands, centered
at around ca. 400 nm and 500 nm for compound IB2a, and at ca. 400 nm and
470 nm for compound IB2b. Clear-cut GSB signals are evident at early delay
times in the NUV boundary (ca. 345–365 nm) of the spectral window (350–
355 nm transient signals in Figures 4.4(b) and 4.4(e)). A decay of the initial
TA signal persists for the first few picoseconds after the excitation and pre-
vails in the larger portion of the spectral window. In contrast toGroup I com-
pounds, where initial dynamics was dominated by a spectrally uniform decay
(see Figures 4.3(c) and 4.3(f)), more prominent spectral changes are observed
within this early period for theGroup II constituents. Only a moderate decay
dominates in the red part of the spectrum (see the 600–650 nm traces in Fig-
ures 4.4(b) and 4.4(e)), whereas in the blue spectral edge (ca. 400 nm) the IA
signal grows steadily (see the 400–405 nm traces in Figures 4.4(b) and 4.4(e)).
A turning point in the early spectral evolution is reached within ca. 4 ps after

1 Also note how the steady-state absorption spectra are much more susceptible to modification
of the pNph moiety.
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theUV excitation. The resulting spectrum still resembles the initial IA profile,
albeit the band structure is sharper and better defined (2–3 ps∆OD spectra in
Figures 4.4(c) and 4.4(f)). Further spectral rearrangement continues for about
50 ps and throughout this phase the short-wave (λ

Pr
< 400nm) and long-wave

(λ
Pr
> 500nm) spectral parts decay rapidly, leading to the formation of a more

homogeneous spectral shape. Negative GSB signals, similarly to IB1b, vanish
within 10 ps, successively evolving into IA of the final photoproduct. Roughly
100 ps after the excitation, the final TA spectra (see the 100 ps∆OD spectra in
Figures 4.4(c) and 4.4(f)) are formed, featuring a single spectral band, peaking
at either 445 nm (IB2a) or 460 nm (IB2b), and a much weaker, virtually feature-
less long-wave IA plateau that extends up to 750 nm. From this point on, the
entire spectrum decays in a uniform fashion and the molecular ground state is
fully restored in several tens of nanoseconds [177].

4.2.3.3 The Role of the Excitation Wavelength

The dependence of observed dynamics on the excitation wavelength was in-
vestigated in selected compounds from each photochromic group (IB1a and
IB2a). PP measurements, analogous to ones presented in the previous sec-
tion, were performed using several different excitation wavelengths, namely:
λ
Pu

= 305, 315, 325, and 345 nm. The results of these experiments are sum-
marized in Figure 4.5. Kinetic traces at the IA maxima, normalized to the
amplitude of the final photoproduct, are shown in the main graphs. The early
and the late TA spectra (500 fs and 6 ns delays, respectively), normalized to
the absolute largest spectral amplitudes, are given in the insets on the right.

From the kinetic curves in Figure 4.5 it is obvious that variation of the ex-
citation wavelength results in redistribution between the relative amplitudes
of the initial excited form and the final photoproduct. Apparently, the ratio
between the TA signals of the early and the late spectral forms increases with
shortening of the excitation wavelength. In respect to the final photoproduct,2
excitation with a shorter wavelength increases the relative initial amplitude of
the signals. This is especially noticeable for compound IB1a—increase of the
excitation energy by ca. 3800 cm−1 causes an almost twofold increase in the
sub-picosecond signal, which, in this particular instance, exceeds even the am-
plitude of the final PA. A similar trend is observed for compound IB2b, albeit
the effect is less pronounced—amplitude of the initial spectral signal increases
only by ca. 33 % upon an equal alteration of the excitation wavelength. It is

2 The PA signal was taken as a reference, since photodynamic development stabilizes after ca.
50 ps and remains spectrally invariable throughout the remaining course, i.e., ca. 7 ns, of the
experiment
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Figure 4.5: Time-resolved kinetic traces of compounds (a) IB1a and (b) IB2a, mea-
sured at 375 nm and 450 nm, respectively, as a function of the excitation
wavelength. The traces are scaled to yield identical final magnitude of the
signals at t

Pr
≈ 1ns. Normalized ∆OD spectra at early (500 fs delay) and

late (6 ns delay) probe times (see the main graphs for reference) at the
matching pump wavelengths are shown in the insets on the right-hand
side of the main graphs.

worth noting that the variation of the excitation wavelength has almost no ef-
fect on neither the initial, nor final transient spectra (see insets in Figure 4.5).
Generally, only the intensity of the observed spectral bands and, to a lesser ex-
tent, the rate of the sub-picosecond relaxation are different (with an exception
of the short-lived band around ca. 500 nm in IB1a, which increases significantly
in the case of λ

Pu
= 305nm). Apparently, virtually equivalent long-lived pho-

tochromic species are formed irrespectively of the excitation photon energy;
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furthermore, all photodynamic differences, caused by variation of initial ex-
citation conditions, effectively disappear within the first 10 ps. Alternatively,
from the perspective of primary excited forms, the observed excitation wave-
length-related effects can be regarded as an increase/decrease of losses in the
pathway of the photoproduct formation (i.e., the quantum yield of photoin-
duced final forms).

4.2.4 Discussion

4.2.4.1 Revisiting the Non-Interacting Chromophore Model

A non-interacting chromophore model is often used to describe the constitu-
tion of either the ground or excited state spectra of IBs [164, 165, 168, 176].
Previously, in a work concerning the femtosecond dynamics of the parent IB,
the early photodynamics of the compound were ascribed to the formation of
the Ind chromophore in the excited state, due to a considerable resemblance
between the intrinsic S1 → Sn transitions of the Ind cation and the early-
emerging absorption bands of the base IB compound (namely, the 350 nm
and 600 nm spectral maxima) [176]. Incidentally, similar spectral peaks are
not characteristic to the early photodynamic stages of IB2a (and to an extent
to IB2b, which features only a slightly modified Ind cationic fragment in its
supposed open molecular configuration). Likewise, the early photodynamic
behavior of Group I compounds is dissimilar to that of the prototypical 5-
phenyl-3H-indolic derivatives in their excited (or ground) state (see Figure A.5
and the brief discussion provided in Section A.3), i.e., the characteristic intense
ca. 450 nm IA bands are absent in all their time-gated spectra. Considering the
componential structure of the ground state absorption spectrum of the par-
ent IB compound [168], an increase of the excitation effectiveness can be ex-
pected in the indole fragment upon the decrease of the excitation wavelength
(specifically when λ

Pu
→ 300nm [176]). Nevertheless, as it was shown in Sec-

tion 4.2.3.3, all major aspects of the spectral dynamics are retained regardless
of the excitation wavelength, aside from the relative change in amplitude of
the initial spectra. The absence of the “pure” Ind spectral component [176]
in the early spectra and independence of the spectral shapes on the excita-
tion wavelength suggest that attribution of the observed spectral features to
specific constituent parts of the molecule [164, 165, 168, 176] is too simplis-
tic and becomes invalid as the parent compound is structurally expanded. In
other words, a complete spectral separation between the chromophoric con-
stituents is not present in the excited molecular state (and, most likely, in
the ground state as well). Moreover, in previous nanosecond-resolution stud-
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ies the spectral shape of the ring-open form also exhibited an characteristic
absorbance plateau in the 480–600 nm spectral range, where the constituent
chromophores have zero ground state absorbance [163, 166, 177].

4.2.4.2 Interpretation of the Early Photodynamic Stages

Despite the intricate photodynamic behavior of the studied compounds, sev-
eral common traits can be recognized in the time-resolved data of Figures 4.3
to 4.5. First and foremost, a distinctive resemblance between the very early
and very late stages of the spectral evolution is exhibited by all the com-
pounds investigated in this study. Even though this trend is most obvious
forGroup I constituents, where the sub-picosecond and late nanosecond spec-
tra virtually coincide, a strong resemblance between the ∆OD spectra of the
initially excited molecular forms and the final photoproducts is observed in
Group II compounds as well (especially considering the kinetic behavior in
the spectral vicinity of ca. 450 nm). This resemblance between the earliest and
final TA spectra and the evolution of the former to the latter via a “dark”
transition state—the IA minimum at ca. 4 ps—brings about the characteristic
“descent→ ascent→ descent” (asymmetric letter “M ”-shaped) kinetic traces.
Such striking swings, evidently, cannot be understood in terms of a simple se-
quential evolutionary model [176], since two near-identical SADS would arise
both in the very early and very late stages of the photoevolution, for which
it is hard to envision a valid physical reason. In order to explain the pecu-
liar spectral behavior, we have chosen to adapt a non-sequential evolutionary
model, encompassing a branching within the primary IB excited state. Such
branched evolution of photochromic reactions has been proposed previously
for other photochromic compounds. For example, fulgide photochromic re-
action (an electrocyclic ring-opening/closing sequence) is conceived via two
pathways—along a fast (ca. 1 ps) and slow (ca. 10 ps) reaction coordinates—and
kinetic traces, similar to ones observed in Figures 4.3 to 4.5, result from this
spectral evolution [149, 178]. A multiple-route decay model was also used to
interpret the course of photoproduct formation in the early photoevolution-
ary stages of some spiropyran-type compounds [179].

Schemes (a) and (b) in Figure 4.6 depict the general connectivity diagrams
for the models used to fit the time-resolved data presented in Figures 4.3
and 4.4. The SADS of different compartments are presented in Figure 4.7 and
their characteristic lifetimes are given in Table 4.1. A simple four- or five-com-
ponent model provides an adequate description of the experimentally resolved
data (the quality of the fits can be best judged from the kinetic curves in Fig-
ures 4.3 and 4.4). The physical basis of the proposed branched evolutionary
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Reciprocal rates (ps)

Photochromic compounds

I II

A B A B

Excited state intermediates

τ1→2 2.1 0.8 1.04 1.6

τ2→3(a) 13.1 11.9 11.1 20

τ1→1 3 6 4.1 10

τ2→2 83 65 20 20

Main photoproduct states

τ3a→3b — — 56.2 46.4

τ3a→3a — — 120 90

τ3(b )→3(b ) 18200 12700 15900 12100

Auxiliary photoproduct states

τ1→0 1.9 0.9 2 2

τ0→0 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.4

Table 4.1: Population transfer rates between the different transient states presented in
Figure 4.6 estimated from the global analysis fitting of the PP data.

model is summarized in Figure 4.6(c) and can be interpreted as follows. Fem-
tosecond excitation promotes the ring-closed molecule to the Frank–Condon
region of its excited singlet state. Part of the photogenerated population re-
mains in the excited state manifold and experience either vibrational cooling,
solvation, or non-adiabatic diffusion/drift along the singlet PES, thus leading
the excited state population towards a local energy minimum. Intensification
of the blue edge TA signals at ca. 400 nm of Group II compounds (see Fig-
ures 4.4(b) and 4.4(e)) may be regarded as a direct result of said relaxation
processes in the excited state. Therefore, the spectrally comparable early com-
ponents 1 and 2 and the transition between them represent the population sta-
bilization and the primary conformational changes in the excited singlet state
of the molecule, occurring prior to the main photochromic reaction.3 The
assumption that SADS 1 and 2 represent a common molecular state (namely,
S1) is corroborated by the fact that only these early species contribute to the
GSB signal, which is subsequently outweighed by the competing positive con-
tribution of IA of the ultimate photochromic form.

The intermediate state 2, consequently, serves as the primary channel for
the formation of final ring-opened molecular photoproduct (3) via a radia-

3 Note that SADS decomposition reveals the IA maxima of these transients more clearly.
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Figure 4.6: Connectivity schemes used in the global analysis procedure for (a)Group

I and (b) Group II compounds. Solid arrows represent the transitions be-
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to the molecular ground state. The colors of the compartments match
those of the SADS provided in Figure 4.7 (compartments of the same
color—namely, 0 and 3a in panel (b)—are characterized by identical (i.e.,
fixed) spectra in the global fitting procedure). Panel (c) shows a general-
ized PES reaction diagram based on the general connectivity scheme.

tionless relaxation 2→ 3. In addition, for Group II compounds a biexponen-
tial transition sequence 2 → 3a → 3b within the ring-opened ground state
manifold was assumed to yield a better fit of the data. These biexponential
dynamics can be explained by assuming a diffusion/drift-like decay along a
non-uniformly sloped PES of the ring-opened ground state 3. Alternatively,
they might arise from concomitant decay of several different isomeric forms
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Figure 4.7: SADS of compounds (a) IB1a, (b) IB1b, (c) IB2a, and (d) IB2b obtained
from global fitting of the experimental PP data (presented in Figures 4.3
and 4.4) using the models shown in Figure 4.6. The rates of population
transfer between the components are given in Table 4.1. The temporal
dependence of the state population concentrations is presented in the
appendix of the thesis (see Figure A.6).

(e.g., with a different rotational angle of the phenylic group), as suggested in
ref. [180]. In principle, some similarities can be drawn between the spectral
structure (i.e., the broadband IA maxima at ca. 500 nm) and the characteris-
tic lifetimes (ca. 1 ps and ca. 10 ps) of these early SADS and the excited state
photodynamics of a single pNphmoiety [176]; however, they are probably co-
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incidental, since a complete electronic isolation between the constituent chro-
mophores, as it was mentioned before, is highly unlikely.

In general, intersystem crossing effects from S1 cannot be wholly excluded:
photoinduced opening of photochromic oxazine ring was suggested to occur
in the triplet state PES due to experimentally observed triplet→ triplet energy
transfer in BODIPY-oxazine dyads [181]. Furthermore, a computational study
in ref. [182] provided a mechanistic model of excitation dynamics, where ring-
opened photoisomer is formed in the triplet state, followed by intersystem
crossing to the singlet ground state of ring-opened species. Therefore, it is
possible that certain stages of photodynamics of the investigated compounds
involve triplet states, albeit the lifetimes are unusually short for typical triplet
states. However, the proposed connectivity scheme and parameters obtained
from global analysis are fully valid despite any uncertainties regarding the
multiplicity of excited states.

The terminal step in the proposed relaxation model involves the decay of
final species (3) to the ground state via thermal relaxation within a sub-mi-
crosecond time scale; the spectral shapes of the corresponding SADS along
with their lifetimes agree well with the nanosecond-resolution data [177]. The
initial Frank–Condon state in the suggested model is assumed to be hetero-
geneous and a portion of the excited molecules takes another relaxation path
as an alternative to the photoproduct-favoring 1 → 2. Our model presumes
that state 1 is an unstable point of the PES and it acts as a transition state (or
possibly a conical intersection crossing seam) for a part of the excited state
population. Molecules that do not undergo the excited state vibrational cool-
ing process (1→ 2) produce a short lived (τ < 1ps) transient product 0, whose
spectrum is, intriguingly, strikingly similar to that of the final photochromic
formation 3. It is important to emphasize that these SADSwere constrained to
have identical spectral shapes (i.e., σ0(λ) = σ3a(λ)) in the numeric modelling
procedures of the Group II time-resolved data. This constraint virtually did
not reduce the quality of the fit (whereas the parameter space was significantly
narrowed); it can be roughly justified by the fact that both intermediate states
are located on the same PES in the final model (see Figure 4.6). Despite its
delusively small concentration (see Figure A.6),4 this component is necessary
for an accurate approximation of the sub-nanosecond kinetics, and, as men-
tioned before, similar spectro-temporal features emerge in the analysis even if
a different (e.g., sequential) model is assumed.

In most cases, the transient photoproduct 0 is slightly red-shifted and less
spectrally uniform in comparison to the final ring-opened species 3, hence it

4 Considering all the deactivation routes of component 1 from Table 4.1, the amount of popu-
lation relocated to component 0 may actually be as high as 43 %.
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can be regarded as a sort of hot state in the bond-cleaved (but not yet fully
ring-opened) ground state manifold. A similar relaxation model was used to
explain the deactivation of the excited state to a hot GSI via a conical inter-
section (i.e., a failure to isomerize) for a certain species of photochromic spi-
rooxazines [183]. A parallel formation of the ring-opened molecular form via
both 1→ 2→ 3 and 1→ 0→ 3 channels was not incorporated into the gen-
eral connectivity scheme. If this pathway is included in the model, it turns
out that the reaction rate via the photodynamic coordinate 0 → 3 (suppos-
edly, a vibrational cooling of the bond-cleaved transient product to the final
photochromic form) is not nearly as rapid as a pure deactivation to the main
molecular ground state (i.e., τ0→0 ® 10 ·τ0→3) and can therefore be neglected.
From the kinetic perspective of several related photochromic compounds, the
main (“slow”) path of the photoproduct formation via the thermally relaxed
S1 state is comparable to the ring-opening reaction in various ironfulgides
[184], whereas the auxiliary (“fast”) photoreaction route bears a resemblance
to the ultrafast C–O disassociation and isomerization of certain spiropyran
compounds [31, 185]. Evidently, the appearance of this short-lived transient
state explains the resemblance between the early and late stages of the photo-
evolution. Provided the structural similarity between the initial and final open
ring formations (only a minor orientational conversion takes place [164]), the
appearance of an electronically comparable conformer in the early spectral
development is highly probable.

A satisfactory description of the sub-nanosecond data can be obtained
without the inclusion of decay to ground state pathways 1→ 1, 2→ 2, and
3a → 3a, however, this results in quantum yields values, which are signifi-
cantly higher than those determined experimentally [177]. A large margin of
error can be expected when comparing the experimental and numeric results,
as (a) the experimental estimation of quantum yield is performed under dif-
ferent experimental conditions (nanosecond-domain FP with λ

Pu
= 355nm

and τ
Pu

= 5ns [177]); and (b) molar extinction of ring-opened photoprod-
uct is never measured directly, and similar chemical compounds [165, 166] or
chemically initiated molecular forms [177] are used as a reference instead. Con-
sidering the possible inconsistencies, the population decay rates from states 1,
2, and 3a were chosen to give “safe” quantum yield estimates (< 30% for
Group I and < 20% for Group II), combined with the best least-square ap-
proximation of the experimentally resolved data (quantum yield was regarded
as the residual concentration at 5 ns, see Figure A.6). Excitation losses within
the excited state via either a direct leakage (1→ 1, 2→ 2) or the formation
of the transient photoproduct 0 can be used to explain the dependence of
the IA signal on the excitation wavelength in the early photodynamic phases
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(Figure 4.5). Three-pulse pPPP experiments [186] have shown that reaction
rates and quantum yields of photochromic processes may be influenced by
the population of vibrational states. Therefore, excess energy, provided to the
IB system by a higher photon energy pulse, may be transferred into the pop-
ulation of higher vibrational modes, coupled to either to the direct decay or
the “lossy” photoproduct formation (1→ 0) channels. Since these population
losses occur before the formation of the final photochromic form, no signifi-
cant differences, apart from a relative increase/decrease of the initial and final
spectral amplitudes, are observed in the long run and both the early femtosec-
ond and the late nanosecond spectra remain intact.

The validity of this branched model has to be confirmed further. Partic-
ularly intriguing question that remains to be addressed is the structural basis
for the branching in the excited molecular state. From the ultrafast electronic
spectroscopy data presented here, it seems that early on the photoreaction
pathway the investigated molecules seem to make a “decision” of either pro-
ceeding to ring-open, VIS-absorbing form, or dissipating the excitation en-
ergy on a non-productive portion of ground state PES. The structural factors
determining the outcome of this “decision” could potentially be revealed by
time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy, perhaps, aided by molecular dynam-
ics simulations. On the other hand, the precise nature of ground- and excited-
state PES’s and “decision” point could further be explored using multi-pulse
TA spectroscopies [32, 132, 187]. Finally, the presence of red-VIS-to-NIR IA

bands in the compounds belonging to Group I remains to be explained. For
this, quantum chemical investigations, similar to the ones made earlier on the
parent IB compound [188], could be instrumental.

4.2.5 Conclusions

We have investigated the ultrafast dynamics of four novel phenyl-substituted
IB photochromic compounds with PP spectroscopy. For the first time, the
excited state dynamics of photochromic oxazines was described by a branched
relaxation model, which was used for global analysis of the experimental tran-
sient data. In the suggested model, the final ring-opened forms are created in
ca. 100 ps via radiationless transitions from the singlet molecular excited state
S1, and a full thermal ring closure occurs with a rate of tens of nanoseconds
on a sub-microsecond timescale. Intricate spectral development in the early
photodynamic stages is explained by the appearance of a short-lived photo-
product—presumably, a bond-cleaved or destabilized molecular form on the
ground state PES—directly from the initial excited state of the molecule.
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4.3 optically controlled molecular switching of an indolo-

benzoxazine-type photochromic compound

4.3.1 Introduction

Photochromism, as briefly introduced earlier, is a reversible photochemical re-
action that results in a temporary structural change (isomerization, electrocy-
clic ring-opening or ring-closing, dissociation, etc.) of a molecular compound
along with a distinctive transformation of its absorption spectrum [146, 149,
189]. Unique photochemical properties of various photochromic compounds
are of great interest for practical uses in such fields such as data storage [155,
156], optical switching [151, 158], or molecular based digital processing [160,
190]. One of the more interesting aspects of photochromism is its bidirection-
ality. Typically, a forward photochromic reaction, leading to the formation of
a metastable form (“switching on”), is initiated by the absorption of a pho-
ton, whereas the backward reaction (“switching off”) proceeds via thermal
relaxation to the main molecular ground state. Forward photochromic reac-
tion may be extremely fast (the reciprocal rates of photoproduct formation
may go as low as several picoseconds [149, 185]), whereas the back-switching
dynamics tend to occur over significantly longer timescales. In some cases, re-
verse switching can be induced by the absorption of photon of a different
frequency (typically resonant with the absorption band of the metastable
photoproduct form) [146]. Such intentional back-switching is especially de-
sirable for practical optical switching and data processing applications, since a
reduced reaction time (or at least a controllable modulation of the photochro-
mic process) would allow a larger data bandwidth. Although several femto-
second time-resolved studies have been published on bidirectional switching
of photochromic molecules [31, 185, 186, 191], the detailed understanding of
precise mechanisms of such reactions is still lacking.

In the experimental work presented in refs. [177, 192] (and, likewise, in
Section 4.2 of the thesis at hand), we have examined the photodynamic behav-
ior of several members of the fast-switching IB [164, 165, 168, 193, 194] photo-
chromic family, whose photochromism is based on the light-induced opening
and intrinsic thermal closing of the oxazine ring (see the inset in Figure 4.8).
Perhaps some of the more intriguing spectroscopic properties were found in
8-phenylindolo[2,1-b] [1,3]oxazines, i.e., IBs with a phenylic extension in the
para position, relative to the nitrogen of the indole ring (see refs. [177, 192]
and Section 4.2.1). A “representative” of this group—previously classified as
IB1b [192] (see Figure 4.8)—was selected for an extended ultrafast bidirectional
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Figure 4.8: Steady-state absorption spectrum of compound IB1b (portrayed in light
blue) along with TA spectrum of its optically generated form (portrayed
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periments, described in detail in ref. [177]). The UV- and NIR-situated
dashed dark blue and dark red Gaussian curves represent, respectively,
the pump and repump pulse spectra.

switching study. The particular compound was chosen for some of its out-
standing photophysical properties:

(a) relatively high quantum yield (ca. 30 % [177]), that allows us to predict
that the back-switching reaction may also be induced effectively;

(b) a satisfactory photochemical stability (i.e., nearly 5×more switching cy-
cles in comparison to the parent IB molecule [177]), that ensures lower
sample degradation when exposed to multiple laser beams;

(c) a huge distinction between the closed and the open conformation spec-
tra (ca. 22400 cm−1 bathochromic shift of the red-most spectral maxi-
mum, see Figure 4.8), that reduces the probability of multi-photon ef-
fects, when reexciting the photoproduct, and grants control of the pho-
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tocycle with highly distinct radiation (i.e., “switching on” with NUV

and “switching off” with NIR).

In this section we present the results of time-resolved multi-pulse experiments
that demonstrate both light-induced ring-opening and closing dynamics of
IB1b and shed more insight on the photochromic behavior of IBs in general.
Global analysis techniques are employed to parameterize the experimental re-
sults and to elucidate the transient states observed both in the forward and
backward photochromic reactions. To our knowledge, these are the first ex-
periments of this kind to be performed on compounds of the IB family.

4.3.2 Materials and Methods

4.3.2.1 Sample Preparation

Polycrystalline sample of IB1b (see ref. [177] for chemical synthesis details)
was dissolved in MeCN (Sigma Aldrich LiChrosolv; gradient grade) and
diluted to anOD of 1 at the excitation wavelength (325 nm) in a 1 mm optical
path quartz cell (Starna Scientific). In order to diminish sample degradation
during the experiments and to avoid a local overexposure to the laser radiation,
cell was translated transversely to the beam propagation direction with a two-
axis motorized linear stage (Standa 8MT173).

4.3.2.2 Experimental Setup

The basis of multi-pulse experiments (notably, the Ti:Sa system parameters
and the PP side of the setup) is described in greater detail in Section 4.2.2.2.
An additional Topas-800 OPA was pumped by ca. 550 mW of the fundamen-
tal Libra output to generate the reexcitation radiation. The IB sample was
excited (“pumped”) with 325 nm NUV radiation adjusted at 1 µJ (red edge of
the mainUV–VIS absorption band). Reexcitation (i.e., “repumping”) was per-
formed withNIR radiation of 750 nm and 8.5 µJ (approximately at the center
of the red-most IA band of the optically activated isomer, see Figure 4.8 for de-
tails). The estimated durations of theNUV andNIR pulses were, respectively,
150 fs and 100 fs. The diameter of both beams at the sample plane was ca.
300 µm (i.e., I

Pu
= 6.5GW/cm2 and I

rP
= 83GW/cm2). Polarizations of the

pump and repump beams were aligned parallel to one another and at a 57.4°
(“magic”) angle in accordance to the probe beam. The experimental data was
acquired over several (6–8) multiple scans, i.e., the entire TA spectrum was
repeatedly measured back-to-back and the multiple sets of wavelength- and
time-resolved data were averaged over the number of performed scans. The
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PrPP/PrPAT experiments were carried out in two overlapping spectral win-
dows (325–635 nm/505–810 nm) and the data from consecutive experiments
were merged into a single continuous dataset. The scan-to-scan kinetic traces
were virtually identical and the pre- and post-experiment steady-state absorp-
tion spectra also did not show any significant changes. Additional information
about the optical layout and the data acquisition of the measurements system
can be found in Section 2.3 and ref. [192].

4.3.3 Experimental Results

4.3.3.1 IB Pump-Repump-Probe Dynamics

Sub-nanosecond TA dynamics were discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2 of
the thesis and/or ref. [192]. As it was established from the PP experiments, the
formation of the final photochromic forms of phenyl-substituted IBs is a result
of complicated photodynamics, involving several evolutionary intermediates.
The PP kinetic traces exhibit characteristic “rise→ fall→ rise→ fall” behavior
(see the data shown in solid symbols and curves in Figure 4.9) which was
previously attributed to the fast-decaying and slowly-decaying photoproducts
on different portions of ground state PES [192]. After these dynamic steps are
complete, the formation of the final photoproduct spectrum occurs within a
temporal span of ca. 100 ps and all further spectral development is associated
only with thermal relaxation to the main molecular ground state. To ensure
that only the terminal state (and not an earlier intermediate) is affected in the
repumping process, the temporal delay between pump and repump pulses was
set at 1 ns, and the probing was performed from 10 ps before till 6 ns after the
actinic UV excitation.

Results of the PrPP experiments are presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. As
the kinetic traces in Figure 4.9 indicate, the PP and PrPP signals coincide
prior to the arrival of the repump pulse. The NIR reexcitation at 1 ns causes
an immediate bleaching of both main photoproduct bands, resulting in a ca.
20 % decrease of the TA signal in their spectral vicinity (see the open symbols
and the dashed curves in Figure 4.9). The bleaching effect is more notable for
the short-wave photoproduct band (see Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(c)), since the
∆∆OD signals in the vicinity of the 750 nm band were largely contaminated
by the scattering of the repump pulse. The negative ∆∆OD signal peaks at
407 nm, which is slightly blue-shifted (ca. 200 cm−1) from the maximum of
the original IA band. Contrary to the main PA bands, in the mid-band region
(430–550 nm), a positive ∆∆OD signal is observed. Immediately after the re-
excitation, this IA plateau is largely featureless and does not exhibit a distinct
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Figure 4.9: Dispersion corrected time-resolved PP (solid symbols) and PrPP (hol-
low symbols) kinetic traces of IB1b. The full sub-10-nanosecond PP and
PrPP spectral dynamics at selected wavelengths are presented in panel
(a), while the post-repump ( t

rP
= 1ns) evolution is highlighted in panel

(b). Solid and dashed curves, respectively, represent the global fits of the
PP and PrPP experimental data. For simplicity purposes, only the global
fit according to Model I (see Section 4.3.4 for more details) is presented
in this figure. Femtosecond-resolution time-gated spectra of the PP pho-
todevelopment can be found in Figure A.7. Symbols on the abscissa of
panel (a) indicate temporal instances at which the transient states of the
PP photoevolution reach their population maximum (see Section 4.3.4
and Figure 4.13(b) for more information).
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For simplicity purposes, only global fit according to Model I is pre-
sented in the figure. Spectral data beyond 730 nm in panels (a) and (c)
is omitted due to intense scattering of the repump pulse. Note that the
probe timescale is offset to start at t

rP
= 1ns in the panels.

band structure (see the 300 fs spectra in Figure 4.10(c)). During the first few pi-
coseconds after the reexcitation, the repump-induced signals measured around
the photoproduct peaks experience a significant (ca. 50 %) loss of their initial
amplitudes. Concomitant to this recovery, the red wing (> 460nm) of the
positive mid-band ∆∆OD spectrum decays rapidly (compare the 300 fs and
10 ps curves in Figure 4.10(c)), leading to the emergence of a single prominent
∆∆OD band located near the short-wave zero-crossing point. This band, orig-
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whereas panels (b) and (c) indicate, respectively, spectral and temporal
cuts of the said spectrum. Spectral data beyond 730 nm in panels (a) and
(c) is omitted due to intense scattering of the repump pulse.

inally peaking at ca. 455 nm, experiences a slight growth and a blue-shift of ca.
395 cm−1 within the succeeding 3–4 ps. The kinetic development subsequently
slows down at ca. 5 ps after the repump (see Figure 4.10(b)) and no significant
spectral changes, aside from a steady decay of the kinetic signals, are observed
within the ∆∆OD spectrum for the following 100 ps. The positive ∆∆OD

band entirely vanishes in this timescale, gradually being replaced by the neg-
ative signal mimicking the PA (see the 4.5 ns curves in Figure 4.10(c)). The
post-repump spectral development ceases at later probe delays (> 50ps) with
almost 6 % of the initial IA lost in comparison to PP data without repump.
Additional PrPP experiments were performed with λ

rP
= 400nm radiation,
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resonant to the short-wave band of the optically excited form. The obtained
results (see Figure A.8 in the appendix of the thesis) were virtually identical
to NIR reexcitation ones, thus underlining the fact that both spectral bands
belong to the same molecular state.

4.3.3.2 IB Pump-Repump Action Trace Dynamics

Results of the PrPATmeasurements are presented in Figure 4.11. Probing was
performed at 1 ns after the UV excitation (assuming, as earlier, that the pho-
toproduct is fully formed at this time) and the NIR reexcitation pulse was
scanned from 10 ps before till 900 ps after the 325 nm excitation pulse. Three
major development stages can be observed in the PrPAT kinetic curves in Fig-
ure 4.11(b).5 Firstly, a very early repumping (< 1ps after the UV excitation)
causes a net increase (ca. 6 %) of the entire TA signal, as indicated by the rise
of a positive ∆∆OD signal. The repump-induced increase in PA rapidly dis-
appears as the repump pulse overtakes the pump pulse and almost no gross
effect is observed if the repumping is performed at ca. 1.3 ps after the UV

excitation. Subsequently, the PrPAT signals at the main TA bands of the pho-
toproduct become negative and continually grow for ca. 15 ps. After reaching
their maximum at the repump time of ca. 20 ps, the ∆∆OD bleaching sig-
nals stabilize on a time scale of 100 ps and remain principally independent on
the repump timing between 100 and 900 ps. Either positive or negative, the
∆∆OD signals peak at 410 nm throughout the entire temporal extent of the
measurement, and do not show any peak-shift dynamics, in contrast to the
PrPP data in Figure 4.10. The final ∆∆OD signals from the PrPAT measure-
ments (700 ps curves in Figure 4.11(c)) agree well with the late time-resolved
spectra of the PrPP measurements (4.5 ns curves in Figure 4.10(c)), likewise
exhibiting a ca. 6 % decrease of the transient photoproduct signal.

4.3.4 Discussion

4.3.4.1 Key Development Stages of the PP Photodynamics

From a single glance at Figure 4.9, it is obvious that the intricate photoevo-
lution of IB1b spans a wide femto-to-nanosecond timescale and exhibits sev-
eral distinct interstate transitions between both short- and long-lived spectral
species. In order to establish a unified model that encapsulates both the post-
UV-pump and post-NIR-repump dynamics, we must first recognize all of the

5 Standalone PP and PrPP kinetic traces, analogous to ones in Figure 4.9, are not presented,
since the PP signals remain constant throughout the PrPAT measurement.
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important spectral transients that come into play during the various photo-
evolutionary stages. The highlights of the PP photodevelopment can be sum-
marized as follows:

1. Succeeding the IRF-limited rise, the PP TA signals, by and large, ex-
perience a rapid decay that lasts for several picoseconds. The sub-3-pi-
cosecond spectral progression is spectrally uneven, exhibiting a rapid
amplitude drop in the spectral vicinity of the blue- and red-positioned
photoproduct maxima (410 nm and 710 nm kinetic traces in Figure 4.9),
a slightly slower signal decay in the mid-band region of ca. 500 nm
(460 nm traces in Figure 4.9), and a competition between ESA and GSB

that takes place in the shortwave boundary at λ
Pr
< 360nm (350 nm

traces in Figure 4.9) [192]. This spectrally (and temporally) uneven de-
velopment suggest a complex interplay of several transient species dur-
ing this period.

2. The subsequent evolution of the TA signal at 2ps < t
Pr
< 100ps is

largely spectrally uniform, demonstrating a disappearance of the bleach
signals, a constant growth of IA in the spectral surroundings of the
410 nm and 750 nm spectral maxima, and a concomitant decay of TA
signals in the mid-band regions.

3. The two characteristic spectral bands fully evolve at t
Pr
≈ 100ps. A

uniform decay of the entire TA signal predominates the final stages of
spectral evolution, until the photochromic system is fully reverted back
to the molecular ground state in a sub-microsecond timescale [177].

As the mentioned observations indicate, at least four transient states de-
fine the post-UV-excitation photodynamics: two short-lived transients arise
in the sub-picosecond development, one at sub-50-picosecond development,
and one at the final evolutionary stages. The PP photoevolution, depicted in
Figure 4.9, can be construed via the previously suggested branched model of
the IB photochromic reaction [192]:

1. Absorption of a UV photon promotes the ring-closed photochromic
system from the molecular ground state to the Frank–Condon region
of its singlet excited state (S∗1CL in Figures 4.12 and 4.13). Vibrational
cooling along with primary conformational changes in the excited state
manifold take place within ca. 1 ps after the excitation, as indicated by
the S∗1CL → S1CL transition in Figure 4.12. SADS of both of these ex-
cited state transients exhibit traces of GSB in the short-wave edge of the
experimental window followed by a multiple band structure, peaking
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at 420 nm and ca. 510 nm. The vibrationally hot S∗1CL is more (but not
exclusively, see the temporal component population evolution in Fig-
ure 4.13(b)) prominent during initial stages of the photodevelopment
(< 1ps), whereas state S1CL prevails during the ensuing sub-50-picosec-
ond photoevolution. We assume that interstate transfer S∗1CL→ S1CL is
rapid and lossless, whereas state S1CL has a slower ground state leakage
pathway S1CL → GS (see Table 4.2), incorporated to the global fit in
order to account for the reported values of the quantum efficiency of
the ring-opening reaction [177].

2. Photoevolution of the S1CL state leads to the formation of the ring-
opened photoproduct OP (S1CL → OP in Figures 4.12 and 4.13), that
fully reverts back to the ring-closed conformation in a sub-microsecond
timescale [177]. A fraction of the S∗1CL population is assumed to decay
to a short-lived (< 1ps) ground state intermediate GSI1 (S∗1CL → GSI1
in Figures 4.12 and 4.13), which, most notably, instigates an emergence
of a photoproduct-like spectrum in the early stages of the photoevolu-
tion (principally, the early ( t

Pr
< 2ps) peaking of ∆OD signals at the

photoproduct maxima in Figure 4.9).6 Separation of this intermediate
from the main photoevolutionary pathway S∗1CL→ S1CL→OP is moti-
vated by the dissimilarity of its spectral shape (Figures 4.13(a) and A.9)
and, notably, its spectral amplitude (Figure 4.13(a)) from the remaining
excited state SADS.7

4.3.4.2 Key Development Stages of the PP and PrPP Photodynamics

At least three distinct development phases can be discerned in the post-reexci-
tation photodynamics of IB1b (Figures 4.10 and 4.11):

1. The actinic NIR repump at 1 ns primarily bleaches the greater part
of photoproduct spectrum and triggers an increase of repump-induced
absorption in both the short-wave and the mid-photoproduct-band re-
gions. The first stage of the post-repump photodevolopment is best sig-
nified by the IRF-limited formation and rapid decay of the nearly fea-
tureless ∆∆OD IA plateau within the first picosecond after the reexci-
tation.

2. The sub-20-picosecond post-repump evolutionary stage brings about a
substantial bleach recovery of the two main photoproduct bands and

6 Note the lack of GSB and the S1CL maximum at ca. 500 nm in SADS of this state.
7 This separation is especially substantial for some other members of the IB family, whose early
and late photodynamics is more spectrally diverse, see ref. [192].
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Model I (“Leaky hot ground state model”):

Post-UV-pump dynamics:

Transition: S∗1CL→ S1CL S∗1CL→GSI1 S1CL→OP OP→GS S1CL→GS GSI1→GS

Reciprocal rate (ps): 0.95 0.70 11.7 12800 50 0.37

Post-NIR-repump dynamics:

(Repump efficiency: 58.0 % to state S1OP, 3.2 % to state I0)

Transition: S1OP→GSI2 GSI2→OP GSI2→GS I0→GS

Reciprocal rate (ps): 0.35 11.9 194.5 ∞

Model II (“Return to the transition state model”):

Post-UV-pump dynamics: identical to Model I.

Post-NIR-repump dynamics:

(Repump efficiency: 58.1 % to state S1OP, 3.2 % to state I0)

Transition: S1OP→GSI2 S1OP→ S1CL GSI2→OP I0→GS

Reciprocal rate (ps): 0.5 1.34 10.8 ∞

Table 4.2: Population transfer rates between the intermediary states obtained from
the global analysis based on the suggested models (Figure 4.12). Note that
the rates of the post-UV-pump dynamics are identical in both instances.

a concomitant rise of a new species, distinguishable by a characteristic
IA maximum in the blue edge of the ∆∆OD spectrum (see the 2–10 ps
∆∆OD spectra in Figure 4.10(c)). Spectral dynamics during this stage
are dominated by such features as narrowing of the principal ca. 450 nm
∆∆OD band, along with a continuous blueward shift of its spectral
maximum.

3. A residual ∆∆OD signal, indicating a permanent deactivation of the
photoproduct, persists within the later, post-20-picosecond photoevolu-
tion. It is evident from both the PrPP and PrPAT data that the terminal
∆∆OD spectra (4.5 ns in Figure 4.10 and 900 ps in Figure 4.11) are not
entirely negative throughout the entire spectral range of the experimen-
tal window. A positive ∆∆OD peak surfaces in the blue-most spectral
edge at ca. 350 nm and a positive ∆∆OD plateau can be observed in
the mid-wave region, spreading throughout 450–540 nm (also see the
350 nm kinetic traces in Figures 4.10(b) and 4.11(b)).

Within the framework of the above-described PP photoevolution model,
the post-repump spectral evolution presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 can be
interpreted as follows. The NIR repump pulse at 1 ns promotes a significant
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Figure 4.12: Generalized connectivity scheme (a) and a simplified 2D PES diagram
(b) of the models used in global analysis of the IB1b PP/PrPP data. States
S∗1CL, S1CL, OP, and GSI1 correspond to the main UV excitation photo-
cycle. States S1OP, GSI2, and I0 emerge only after the reexcitation of the
terminal photoproduct OP. Population transfer routes that are exclusive
to a certain model only are indicated by labels in both panels. Differ-
ent colors of the transient states in panel (a) represent different SADS

from the global fit. The rates of interstate population transfer are given
in Table 4.2, whereas the SADS and the temporal evolution of the state
population are given in Figure 4.13. For illustrative purposes, state-to-
state population transfer along the UV-excitation reaction coordinate is
depicted in solid arrows, decay to the ground state is depicted in dot-
ted arrows and the post-repump population dynamics along the repump
reaction coordinate are represented in dashed-dotted arrows in panel (a).
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Figure 4.13: Panel (a): SADS of IB1b obtained from global fitting of the PP/PrPP data
(Figure 4.9) using theModel I shown in Figure 4.12. SADS ofModel II

are not depicted since they are virtually identical in their spectral shape
and only differ in their relative amplitudes of states S1OP, GSI2 and I0.
Panel (b) depicts the temporal dependence of the transient state popula-
tion (cPPi (t ) and cPDP

i (t ) from Equations (2.24) to (2.27)). The evolu-
tion of the post-repump states is highlighted in panel (c). Component
numbering and coloring are kept the same as in Figure 4.12(a). The rates
of population transfer between the components are given in Table 4.2.

portion (ca. 60 %, see Table 4.2 for details) of the ring-opened population OP
to a short-lived state. Judging by its sub-picosecond lifetime (and to an ex-
tent by the intrinsic absorption in the mid-band region) this state is mostly
reminiscent of S∗1CL from the post-UV photoevolution, which, at first glance,
would suggest that reexcitation reverts the system back to its original excited
state. Global analysis simulations disprove this assumption: designation of
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OP → S∗1CL as the main repump-induced pathway gives a poor approxima-
tion of the early post-repump data (not shown), inferring that the first post-re-
pump transient species does not participate in the main UV excitation photo-
cycle S∗1CL→ S1CL→OP. Therefore, we presume that this distinctive state can
only be accessed by repumping the photoproduct (i.e., OP→ S1OP) and assert
it to the S1 excited state of the ring-open form. A closer inspection between
the SADS of S∗1CL and S1OP (see Figure A.9(a)) reveals that similarities of
their lifetimes are merely coincidental, since both of these spectral transients
peak at notably different spectral positions (ca. 1200 cm−1 separation between
the main spectral maxima), have contrasting spectral bandwidths and shapes,
and the bleaching component at λ

Pr
< 350nm is completely absent from the

SADS of the reexcitation-produced S1OP.
As the spectral development during the following ca. 20 ps indicates, a new

spectral transient emanates from depopulation of S1OP. Judging by the rate of
the∆∆OD signal decay of in Figure 4.10, it is, yet again, tempting to designate
it to the previously established S1CL. This would imply that greater part of
the S1OP population overcomes a potential barrier separating the excited state
manifolds of the ring-opened and ring-closed forms. Global analysis, however,
contradicts this notion. Designation of S1OP→ S1CL as the major post-repump
pathway in the global fit provides an inadequate description of both the PP

and the PrPP data (not shown) and disproves that a spectrally identical state
plays a chief role in both the post-pump and post-repump photodevelopment
(see Figures A.9 and A.10 for more information). In order not to overcompli-
cate the model, we simply assume that population of S1OP is transferred yet to
another repump-exclusive transient species. Interestingly enough, the numeri-
cally resolved SADS of this intermediary state (GSI2 in Figures 4.12 and 4.13)
indicates a slightly red-shifted (ca. 250 cm−1) and spectrally broader replica of
the open form spectrumOP.8 This implies that the excited state S1OP does not
experience an intrastate cooling, contrastingly to S∗1CL→ S1CL in the standard
post-UV-pump evolutionary route, but rather is swiftly transferred to the hot
ground state manifold of the open form via a conical intersection (similarly
to observations in ref. [183]). The principal part of the 1–50 ps the post-reexci-
tation ∆∆OD spectra from Figure 4.10 can be, thus, virtually understood as
a superposition of two main components: bleach of the ring-opened form (a
negative contribution of the photoproduct spectrum) and IA (a positive con-
tribution) of the repump-evoked GSI. The characteristic sub-40-picosecond
∆∆OD peak in Figure 4.10(c), in consequence, arises in the wavelength re-
gion, corresponding to the largest difference between the closely related spec-

8 Note that resurfacing of S1CL would prompt a significantly more red-shifted ∆∆OD signal
than one seen in Figure 4.10.
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tra GSI2 and OP, i.e., at the red wing of the original 410 nm spectral band,
where the former component bares an extensive long-wave absorption slope
(normalized SADS of the ground state transients are compared directly in Fig-
ure A.9). A similar redward shift from the main photoproduct spectrum can
also be expected for the long-wave band of GSI2, since we can clearly see an
intersection of the two SADS at ca. 620 nm, analogous to the blue edge in-
tersection at 385 nm of the short-wave bands (see Figure A.9). This allows us
to predict a similar rise of a positive ∆∆OD signal at the long-wave slope of
the second band (ca. 780–820 nm), albeit the quality of data in this region is
poorer. Vibrational and/or structural relaxation of the vibrationally-hotGSI2
causes a minor continuous hypsochromic shift of the ∆∆OD spectrum, seen
in Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(c), and an eventual decay to the metastable ground
state in a matter of several tens of picoseconds (GSI2→OP, see Table 4.2 for
details). The notion that cooling down dynamics of a hot ground state take
place within this timescale is also corroborated by the behavior of the bleach-
ing signals in Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(c)—concomitant to the temporal decay
of GSI2, the bleached short-wave band broadens and red-shifts to its supposed
spectral position at ca. 410 nm.

It is worth noting that, despite the first-glance similarity of the SADS of
GSI1, GSI2, and OP (see Figures 4.13 and A.9), their representative states are
intrinsically different (which can be easily determined from their diverse life-
times, varying from sub-1-picosecond of GSI1 to ca. 12 ns of OP) and are
all obligatory to fully describe the time-resolved data. Inclusion of the final-
photoproduct-resembling intermediate GSI1, as discussed earlier, is necessary
for a correct broadband characterization of the sub-picosecond PP photody-
namics. The same concept applies for the intermediate GSI2. Even with the
implication that both GSI1 and GSI2 belong to the ground state manifold of
the ring-opened form, the intrinsic temporal and spectral differences between
them indicate that they either belong to different points of the ground state
PES (as depicted in Figure 4.12(b)), or that the ground state PES is to a certain
extent “deformed” due to the filling of the vibrational states (since the post-
repump population experiences the OP manifold in which the low frequency
modes are, to a degree, occupied). The short lifetime of the early post-UV-ex-
citation surfacing state GSI1—which was previously identified an “unstable”
configuration within the bond-cleaved (albeit not fully ring-opened) configu-
ration manifold [192]—suggests that this state lies closer to a saddle point on
the PES and leads to a fast deactivation of the evolving system to the molec-
ular ground state. State GSI2, on the other hand, has a much longer lifetime
(τGSI2/τGSI1

≈ 30, see Table 4.2) and, as a result, more likely represents a local
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maximum on the open ring-opened manifold, mainly through which state OP
is repopulated (see Figure 4.12(b)).

It is possible to add a constraint to the fitting procedure, requiring some
or all of the spectra attributed to GSI1, GSI2, and OP to be identical (they
are highly similar after all). However, if such requirements are added, the re-
sulting estimates of the PP and PrPP spectra begin to greatly deviate from
the experimental values in the most “sensitive” regions, where the SADS of
the interacting states differ the most, i.e., at λ < 380nm or 450–600 nm in our
experimental window (see Figure A.9(c)). An example of the fit where GSI1
and GSI2 were required to have identical spectra is, for illustrative purposes,
presented in Figure A.10. Therefore, we have to conclude that seven—four
for PP and three for PrPP—is the smallest amount of independent spectral
components needed to adequately describe the pre- and post-repump spectral
dynamics of the IB1b photochromic system, without over-parameterizing the
kinetic model.

4.3.4.3 Ionization of the Ring-Opened Photoproduct

If ring-closing was the sole repump-induced photoreaction, the late ∆∆OD

spectra ( t
Pr

or t
rP
> 100ps in Figures 4.10 and 4.11) then would be exclusively

composed of photoproduct bleach. The late ∆∆OD spectra in Figures 4.10
and 4.11, on the other hand, indicate residual repump-induced absorption
both in the NUV (λ

Pr
< 400nm) and the mid-VIS (450–550 nm) spectral re-

gions that undoubtedly emanates from a separate spectral species. In order to
account for these phenomena, we have added an additional repump-induced
pathway OP→ I0 with a yield of ca. 3 % that leads to the formation of a sepa-
rate, indefinitely long-lived species (τI0→GS =∞, since these post-reexcitation
effects decay outside the temporal window of the experiment).9 The resulting
species I0 differs significantly from the remaining SADS, exhibiting a sharp
absorption peak at 360 nm and a semi-continuous IA plateau, which extends
beyond theNIR boundary of our spectral window (see Figure 4.13(a)). While
solvated electrons in MeCN exhibit a similar featureless absorption plateau
in the 400–700 nm spectral region [195, 196], they, for the most part, can be
ruled out as a possible source of this ∆∆OD signal, since the lifetime of the
excess electron population in MeCN is only ca. 80 ps [195, 196]. More likely
these long lasting absorption effects stem from the ionization of the photo-
product and a concomitant formation of a solvated electron/radical pair. The
high energyNIR pulse creates a long livedUV-active solvated electron/radical

9 The “real” lifetime of these species is below 1 ms, since no accumulation effects were observed
during the experiments.
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species (similar effects have previously been observed in other three pulse ex-
periments [33, 187, 197, 198]). Interestingly enough, the PrPATmeasurements
show that the metastable ring-opened form is more susceptible to repump-in-
duced ionization. The PrPAT spectra in Figure 4.11(c) indicate, the early (pos-
itive) ∆∆OD signals are exact spectral replicas of the final photoproduct (for
comparison, normalized early PrPAT spectra and SADS of component OP
are presented in Figure A.11), whereas the late repump spectra show definite
indications of the predicted radical form, implying that the ring-opened form
has a lower ionization potential.

4.3.4.4 Repump-Induced Molecular Back-Switching Dynamics

While the suggested appearance of an excited transient S1OP, a vibrationally
hot GSI2, and the ionic form I0 explains the spectral constitution of the post-
reexcitation transient spectra, the switching back dynamics remain, to a cer-
tain extent, ambiguous. In order to address both the light-induced forward and
backward switching processes, we propose two possible evolutionary schemes
(see Figure 4.12 and Table 4.2) that complement the previously suggested
branched evolution model:

I. The first model explains the back-switching mechanism via a direct
involvement of the hot ground states. This model suggests that after
the reexcitation, population of S1OP is coupled back directly to the
hot ground state manifold without any significant population losses
(S1OP→ GSI2). Within the ground state PES the molecules experience
either a several tens of picoseconds lasting vibrational cooling to the
ground state potential minimum GSI2→OP, or a ring-closing reaction
to the main molecular ground state. This ring-closing reaction is incor-
porated in the said model as direct hot ground state leakage GSI2→GS,
somewhat similarly to the merocyanine-to-spiropyran re-isomerization
reaction described in ref. [185]. In other words, molecules with excess vi-
brational energy are presumed to have a higher probability to overcome
the (now reduced) potential barrier separating the ring-opened and ring-
closed potential minima. With the kinetic rates being τ

GSI2→OP = 12ps
and τ

GSI2→GS = 195ps (see Table 4.2), ca. 6 % of the reexcited state pop-
ulation is returned back to the main molecular ground state beforeGSI2
is ultimately depopulated.

II. The second model also incorporates the appearance of hot ground state
transient GSI2 in the ring-opened form, however, it suggests a differ-
ent repump-induced ring-closure pathway. In this model, the evolution
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on the hot ground state manifold of the photoproduct is assumed to
be unidirectional, i.e., GSI2 is not “leaky” and all of the hot ground
state population is transferred back to the potential minimum of the
ring-opened form. Instead, a linkage—presumably a potential energy
barrier that can be overcome with excess vibrational energy, as depicted
in Figure 4.12(b)—between the excited state manifolds of both the ring-
opened and ring-closed forms (i.e., states S1OP and S1CL) is assumed to
be present, thus allowing a portion (< 30%) of the reexcited popula-
tion to revert back to the original excited state S1CL (S1OP → S1CL in
Figure 4.12). These species repeatedly undergo the lossy route of the
“standard” UV excitation (S1CL→OP) and the ring-closing results as a
consequence of direct transient state leakage (S1CL→GS, see Table 4.2
for the appropriate transfer rates).

Despite the implied photophysical differences, both models are not fun-
damentally different from a kinetic perspective. It is obvious from Table 4.2
that in either case the vast majority (100 % inModel I and ca. 73 % inModel

II) of the reexcited state population ends up in the hot ground state mani-
fold. The only uncertainty, from a purely numerical standpoint, is whether
the back-switching proceeds directly via the post-repump (GSI2) or the “origi-
nal” (S1CL) states. The PrPP experiments cannot unambiguously answer this
question since:

(a) the molecular state S1CL is not fluorescent (a resurfacing SE would be
observed in the PrPP signals if a radiative decay route was present);

(b) due to relatively low back-switching yield, it is hard to resolve the “orig-
inal” states, with their signals being less than 3 mOD (i.e., < 30% of the
entire PrPP difference signal according to Model II).

With the current knowledge available both models give a valid description of
both the PP and PrPP dynamics with the minimal amount of SADS and, due
to the intricacy of the PrPP signals, it is hard to choose a clear preference of
one over the other.

4.3.4.5 Interpretation of the PrPAT Dynamics

PrPAT signals in Figure 4.11 indicate that an early reexcitation causes a net
increase of the entire IA signal of the ring-opened form. This effect is closely
linked to the short-lived states S∗1CL and GSI1, since the largest net growth of
ca. 6 % is achieved within their lifetime (at ca. t

rP
≈ 400 fs). This allows us to

predict that either:
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(a) reexcitation prior to depopulation of state S∗1CL promotes the molecular
system to a higher excited state (Sn>1, for the sake of simplicity not
pictured in Figure 4.12(b)), thus causing an indirect formation of the
ring-opened species OP (e.g., S∗1CL→ Sn>1→ S1OP→GSI2→OP);

(b) a portion of the molecules “lost” due to formation of GSI1 are returned
back to the excited state manifold (GSI1→ S∗1CL), hence allowing them
to undergo the photocycle.

In other words, via some repump-induced “shortcut” certain lossy pathways,
like S1CL→GS or S∗1CL→GSI1→GS, are ultimately overcome. Decay of the
excited state leads towards the gradual development of the terminal photoprod-
uct (see Figure 4.13(b)), whose appearance in the PrPAT signals is mirrored by
the intensification of the negative ∆∆OD at t

rP
> 1ps. Growth of this signal

at t
rP

= 1–20 ps and its stabilization at t
rP

= 20–100 ps roughly coincide with
the buildup of the ring-opened isomer (see Figure 4.9). This result is to be ex-
pected (similar effects were reported before in ref. [31]), given that, as t

rP
nears

t
Pr

in the PrPAT experiment, progressively more ring-opened molecules are
affected by the repumping pulse and are thereby able to undergo the formerly
discussed reexcitation-induced molecular back-switching process. Due to the
intricate arrangement of both the excited and ground state PES’s it is difficult
to predict a precise early reexcitation photoevolutionary pathway. Additional
PrPP measurements at several different early reexcitation instances prior to
formation of the photoproduct (e.g., t

rP
= 0.5–10 ps) could clarify any of

the above-proposed sub-picosecond repump pathways, albeit this would raise
the difficulty of not knowing which exact state is monitored in this kind of
measurement (see the state population dependence in Figure 4.13(b)).

4.3.5 Conclusions

We have investigated the light-induced oxazine ring-opening and ring-clos-
ing reactions of a structurally substituted IB-type photochromic compound.
Our measurements indicate that its photocycle can be controlled by a prop-
erly timed UV/NIR pulse sequence. A NIR reexcitation pulse, succeeding
directly after (0< t

rP
< 1ps) the primary UV actinic excitation pulse, causes

a 6 % net increase of the photoproduct population, whereas a late reexcitation
( t
rP
> 100ps) triggers a ring-closing reaction with a similar efficiency. PrPP ex-

periments indicate that more than half of the photoproduct population can be
reexcited to a short lived state—most likely S1 of the ring-opened form—that
eventually decays to hot ground state manifold of the ring-opened form. A
portion (ca. 3 %) of the photoproduct population is ionized, leading to the
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formation of a long lived (> 6ns) electron/radical species. Two models, based
on global analysis of the time-resolved data, are suggested to interpret the post-
repump photodevelopment. The first model implies that the hot ground state
manifold of the ring-opened form is “leaky” and molecules with excess vibra-
tional energy can be coupled back to the main ground state of the ring-closed
form. The second model predicts that a fraction of the reexcited state popula-
tion is reverted back to an early transition state, thereby repeating the initial
lossy photoevolution pathway.





5
REDEF IN IT ION OF THE INDOLOBENZOXAZ INE
PHOTOCHROMISM

5.1 shadow of a doubt: the triplet pathway hypothesis

Ever since the introduction of the IB photochromic family [163–166, 168, 193,
194] two concepts of their photodynamics were, more or less, acknowledged
indisputably. The first of them is the notion that the∆OD spectra of photoex-
cited IBs can be assigned to the ground state of the ring-opened IB isomer. IBs
were normally assumed to be positively photochromic and their photochro-
mism was purportedly associated with UV excitation-induced C–O bond
breakage and the sub-nanosecond formation of Ind and pNph chromophores,
the latter of which exhibits absorption in the blue part of the VIS spectrum
[164–166, 168]. The discrepancies of the ∆OD spectra from the indicative
pNphe-like anionic band at 430 nm were typically attributed to either influ-
ence of the imposed substitutions to the molecular backbone1 or the intrinsic
differences between the electronic nature of the chemically- and optically-gen-
erated species. In essence, the general spectral resemblance was deemed to be
close enough and was not questioned any further. Nevertheless, a more thor-
ough comparison of the steady-state and the ∆OD spectra indicates that such
attribution is somewhat dubious. In fact, even in the case of the simplest un-
modified photochromic oxazine IB0 (see Figure 4.1(g)), the maximum of its
TA spectrum (ca. 440 nm) does not perfectly coincide with the absorption
maximum of the chemically-induced species (ca. 430 nm); furthermore, there
is a broad IA plateau extending redwards from the main IA band, which is
absent in the steady-state absorption spectra of chemically-opened compound
[163, 166]. Therefore, the very assignment of TA bands of photochromic oxa-
zines to ring-opened forms can be generally put to question.

The other de facto concept, that eventually had to be revisited, is that of
the IB excited state multiplicity. The vast majority of pioneering works on IB

1 Since structural alterations to the basic IB chemical structure can heavily alter the TA spectra,
see refs. [166, 177, 192].
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Figure 5.1: Panel (a): kinetic traces of IB1b in MeCN, measured at 400 nm before
(blue) and after (red) purging the solution with argon for 15 min. Or-
ange traces correspond to recovered original traces obtained after argon
purged solutions were flushed with ambient air. Panel (b): FP results of
IB1b inMeOH solution. Panels (c) and (d): global analysis of the nanosec-
ond-resolution FP data of IB1b in, respectively,MeCN andMeOH. Cyan
plots depict the steady-state absorption spectra of chemically ring-opened
forms in MeCN. Refer to ref. [199, 200] for additional information on
the experimental methodology and conditions.

photodynamics [163–165, 168] have claimed that triplet states does not partic-
ipate in the IB photoevolution. As a matter of fact, the triplet states were gen-
erally dismissed in Section 4.2.4.2 due to the relatively short recovery times
to S0. In fact, establishment of the (presumably) ring-opened IB isomer ex-
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clusively via a singlet pathway, was one of the key “appeal” factors of the
photochromic [1,3]oxazines, since absence of a triplet state effectively reduces
the possibility of interaction with molecular oxygen (and, hence, formation
of the destructive 1∆g ) [163]. Nonetheless, the photoinduced photochromic
opening of oxazine ring was suggested to occur via the triplet state PES due
to experimentally observed triplet→ triplet energy transfer in BODIPY-ox-
azine dyads in a study by Raymo [182]. A computational study provided a
mechanistic model of the IB excitation dynamics, in which ring-opened pho-
toisomer is formed in the triplet state, followed by intersystem crossing to the
singlet ground state of the ring-opened species [182].

Both of these assumption were put to test in an experimental FP study by
Voiciuk et al. [199]. Results of the said study are outlined in Figure 5.1 and can
be summarized as follows:

1. The triplet character of IBs was tested by removing dissolved oxygen
from the sample solution. TA at 400 nm was monitored before and
after the oxygen removal by purging the MeCN solution with argon
for 15 min. The results shown in Figure 5.1(a) reveal a slight prolon-
gation of the relaxation time after oxygen removal. The initial decay
rate, as estimated by monoexponential fitting of the kinetic traces, is
equal to 21 ns. For compound IB1b a 4 ns increase was observed after
oxygen purging. The observed change in lifetime is very small, albeit
discernible and reproducible. To rule out the possibility of this obser-
vation being due to some modification of the sample during the argon
purging procedure (i.e., contamination), after the measurement on the
de-oxygenated sample, the solution was purged with air to restore the
equilibrium oxygen concentration. The control measurement on re-oxy-
genated sample revealed the recovery of the original kinetic traces (cyan
curves in Figure 5.1). According to the Stern–Volmer relationship, for
lifetimes as short as 21 ns, a complete removal of the quencher would
result in 10–20 % increase of the lifetime [199]. This means that the
quantitative effect of oxygen removal, observed in these experiments, is
perfectly consistent with the calculations, assuming the triplet character
of the excited state.

2. A more effective solvation and stabilization of the zwitterionic ring-
opened IB forms could be expected in protic solvents. To test the sol-
vent influence on the excited state dynamics of IB1b, FP measurements
were performed inMeOH solutions. The presence of two transient spe-
cies is clearly discernible in the kinetic traces in Figure 5.1(b). The ini-
tial signal decays very rapidly at all wavelengths, with lifetimes shorter
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than the sub-5-nanosecond IRF. Subsequently, in the second stage of the
spectral evolution kinetic traces in the 380–460 nm region, instead of de-
caying to zero, reveal an emergent contribution of a long-lived compo-
nent with an absorption band, centered at 400 nm (in the kinetic traces
of IB1b in Figure 5.1(b) the long-lived component manifests as an off-
set, which comprises about 10 % of the initial signal amplitude). The
experiments in alcohol solutions revealed spectral signatures similar to
those observed in MeCN with an important addition of a long-lived
(ca. 200 ns) species (see Figures 5.1(c) and 5.1(d)), exhibiting excellent
spectral resemblance to chemically opened forms. The similarity of the
initial transient spectra to those recorded in MeCN allows tentative at-
tribution of these spectra to the triplet states. The long-lived spectral
features (see Figure 5.1(d)) were (fairly confidently) assigned to the ring-
opened isomers. The general connectivity scheme, used in global anal-
ysis of the experimental data in alcohols (see ref. [199]), was tested on
data obtained inMeCN to re-examine tiny small long-lived components
observed (but largely ignored) in previous nanosecond-resolution stud-
ies. However, global analysis of the FP data has revealed that the spectra
of the long-lived species bear little resemblance to that of the chemically
opened forms (see Figure 5.1(c)), and the origin of the long-lived spectral
features observed in MeCN still remains to be determined.

These observations called for additional structure-sensitive methods to elu-
cidate on the nature of the IB post-UV-excitation photodynamics.

5.2 a femtosecond stimulated raman spectroscopic study on

the oxazine ring-opening dynamics of structurally-modi-

fied indolobenzoxazines

5.2.1 Introduction

Even though numerous sub-microsecond [164–168] and sub-nanosecond [134,
176, 192] time-resolved studies have been carried out on IB compounds, the
mechanism of their photodynamics remains unclear. As briefly presented in
the section above, spectral discrepancies between the chemically ring-opened
and the optical excitation-induced forms [168, 177], prominent influence of
the molecular substitutions [166, 177, 192], and the dependence of ground state
recovery times on molecular oxygen level [182, 199] have led to suggestions
that an intersystem crossing process effectively competes with the oxazine
ring-opening. A certain level of ambiguity stems from the fact that all time-
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resolved studies on IBs, performed until now, were based on the electronic
absorption spectra [134, 162, 164–168, 176, 177, 182, 192, 199, 201] that inher-
ently provide very little explicit information on the structural changes of the
molecule, thus suggesting that structure-sensitive spectro-temporal methods
are necessary to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the intri-
cate IB photodynamics. Moreover, the current knowledge of the vibrational
behavior of these molecular species is rather scarce. In this chapter we aim
to address these issues by presenting a joint theoretical/experimental study
elucidating the vibrational statics and dynamics of the IBs. We employ FSRS

spectroscopic techniques [38–40, 202] to analyze the ground- and the photoex-
cited-state vibronic development of several selected members of the IB family.
These experiments shed additional insight to the general photophysics of IBs
and, to our knowledge, this is the first vibrational study–both steady-state and
time-resolved–on compounds of this kind.

5.2.2 Materials and Methods

For the study, we have selected several previously investigated (refs. [134, 177,
192, 199] and the bulk of Chapter 4) IB compounds with phenylic substitu-
ents in the para position, relative to the nitrogen of the indole ring: IB1b (4-
methoxyphenyl substitution, orange structural formula in Figure 5.2(a)) and
IB1a (3-chlorophenyl substitution, blue structural formula in Figure 5.2(a)).
These compounds were chosen mainly for their relatively high quantum yield
[177], compared to numerous other IBs [162, 164, 165, 167, 168], and excel-
lent photodynamic stability [177]. The unsubstituted (“base”) compound IB0

[164, 165, 168, 176] was, for comparative purposes, studied only via steady-
state (i.e., SRS) techniques, since its lower quantum yield [164, 165, 168] and
fatigue resistance [177] proved to be inadequate for time-resolved FSRS mea-
surements (which necessitated higher excitation intensities to produce a fea-
sible amount of the excited state population). The ground state absorption
of the phenyl-substituted IBs peaks at ca. 290–300 nm, while the TA of their
photo-induced forms is distinctive for its double-band structure, peaking in
the UV/VIS (415 nm for IB1b and 375 nm for IB1a) and the VIS/NIR (750 nm
for IB1b and 600 nm for IB1a) boundaries. These spectra are in striking con-
trast to the ones of the chemically-induced ring-opened forms—produced via
addition of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH) to the sample solutions
[164, 165, 168, 177, 199]—that exhibit only a single spectral maximum in the
VIS/NIR region, peaking for both compounds at ca. 430 nm [177, 192, 199]
(see the red spectrum in Figure 5.2(a)).
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Figure 5.2: Panel (a): steady-state (solid lines, opaque plot area) and excited-state
[177, 192] (dashed lines, transparent plot area) absorption spectra of the
phenyl-substituted IB-type compounds IB1b (orange) and IB1a (blue) dis-
solved in MeCN (the dotted line/semi-transparent red plot represents
the NUV–VIS part of the chemically-opened form steady-state absorp-
tion spectrum [177]). The molecular structures of the compounds are
presented adjacent to the proper spectra; arrows on the bottom abscissa in-
dicate spectral positions of the actinic and the Raman pump pulses. Panel
(b): steady-state SpRS spectra of compounds IB1b, IB1a, and the unsubsti-
tuted indolo[2,1-b] [1,3]benzoxazine IB0 [165, 168, 176]. The spectra are
offset vertically and normalized in respect to the ca. 1330 cm−1 −NO2
band for better viewing. Numbers indicate the positions of several signif-
icant spectral peaks (see Table 5.1).

FSRS experiments were performed using a home-built spectroscopic setup
introduced in ref. [203] and Section 2.3. Two different types of Raman mea-
surements were simultaneously performed on the IB solutions:

(a) Steady-state SRS (without the actinic pulse, see Equation 2.14) on the
chemically ring-opened IB forms (i.e., investigation of the characteris-
tic ground state Raman frequencies of the blue-absorbing ring-opened
molecules);

(b) Time-resolved FSRS on the photoexcited IB species (i.e., investigation of
the time-dependent vibrational changes, occurring after theUV photon
absorption).
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Crystalline IB samples were dissolved in MeCN (Lichrosolv, gradient grade)
and diluted to an appropriate concentration for the either of the experiments.
In the time-resolved FSRS experiments both of the IB samples, concentrated
to 1 OD at 325 nm in a 1 mm optical pathway, were excited with λAP =
325nm, EAP = 1µJ, τAP = 70 fs actinic pulses, while the Raman pumps
were set to either λRP = 795nm,2 ERP = 5µJ, τRP = 3.5ps for IB1b, or
λRP = 610nm,3 ERP = 4µJ, τRP = 4ps for IB1a. In the steady-state SRS ex-
periments the concentrations were slightly increased in order to produce a
sufficient amount of ring-opened species via introduction of a small amount
(ca. 10 µL) of highly-concentrated TBAH (1.0 M in MeOH, Alfa Aeser) to
the IB solutions. Samples of 1 OD at 450 nm were used in the steady-state SRS
measurements. The ground-to-excited state SRS resonance was achieved with
λRP = 460nm,4 ERP = 2µJ, τRP = 2ps spectrally-narrowed pulses.

Tunability of narrowband Raman pump in our FSRS setup is generally
limited to ca. 390–400 nm on the short-wave side (i.e., 2nd harmonic of the
fundamental Ti:Sa radiation, see Section 2.3.3), which disallows resonant en-
hancement of theUV-absorbing IB solutions (see Figure 5.2(a)).5 Spontaneous
Raman scattering (SpRS) spectra of crystalline IB samples were measured as
an alternative. SpRS spectra of samples IB1b and IB1d6 were recorded using an
Echelle-type spectrometer RamanFlex 400 (PerkinElmer, Inc.), equipped
with a thermoelectrically cooled (up to −50 ◦C) CCD camera and a fiber op-
tic cable for excitation and collection of the Raman spectra in a 180° scattering
geometry. The excitation of the IB samples was performed with a λ= 785nm,
P = 30mW diode laser radiation, focused to a 200 µm diameter spot. The
resolution of the experiments was ca. 1 cm−1. SpRS spectra of samples IB0,
IB1a, and IB1c6 were recorded using a FT-Raman spectrometer Multiram

(Bruker Optik GmbH). The excitation was performed with a λ = 1064nm,
P = 300mW Nd:YAG laser, and the spectra were recorded with liquid nitro-
gen cooled germanium diode detector. The resolution of the experiments was
ca. 4 cm−1. All of the above-described SpRSmeasurements were performed on
crystalline IB samples at room temperature.

A computational study was conjointly performed to characterize the fun-
damental vibrational modes of the investigated IBs. Molecular structures of
the IB compounds in ground electronic state were optimized using density-

2 Spectrally-filtered fundamental Ti:Sa radiation.
3 Bandwidth-limited 2nd harmonic of the HP-OPA signal wave.
4 Bandwidth-limited 4th harmonic of the HP-OPA idler wave.
5 Additional restraints arise due to limitations of the employed diffraction optics that restrict
the resolution to ca. 20 cm−1 in the NUV region.

6 See Figure A.12 for the supplementary SpRS/FSRS measurements on IB1c and IB1d.
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functional theory [204] with B3LYP functional [205] and cc-pVTZ basis set
[206]. Vibrational frequency analysis including anharmonic corrections [207]
and calculation of Raman scattering activities were carried out for the op-
timized structures. Calculations were performed using Gaussian09 package
[208], using computational resources at the High Performance Computing
Center HPC Saulėtekis (Vilnius University, Faculty of Physics) [209]. Ob-
tained scattering activities were subsequently converted to simulated Raman
intensities by calculating scattering cross-section [210] (λ0 and T values were
taken from corresponding experiments).

5.2.3 Results and Discussion

The ground state SpRS spectra of the phenyl-substituted IBs (see Figure 5.2(b))
feature a multitude of vibrational bands, most prominent of which surface at
ca. 1330 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1. The intense vibrations at 1330 cm−1 are ob-
served for all compounds of the IB variety and can be ascribed to the sym-
metric −NO2 stretching in the pNphmoiety [212, 213]. While the 1600 cm−1

region also envelops the relatively weaker antisymmetric −NO2 vibrations
[212] (as exhibited by the unsubstituted IB0 in Figure 5.3), the substantially
intensified vibrations of IB1b and IB1a that arise in the particular spectral
vicinity are of a different origin. The intense ca. 1600 cm−1 vibrations in the
substituted IBs stem from the phenylic extensions of the molecule and can
be ascribed to the biphenyl-like symmetric inter-aromatic ring stretching in

No. Intensity IB0 IB1b IB1a Description

1. Very strong 1334 1331 1332 −NO2 deformation

2. Very strong — 1604 1588, 1609 Biphenyl ring stretching along axis

3. Strong 1585, 1615† 1582† 1583† Phenyl ring and −NO2 stretching

4. Strong 1315–1360 1315–1360 1315–1360 CH2 out-of-plane deformations

5. Strong — 1282, 1306 1282 Biphenyl ring CH rocking/twisting

6. Strong 1233† 1237 1237 Various CH bends

Table 5.1: Calculated properties (frequencies (in cm−1) and relative intensities) of
steady-state Raman scattering of IB compounds. The scattering intensities
can be assessed from Figure 5.2(b). The values marked with daggers (†) de-
note peaks of a given character that are less pronounced in the correspond-
ing compounds (as evident in Figure 5.2(b)). A full list of characteristic
vibrational frequencies is presented in the supporting material of ref. [211].
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Figure 5.3: Baseline- and solvent line-corrected ground state SRS spectra of the chem-
ically ring-opened forms (via addition of TBAH to the sample solutions)
of IB1b, IB1a and the unsubstituted IB compound IB0. The resulting an-
ionic pNphe-like forms exhibit strong absorption at ca. 430 nm (red spec-
trum in Figure 5.2(a)) that allows us to exploit the 460 nm resonant en-
hancement conditions (RP0 in Figure 5.2(a)). The SRS spectra are nor-
malized and offset vertically for better viewing. Red spectrum depicts the
properly scaled (according to the 2250 cm−1 C−−−N line) FSRS spectrum
of MeCN (spectral data beyond 2200 cm−1 is not depicted, as it bears no
significant vibrational contribution from the IB compounds).

the phenyl-indole moiety [214–216] (see also Figure A.12). The phenylic sub-
stituents also give rise to reasonably intense aromatic ring rocking/twisting
vibrations appearing in the close proximity of the −NO2 peak at ca. 1280–
1300 cm−1. Ascription of the key vibrational modes of the investigated com-
pounds is outlined in Table 5.1, whereas a full list of nearly 40 characteristic
Raman bands can be found in the supporting material of ref. [211].

In Figure 5.3 we can see that in spite of the alterations to the molecular
backbone (or the eventual differences emanating in the electronic excited state
evolution [134, 176, 177, 192]), the chemically-induced open-ring conforma-
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tions of all the investigated compounds exhibit virtually identical SRS spectra.
This equivalence allows us to assume that the SRS features in Figure 5.3 belong
mainly to the pNphe moiety, considering that the blue-absorbing ionic chro-
mophore is predominantly resonant with the 460 nm Raman pump (for ex-
plicitness, properly scaled SRS lines of the solvent are presented in Figure 5.3;
the indole segment of the bond-cleaved molecule is an unlikely candidate to
be stimulated by the utilized Raman pump, as it absorbs principally in theUV

[176, 217, 218]). The majority of higher frequency (> 1000cm−1) vibrational
bands, that accompany the chemical ring-opening, generally correlate with
the ones, observed upon the deprotonation of pNph [219, 220]. While there
are some discrepancies between the absolute positions and the relative ampli-
tudes, in view of the main pNphe spectral peaks [219, 220], the general outline
of the Raman spectrum is, by and large, similar. Most notably, formation of
pNphe prompts a decline of the intense ca. 1330 cm−1 −NO2 vibrations that
redshift [219] and, likely, change their vibrational character [220] following
the reaction. Moreover, the SRS signals at ca. 1400–1600 cm−1 are common to
all of the IB compounds, including the unsubstituted IB0. This suggests that
in the ring-opened forms they stem from the pNphe-like C–O– , C–C, and
C–H [219] vibrations (since the intense phenyl-indole vibrations, that occupy
the same spectral region in Figure 5.2(b), cannot surface in the SRS spectrum
of the unsubstituted IB0). Perhaps one of the most distinguishing vibrational
features of the chemically-opened form SRS spectra are the two intense Ra-
man bands, emerging at 790 and 930 cm−1. Interestingly, none of the partic-
ular bands can be associated exclusively with formation of the pNphe moi-
ety. While pNphe does in fact exhibit a characteristic intense lower-frequency
Raman peak [219, 220]—i.e., joint −NO2 and C–C vibrations at 858 cm−1

[219]—the SRS peaks in Figure 5.3 are interspersed from the “expected” spec-
tral location by ±70cm−1 (which is somewhat too large to be interpreted as
Fermi resonance splitting of the band). While it is unclear whether these two
bands appear due to either the probable upshift of the said mode, accompa-
nied by an intensification of the ring-breathing in the indole fragment at ca.
760 cm−1 [221], or the possible intra-chromophore vibrations, developing in-
trinsically from the C–O bond dissociation, it is nonetheless evident that the
emergence of these intense Raman modes is one of the key “identifiers” of the
ring-opening reaction of an IB molecule.

In contrast to the multitude of well-defined spectral peaks of the chemi-
cally-induced open-ring forms, the time- and wavenumber-resolved FSRS da-
tamaps in Figure 5.4 indicate the presence of a single dominant vibrational
band that prevails through both the early and the late stages of the IB photo-
evolution. It should be noted that due to the relatively low Raman yield of
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the IB samples, as well as the significant deviation of both 610 and 795 nm
Raman pumps from the ground state electronic resonances (> 15000cm−1,
see Figure 5.2), bleaching contributions do not surface in either of the time-
gated FSRS spectra. This observation, along with the fact that the pre-actinic
pump interaction FSRS signals are zero, allows us to designate all the Raman
gain signals in Figure 5.4 entirely to the excited and/or photoproduct states
[192] of the investigated IBs. The distinguishing broad Raman peak emerges
at 1606 cm−1 for IB1b and at 1595 cm−1 for IB1a, and is adjoined by a clus-
ter of near-lying lower-frequency vibrational bands at ca. 1400–1500 cm−1.
At least two clear-cut Raman maxima on the red wing of the main peak—at
1490 and 1540 cm−1—can be discerned for IB1a, whereas the corresponding
maxima of IB1b are slightly more dispersed spectrally, indicating a potential
contribution of hot luminescence [66, 202] instigated by the repopulation of
higher excited states of the compound [134]. Femtosecond time-resolved stud-
ies have previously shown that IB-type compounds exhibit a sub-picosecond
decay and consequent sub-nanosecond growth of the TA signal (refs. [176,
192] and Section 4.2). As observed in Figure 5.4, the temporal behavior of the
IB1b and IB1a FSRS bands in the spectral vicinity of ca. 1600 cm−1 (and, to an
extent, at the lower-frequency shoulder at ca. 1500 cm−1) clearly mimics the
familiar “rise → fall → rise → fall” dynamics of the transient electronic ab-
sorption signals [134, 176, 192] and on that account, can be well described by
the same kinetic model (see Table A.1 for additional information). Moreover,
spectral evolution during the sub-50-picosecond period distinctly shows the
peak-shift to lower frequencies (by ca. 7 cm−1) and band-narrowing phases.
These FSRS dynamics, similarly to those observed in other molecules (e.g.,
in various carotenoids [46, 88, 136]), can be attributed to the vibrational re-
laxation, which, in our case, accompanies the formation of the photoprod-
uct (also suggested in ref. [192]). The ratios between the initial (ca. 300 fs)
and the final (ca. 100 ps) spectral amplitudes at 1600 cm−1 slightly differ from
those of the “pure” electronic signals [134, 192]—also a discrepancy between
the intermediate state lifetimes (see Table A.1) and the ones from ref. [192]
can be acknowledged—which can be explained by the fact that the Raman
pumps can likewise irreversibly relocate the excited state/photoproduct pop-
ulation (i.e., “dump” or “repump” it), thereby, partially altering the “stan-
dard” photoevolution [134] (also observed in other multi-pulse experiments
[89, 198]). Some of the more notable vibrational modes, accompanying the
excited-state-to-photoproduct transition, are observed in the spectral region
of ca. 750–1200 cm−1. The vibrational frequencies at ca. 780 and 1180 cm−1

(IB1b), and ca. 1000 and 1250 cm−1 (IB1a) can be associated with the initial
Frank–Condon and the singlet excited states, as suggested in ref. [192], seem-
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ing as they rapidly decay within the first picosecond of the photoevolution.
Likewise, the most prominent vibrational modes of the final forms can be
identified at ca. 1275 cm−1 (IB1b) 1000 and 1250 cm−1 (IB1a), acknowledging
their growth in amplitude (and the escalation above their initial amplitudes)
for the first 100 ps, which coincides with the formation of the final evolution-
ary forms [192]. On the whole, the majority of these Raman signals, as indi-
cated by the bottom graphs of Figure 5.4, are almost an order of magnitude
less intense than the main 1600 cm−1 maxima (note the logarithmic ampli-
tude coloring in the main graphs of Figure 5.4). It should also be mentioned
that no clear-cut spectro-temporal activity is observed in the spectral vicinity
of the main −NO2 band at ca. 1330 cm−1. The post-excitation behavior (i.e.,
bleach recovery and peak-shift) of the nitro functional group was shown to
accompany the ring-opening dynamics of the related photochromic nitro-spi-
ropyrans [31, 222], and, bearing in mind the steady-state vibrational changes
of pNph [219, 220], a similar effect can also be expected upon the ring-opening
of IBs. Nonetheless, the data in this particular spectral region is less “reliable”,
as it lies in the close proximity of the comparatively strong 1375 cm−1 C–H
deformation frequency of MeCN and is more susceptible to the solvent line
subtraction artifacts [40, 43].

Comparing all the presented data, one can notice an inherent dissimilarity
between the chemically- and optically-generated IB forms. While the contrast
between the steady-state and transient electronic absorption of the chemically-
and photo-generated species has been addressed previously (see refs. [177, 192,
199] and Figure 5.2(a)), the SRS/FSRS data in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 indicate
that the particular molecular forms also bear very little vibrational semblance.
This implies that although the general vibronic features of the chemically-in-
duced forms can be ascribed to pNphe [219, 220], the same assumption can-
not be explicitly made about the ones produced via a UV photon absorp-
tion. Essentially, none of the characteristic low-to-mid-frequency (i.e., ν <
1400cm−1 in our experimental window) components correlate between the
SRS and FSRS spectra of the two—expectedly equivalent—molecular forms.
Principally, all time-resolved FSRS spectra in Figure 5.4 peak in the close
proximity of the characteristic higher-frequency ground state SpRS maxima
(Figure 5.2(b)). Moreover, this tendency is exhibited not only by compounds
IB1b and IB1a, but also by many other para-substituted IBs, including the ones
investigated in ref. [177] (see Figure A.12). Acknowledging the key contribu-
tion of phenyl-indole inter-ring vibrations to the ground state SpRS spectra
(Figure 5.2(b)), it is safe to assume that the signals at ca. 1600 cm−1, emerging
in the post-excitation FSRS dynamics, also originate from vibrations of the
same molecular moiety. Since these biphenyl-like vibrations are not bleached
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after the optical excitation (as the FSRS signal in Figure 5.4 is always positive)
the temporal development of the 1600 cm−1 region can be interpreted as an in-
tensification of molecular vibrations (stemming from the possible electronic
excitation re-localization) within the phenyl-indolic moiety. The signals that
could be potentially linked to oxazine ring opening (i.e., the sub-100-picosec-
ond growth at ca. 1250 cm−1 in Figure 5.4) are much weaker than the ones
assumedly associated with the phenyl-bearing fragments. These observations
agree well with the earlier predictions that theUV excitation does not, in fact,
cause a C–O bond breakage or (a spectrally-resolvable) pNphe formation in
photoexcited IB systems (especially inMeCN environment [199], as indicated
in Figure 5.1).

It has been suggested that intersystem crossing competes with ring-open-
ing in both the substituted and unsubstituted IBs [199]. While the presented
FSRS data supports the notion that ring-opening is not a likely outcome from
UV excitation, the overwhelming biphenyl-like nature of the ground- and
excited-state FSRS dynamics of the phenyl-substituted IBs allows us to pro-
pose yet another possible photoevolutionary route. The transient electronic
absorption spectra in Figure 5.2(a) bear a striking semblance to the radical
forms of biphenyl and its various derivatives [215, 216, 223–225] (obtained
both via optical excitation [215, 216] and pulse radiolysis [223, 224] experi-
ments). Most specifically, both electronic species display a presence of two
characteristic spectral bands—a sharp NUV/VIS peak and a broad NIR max-
imum. Moreover, the transient Raman spectra [216, 226, 227] of the said rad-
icals also share a great deal of likeness to the ones depicted in Figure 5.4 (i.e.,
an increased Raman activity at ν > 1500cm−1). Acknowledging the earlier
observations, concerning the dependence of the sub-nanosecond dynamics
on the UV excitation wavelength [192] and the susceptibility of the sub-mi-
crosecond relaxation rate to molecular oxygen [182, 199], it is possible to pre-
dict that the photoexcited phenyl-substituted IB systems develop a biphenyl
radical-like (ionic) state—or, possibly, a charge-separated form, in which the
electron traverses from one of the chromophoric segment to the other—that
predominates throughout the entire photoevolution. The radical formation,
most likely, develops not from the excited singlet state, familiar to most IBs
[134, 192]. The unsubstituted IB0 has also been found to decay faster in the
presence of oxygen [199], which suggests that the photopathway of the sub-
stituted systems is, presumably, singlet → triplet → radical. The proposed
radical nature, all things considered, would elucidate why the basic photo-
physical properties of the phenyl-substituted IBs—the noticeably higher yield
[177, 192], the excitation saturation dynamics [177], the atypical multi-peak
TA spectra [177, 192], and the strong contrast to pNphe [219, 220]—are dras-
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tically different from numerous close counterparts of the IB family [162, 164–
168, 176, 177, 182, 192, 199, 201]. Nonetheless, one should recognize that this
photoevolutionary ascription is established on the spectral similarity of the
transient species, which, as discussed earlier, may not always be a credible
source of judgment [199].

5.2.4 Conclusions

We have performed an experimental FSRS study on the chemically-induced
and the optically-generated molecular forms of phenyl-substituted IBs. The
vibrational (as well as the electronic [134, 177, 192, 199]) spectra of the “fac-
tual” ring-opened molecules show an inherent similarity to pNphe [164, 165,
168, 219, 220], whereas the UV excitation generated species exhibit a single
dominant vibrational peak at ca. 1600 cm−1. The latter results suggest an in-
creased vibrational activity within the phenyl-indolic (and not the nitrophe-
nolic) moiety, thus indicating that the substituents heavily alter the vibronic
photodynamics of IB systems. The FSRS data support the earlier assumptions
[182, 199] that the ring-opening competes with an auxiliary electronic pro-
cess. Moreover, the peculiar FSRS activity within the indolic fragment of the
molecule allow us estimate that the UV-generated excited state species might
actually be not of a triplet (as suggested in refs. [182, 199]), but of a ionic
radical-like [216, 226, 227] character.
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MAIN RESULTS AND CONCLUS IONS

• We have demonstrated an economic home-built FSRS apparatus, capa-
ble of time-resolved vibrational measurements with a spectral resolution
of ∆ν ≤ 6cm−1, temporal resolution of ∆τ ≤ 70 fs, and a resolvable
spectral bandwidth of up to ca. 3000 cm−1. Tunability of the narrow-
band (up to ca. 1.5 cm−1) Raman pump pulses are produced by gen-
erating and spectrally filtering the second harmonic of a high-power
OPA output, and can be implemented in the 400–800 nm region. Time-
resolved vibrational dynamics of β-carotene S2 (11B+

u ) and S1 (21A−g )
states are presented as a functional example of the FSRS setup, high-
lighting its qualities. The setup simultaneously measures PP and FSRS

signals and allows combining excellent dynamic resolution and signal-
to-noise of the former with the structural sensitivity of the latter.

• Multi-pulse time-resolved spectroscopic methods were applied to inves-
tigate the excited state dynamics of the marine carotenoid FX. PDP

measurements indicate that an equilibrium exists between the two FX

excited state species S1 and ICT. This equilibrium is restored on a sub-6-
picosecond timescale, after the ICT is deliberately depopulated viaNIR

SE. The joint PP/PDP experiments indicate that ICT decays—both nat-
urally and via forced SE—to a GSI form on the molecular ground state
PES. ThisGSI is thermally re-equilibrated to S0 with a reciprocal rate of
ca. 20 ps. FSRS experiments show that S1 and ICT are two vibronically
distinct states. The FX S1 possesses a vibrational structure comparable
to S1 of many other carotenoids, whereas the ICT bears a vibrational
semblance to the FX S0. The ICT FSRS spectrum exhibits characteristic
C––C vibrations at 1555 cm−1, that, based on the current understanding
of the FX excited state structure, may act as a coupling channel for the
S1↔ ICT equilibrium.

• Ultrafast dynamics of four novel IB compounds were, for the first time,
investigated with the means of PP spectroscopy. The excited state dy-
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namics of the IBs was described by a branched evolutionary model,
which was used for global analysis of the experimental transient data.
In the suggested model, the final forms are created in ca. 100 ps via ra-
diationless transitions from the molecular excited state S1, and a full
thermal restoration to S0 occurs with a rate of tens of nanoseconds on
a sub-microsecond timescale. Intricate spectral development in the early
photodynamic stages is explained by the appearance of a short-lived pho-
toproduct directly from the initial excited state of the molecule. Initially
the “fast” and “slow” forming intermediates were associated with the
ring-opened (or a bond-cleaved) molecular form. Judging on later find-
ings it is safe to assume that the kinetic model still holds, albeit the late
transient species should be “relocated” to either triplet or radical PES.

• Multi-pulse PrPP/PrPATmeasurements on a phenyl-substituted IB com-
pound indicate that its photocycle can be controlled by a properly timed
UV/NIR pulse sequence. A NIR reexcitation pulse, succeeding directly
after (0 < t

rP
< 1ps) the primary UV excitation pulse, causes a 6 %

net increase of the photoproduct population, whereas a late reexcitation
( t
rP
> 100ps) triggers a back-switching reaction (i.e., permanent loss of

PA) with a similar efficiency. PrPP experiments indicate that more than
half of the photoproduct population can be reexcited to a short lived
state, that eventually decays to hot ground state manifold of the photo-
product PES. These transient dynamics likewise induce a short term (ca.
20 ps) ∼ 20% modulation of the PA signal.

• An experimental FSRS study was carried out on chemically-induced and
optically-generated molecular forms of phenyl-substituted IBs. The full
vibronic spectra of the “factual” ring-opened molecules show an inher-
ent similarity to pNphe, whereas the UV excitation generated species
exhibit a single dominant vibrational peak at ca. 1600 cm−1. The latter
results suggest an increased vibronic activity (i.e., excitation re-alloca-
tion) within the phenyl-indolic (and not the nitrophenolic) moiety, thus
indicating that the substituents heavily alter the vibronic photodynam-
ics of IB systems. The SRS/FSRS data likewise support the assumptions
that the ring-opening competes with an auxiliary electronic process.
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a.1 second harmonic generation under gvm and gvd
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Figure A.1: Numeric simulation of 2nd harmonic generation in a lengthy nonlinear
medium under bothGVM andGVD conditions.GVDwas incorporated
to Equations (2.11) and (2.12) by the addition of the dispersive term
−i(LD/Lν)∂

2B j/∂ T 2, where j = 1,3, LD = 2τ2
0/g j is the dispersive prop-

agation length, and g j is the GVD coefficient. Assuming that g1 ' −g2
(which is close to the actual conditions for 1300/650 nm wave interaction
in KDP), the differential equations were simulated under LN/Lν = 2.0
and LN/LD = 0.15. With the introduction of the GVD term we begin
to observe more complex spectral and temporal transformations of the
interacting pulses. Second order approximation of the dispersion theory
accounts for such effects as intensity-selective depletion (i.e., the biggest
losses are observed at the peak of the pulse), spectral and temporal aber-
rations of the envelopes, regeneration of the fundamental wave, etc.
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a.2 supplements for the fx pdp and fsrs experiments
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Figure A.2: FSRS signal recovery procedure for FX at t
Pr

= 200 fs. A set of N =
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signifying the “end” of a single peak region). All of the remaining (i.e.,
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are approximated by a 5th order polynomial curve.
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a.3 supplements for the ib pp experiments

Steady-state absorption and time-resolved TA experiments were additionally
performed on 5-phenyl-3H-indolium iodides (see Figure A.5). Structurally
these compounds resemble the indolic moieties of the ring-open forms of
compounds IB1a and IB1b, and similar prototypes were previously used for
interpreting the time-resolved data of parent IBmolecule IB0 in ref. [176] (par-
ticularly, the sub-picosecond photoevolution of IB0 was attributed to the for-
mation of Ind-like chromophore in an excited state [176]). Since an extended
π-electron system is already present in 5-phenyl-3H-indolium iodide systems,
a complete analogy cannot be drawn between the excited state behavior of
these compounds and that of the individual indolic fragments of the parent
molecules. Due to the intricacy of the time-resolved spectra and the obvious
spectro-kinetic discrepancies from the PP data of Group I compounds (see
Figure 4.3), these results are presented as a merely supplementary guide and
are not analyzed in greater detail.
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Figure A.5: Normalized ground state (panel (a)) and transient excited state (pan-
els (b) and (c)) absorption spectra of 5-phenyl-3H-indolium iodides in
MeCN. Time resolved measurements were carried out on 1 OD samples
with λ
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= 500 fs) time-resolved spectra of the counterpart photochromic
compounds are presented in dashed curves in panels (b) and (c).
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Figure A.6: Temporal concentrations of the SADS of compounds (a) IB1a, (b) IB1b,
(c) IB2a, and (d) IB2b. Solid traces represent population dynamics along
the primary photoevolutionary pathway, whereas the pink dashed-dot-
ted traces correspond to the temporal concentration of the auxiliary pho-
toproduct route (note the semi-logarithmic timescale in all the graphs).
The connectivity scheme between the SADS is presented in Figure 4.6
of the main text.
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a.4 supplements for the ib prpp and prpat experiments
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Figure A.7: Dispersion-corrected transient PP-only spectra of compound IB1b from
the joint PP/PrPP experiments. The time-gated PP spectra are offset
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Figure A.9: Normalized SADS of the photoevolutionary states that exhibit either
similar lifetimes (panels (a) and (b)) or spectra (panel (c)). Refer to Ta-
ble 4.2 and Figure 4.12 in the main text for more information.
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a.5 supplements for the ib fsrs experiments

Transition IB1b IB1a

τ1→2 0.75 0.95
τ2→3 7 18
τ3→3 25000 13300
τ1→0 0.9 0.7
τ0→0 0.4 0.4

Table A.1: Reciprocal transition rates (in ps) between the intermediate states of com-
pound IB1b and IB1a FSRS photodynamics. The model for the global fit
was for simplicity purposes adapted from previous studies on substituted
IBs (refs. [134, 192] and/or Figure 4.6) and used as is. Result of the global
fit are depicted as continuous curves in Figure 5.4 in the main text.
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